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The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aerospace Medicine and Biology can be bound separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by means of the page numbers given at each entry, e.g., p0257 N80-32061. To assist the user in binding Supplements SP-7011(203) through SP-7011(214), a title page is included in the back of this Cumulative index.
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TO
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This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes contained in supplements [SP-7011 (203) through SP-7011 (214)] published by NASA during 1980.
This index is available as NTISUB/123/093 from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22161 at the price of $11.00 domestic; $22.00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION

WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS

This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011(203) through NASA SP-7011(214) of Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Continuing Bibliography, NASA SP-7011, by means of supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement journal for references on bioscience and biotechnology. It has been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:

1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N80-10000 series)
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A80-10000 series)

HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED

This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, and a corporate source index.

HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX

Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:

1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the following term or terms are used instead. For example:

   DOSE
   U DOSAGE
   AIRSTARERS
   U COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
   U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT

2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:

   FATIGUE (BIOLOGY)
   NT AUDITORY FATIGUE
   NT FLIGHT FATIGUE
   NT MUSCULAR FATIGUE

In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for particular items, this is because subject terms can readily include more than one class of document. For example:

   BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
   Vibratory force effect upon
   biological systems, particularly
   human organism.
   Biological effect of cosmic and
   solar radiations on human
   body at high altitudes.

illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX

All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index. Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching of the index for variants of an author's name. For example:

EMELIANOV, M. D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M. D.

HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., LAS CRUCES. DEPT. OF BIOLOGY. (Source citation entry)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., LAS CRUCES. (Source index entry)

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT

The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:

Page 191 will be found in Supplement 211.

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS

Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine and Biology supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly supplement.
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Catecholamine excretion in A-10 pilots
p0193 A80-92007

ABDOMEN
Abdominal echotomography - Its place in the evaluation of flight personnel
p0132 A80-32587

ABERRATION
MTP of the defocused optical system of the human eye for incoherent monochromatic light
p0126 A80-30673

ABILITIES
Ability, involvement and climate as multiple and interactive predictors of performance
[AD-A066891] p0058 880-14706
Methodological and conceptual issues in understanding ability-performance relationships
[AD-A066894] p0059 880-14708

ABIOGENESIS
A mathematical model of the disruption of mirror symmetry in prebiological evolution
p0047 A80-20680
'Acetaminitrile' - A plausibly source of amino acids on the primitive earth
p0075 A80-21781
Cyanamide mediated synthesis under plausible primitive earth conditions. VI - The synthesis of glycerol and glycerophosphates
p0097 A80-25201
Self-condensation of activated dinucleotides on polynucleotide templates with alternating sequences
p0097 A80-25202
Role of interstellar molecules in prebiological evolution
p0103 A80-26219

Chemical evolution and the origins of life - bibliography supplement 1977
p0103 A80-26220

Origins of life - Consideration of alternatives to proteins and nucleic acids
p0143 A80-32685

Abiogenic synthesis of nucleoside-like compounds under the influence of extramural factors
p0149 A80-33311

Clays in prebiological chemistry
p0243 A80-69871

Facilitated diffusion as a method for selective accumulation of materials from the pristidal oceans by a lipid-vehicle protocol
p0251 A80-50710

Effect of polynucleotides and a basic protein on the condensation of phenylalanyl adenylate --- implications for abiogenesis
p0251 A80-50711

The abiogenic photochemical synthesis of pigments of melanin-melobin type in the CH3CHO + NH4OH aqueous system and their role in prebiological evolution
p0265 A80-51317

ABNORMALITIES
ST NEUROSES
An evaluation protocol for fighter aircrew with non specific ST-T abnormalities
p0126 A80-31585

ABSORPTION
Molecular sieve generation of aviator's oxygen - Performance of a prototype system under simulated flight conditions
p0194 A80-92008

ABSORBERS (EQUIPMENT)
Development of the electrochemically regenerable carbon dioxide absorber for portable life support system application
[ASME PAPERS 79-EAPAS-33] p0029 A80-15257

ABSORBERS (MATERIALS)
MT SOLAR ENERGY ABSORBERS
Interaction of electromagnetic energy with absorptive material by thermally inducing elastic stress waves
p0231 880-29988

ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT
U ABSORPTIVITY
ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS
Part-body and multiflavor effects on absorption of radio-frequency electromagnetic energy by animals and by models of man
p0076 A80-22987

ABSORPTIVE INDEX
U ABSORPTIVITY
ABSORPTION
Absorption characteristics of prolact spheroidal model of man and animals at and near resonance frequency
[PB80-108293] p0137 880-21028

ABSTRACTS
Cellular effects: Millimeter waves and Raman spectra - Report of a panel discussion
p0051 A80-21031

ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
MT ANGULAR ACCELERATION
MT HIGH ACCELERATION
MT HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS
MT IMPACT ACCELERATION
MT TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION
A new anti-G value for high-performance aircraft
[AD-A076901] p0113 880-18719

Effect of periodic exposure to head-pelvis accelerations on the short-term centrifuge on responses of the human cardiovascular system
p0279 880-34071

ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
MT CENTRIFUGING STRESSES
Animal experiment on the effects of repeated exposure to sustained Gz of moderate magnitude. I - Histo-pathological studies in rabbits
p0004 A80-11520

Self-motion magnitude estimation during linear oscillation - Changes with head orientation and following fatigue
p0004 A80-11629

Regional cerebral blood flow is conscious miniature swine during high sustained +Gz acceleration stress
p0005 A80-11632
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<th>ACCELERATION TOLERANCE</th>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p0005 A80-11641</td>
<td>Lower body negative pressure box for +Gz simulation in the upright seated position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0024 A80-13372</td>
<td>Relationship between recovery and hypothermia induced by centrifugation in rats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0024 A80-13373</td>
<td>Effects of long-term repetitive exposure to centrifugation of 2G on developing rat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0032 A80-16452</td>
<td>Use of microspheres in measurement of regional blood flows during +Gz stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0032 A80-16452</td>
<td>Investigation of transitional characteristics of the equilibrium preservation system — human vertical posture response during acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0129 A80-32230</td>
<td>Influence of longitudinal accelerations on fluid-electrolyte metabolism and renal function under conditions of immersion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0130 A80-32233</td>
<td>Functional state of the cardiovascular system following a one-day immersion and prophylactic rotations in a small-radius centrifuge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0133 A80-32596</td>
<td>Cardiovascular responses of rat exposed to plus Gz accelerations in a centrifuge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0189 A80-41885</td>
<td>Acceleration effects on pulmonary blood flow distribution using perfusion scintigraphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0190 A80-41985</td>
<td>The effect of sustained +Gz acceleration on extravascular lung water content in domestic fowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0192 A80-41999</td>
<td>Frank orthogonal vectorcardiograms in humans during and after exposure to +Gz acceleration stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0193 A80-42006</td>
<td>The architecture of the avian retina following exposure to chronic 2 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0194 A80-42013</td>
<td>Coincident loss of consciousness and ventricular tachycardia during +Gz stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0241 A80-48096</td>
<td>Acceleration forces on the human subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0246 A80-50103</td>
<td>Orthostatic tolerance testing — Comparison of LBNP and HOT methods — Low Body Negative Pressure Head-Up Tilting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0250 A80-50629</td>
<td>Coronary blood flow in conscious miniature swine during +Gz acceleration stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0265 A80-51446</td>
<td>Renal blood flow in miniature swine during +Gz stress and anti-G suit inflation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0266 A80-51447</td>
<td>Course of altitude caisson disease in dogs exposed to accelerations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0012 A80-10773</td>
<td>Physical forces generating acceleration, vibration, and impact — physiological effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0067 A80-15792</td>
<td>Effect of gravitational overloads, hypokinesia and hypodynia on the vessels of the pulmonary blood circuit (NASA-TM-75963)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0089 A80-17667</td>
<td>Effect of gravitational acceleration, hypokinesia and hypodynia on the structure of the intestinal vascular bed (NASA-TM-75972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0089 A80-17668</td>
<td>Effects of accelerations on the early stage of radiation lesion in animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0093 A80-17692</td>
<td>Objective measurement of human tolerance to +G sub acceleration stress (NASA-TM-81166)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0111 A80-18709</td>
<td>Effect of tranquillizers on animal resistance to the adequate stimuli of the ventilatory apparatus (NASA-TM-76109)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0130 A80-21990</td>
<td>Procedure of practical exercise with students on the pathogenic effect of accelerations on the organism (NASA-TM-76120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0164 A80-23976</td>
<td>Change in radio sensitivity of mice under effect of rotation (NASA-TM-76026)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0177 A80-24980</td>
<td>Displacement of plasma protein and conduction velocity in rats under action of acceleration forces and hypokinesia (NASA-TM-76195)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0206 A80-27989</td>
<td>Effect of transverse accelerations on innervation of the guinea pig's crural skeletal muscles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0209 A80-28005</td>
<td>Effect of acceleration on circulatory and respiratory function in the domestic fowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0239 A80-29985</td>
<td>Quantifying the agression generated by low frequency vibrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0236 A80-30028</td>
<td>Human factors in Mirage 2000 missions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0236 A80-30034</td>
<td>Response of the cardiovascular system to vibration and combined stresses (AD-A081079)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Thermal and acceleration effects on airspace members in chemical defense gear (AD-A086026)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0238 A80-30078</td>
<td>Thermoregulation in rats: Effects of varying duration of hypergravity fields (NASA-CR-163081)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0247 A80-28050</td>
<td>A technique for the injection of radioactive tracer microspheres during acceleration stress (AD-A087931)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0274 A80-33087</td>
<td>Loss of consciousness in high performance fighters (what to do about it)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0276 A80-33341</td>
<td>ACOCCLEERATION TOLERANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0008 A80-11630</td>
<td>Some influences of vision on susceptibility to motion sickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0008 A80-11630</td>
<td>Responses of domestic fowl to repeated +Gz acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0008 A80-11633</td>
<td>Bone remodeling in centrifuged rats — histomorphometric study after an 18-day run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0047 A80-28050</td>
<td>Influence of microwave irradiation on the resistance of rats to transversely applied g forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0127 A80-31446</td>
<td>Investigative value of electronystagmography /EEG/ in professional-selection vestibulometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0130 A80-32235</td>
<td>Application of LED on-off control system to centrifuge acceleration load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0169 A80-37905</td>
<td>Human tolerance to axial combat maneuvers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0193 A80-42005</td>
<td>Acceleration forces on the human subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0246 A80-50103</td>
<td>Coronary blood flow in conscious miniature swine during +Gz acceleration stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0265 A80-51446</td>
<td>An examination of statistical impact acceleration injury prediction models based on torque and force variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0009 A80-10746</td>
<td>Physical forces generating acceleration, vibration, and impact — physiological effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0067 A80-15792</td>
<td>Cardiovascular reaction to periodic head-pelvis accelerations on a short-arm centrifuge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0115 A80-19760</td>
<td>Live subject ejection tower testing to determine human tolerance to an increased onset rate of acceleration (NASA-TM-29293)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0181 A80-25008</td>
<td>Effect of prolonged +Gz accelerations on human performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0208 A80-28003</td>
<td>Functional state of the cardiovascular system under the combined effect of 26 day immersion, rotation on a short-arm centrifuge and exercise on a bicycle ergometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0211 A80-28025</td>
<td>The relation between tilt table and acceleration-tolerance and their dependence on stature and physical fitness (NASA-TM-75276)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0219 A80-28043</td>
<td>Effect of acceleration on circulatory and respiratory function in the domestic fowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0236 A80-30032</td>
<td>Acceleration and Performance Modeling Workshop (AD-A083700)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ADAPTIVE CONTROL

- Cold acclimatization
- Dark adaptation
- Heat acclimatization
- Light adaptation
- Retinal adaptation

Memory and adaptation — Russian book

Cardiac output at high altitude — Russian book

Adaptation to weightlessness

The circadian rhythms of biological processes and their adaptive significance in vertebrate ontogeny — Russian book

Physiological reactions during acute adaptation to reduced gravity

Rat reaction to hypokinesia after prior adaptation to hypoxia

Effects of accelerations on the early stage of radiation lesions in animals

The influence of the change of flight instruction and his ability upon the pupil's adaptation to flying

Preservation of equilibrium in orthograde and inverted body positions

Some problems of human adaptation and ecology under the aspect of general pathology

Effect of certain psychopharmacological preparations on adaptation under stress conditions

ADAPTIVE CONTROL

- Active control

Interdependence between the saccadic and the continuous eye movement control systems

Pursuit-tracking simulator with adaptive pseudorandom program ofarker trajectory

Adaptive control algorithms and optimization of robot-manipulator motion

Adaptive control of technological industrial robots for welding

ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS

ADAPTIVE CONTROL

ADDITIONS

- Antioxidants
- Amines
- Bicarbonate acids
- Adenosine triphosphate

The effects of hypoxia and hypercapnia on myocardial adenosine triphosphatase activity

Synthesis of peptides from amino acids and ATP with lysine-rich proteinoid

Effect of hypoxia on ATPase activity of the brain

ADRENAL GLAND

Adrenocortical function in rats chronically exposed to high altitude

Effects of hypophysectomy and dexamethasone on rat adrenals to microwaves

Morphological and functional manifestations of rat adrenocortical response to sodium bromide administration under hypodynamic stress

Functional changes in the adrenal cortex during simulation of stress situations in the presence of high carbon monoxide levels

Adrenocortical response in rats subjected to a stress of constraint by immobilization whether accompanied by hypothermia or not

State of the body in disorders of diurnal physiological rhythms and long-term hypokinesia

Catecholamines of the adrenal medulla and their morphological changes during adaptation to repeated immobilization stress

Effect of central neurotropic substances on the hypothalamoadrenal cortex system during immobilization of animals

Adrenocortical correlations in the experimental study of myocardopathies under the stress of forced restraint. Note 2: The influence of adrenal imbalance

Morphological and functional manifestations of rat adrenal imbalance

Changes in the adrenergic regulation of thermogenesis during the long-term adaptation of rats to the cold

Adrenocorticotrophin (ACTH)

Adrenocortical function in rats chronically exposed to high altitude

Effects of hypophysectomy and dexamethasone on rat adrenal response to microwaves

The significance of ACTH for the process of formation of complex hepatic compounds in the blood during immobilization stress

Reaction of chickens to graduated length of exposure to stress

Adrenergics

The effect of propranolol on human psychomotor performance

Neurotransmitter mapping in central thermoregulation

The role of dopamine in temperature regulation during exercise stress

Changes in the adrenergic regulation of thermogenesis during the long-term adaptation of rats to the cold

ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN (ACTH)

Adrenocortical function in rats chronically exposed to high altitude

Effects of hypophysectomy and dexamethasone on rat adrenal response to microwaves

The significance of ACTH for the process of formation of complex hepatic compounds in the blood during immobilization stress

Reaction of chickens to graduated length of exposure to stress

ADSORPTION

AD HESION

AERIOBIOLOGY

Oxgen as a factor in euaktyrate evolution — Some effects of low levels of oxygen on bacteriaeaceae cerevisiae

Effects and post-effects of two-hour exhausting exercise on composition and gas transport functions of blood

Difference between end-tidal and arterial P/CO2 in exercise

AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS

Biological and aerodynamic problems with the...
The place of computerized axial tomography (CAT) in the examination of flight crew
physiopathology of vertebral pain in helicopter pilots
importance of continuous electrocardiogram recording in conduction disorders in flight crews
A closed system: Man-higher plants /four-month experiment --- Russian book
Plasma catecholamines and cardiovascular responses to cold and mental activity
Motion sickness susceptibility during rotation at 30 rpm in free-fall parabolic flight
Scientific biomedical studies during the flight of the first Balkan cosmonaut
Space motion sickness
Exercise response to simulated weightlessness
A study of metabolic balance in crewmembers of Skylab IV
Anoxic aciduria in weightlessness
Fluid volume changes induced by spaceflight
A sudden-stop vestibulovisual test for rapid assessment of motion sickness manifestations
Motion sickness: I - A theory. II - A clinical study based on surgery of posterior fossa tumors
Perspectives of the utilization of hyperbaric oxygenation in aviation medicine
Steady magnetic fields in noninvasive electromagnetic flowmetry
The effect of certain external factors on the human auditory function
The effect of aircraft noise on the functional state of human operators
The effect of age and vitamin provision of pilots on their night vision characteristics
Physiological response to hyper- and hypogravity during rollercoaster flight
The effect of propranolol on human psychomotor performance
Trapped gas dysbarism requiring recompression therapy
Noninvasive measures of bone bending rigidity in the monkey /M. nemestrina/
Some problems of space medicine and international manned space flights
Linear summation of tilt illusion and tilt aftereffect
Additivity of fusional vergence and pursuit eye movements
Information used by the perceptual and oculomotor systems regarding the amplitude of nystagmus and pursuit eye movements
Operant behavior and rectal temperature of squirrel monkeys during 2.45-68 GHz microwave irradiation
Physiological and hygienic aspects of the effects of high and low temperatures --- Russian book
The influence of psychological disorder on efficiency in operational flying
Modern aspects of hemorrhoidal pathology p0268 A80-53495
Hypertension and orthostatic hypotension in applicants for flying training and aircrew - Aeromedical investigation, clinical assessment, and evaluation for flying duties p0268 A80-53496
Incidence of spontaneous pneumothorax in apparently healthy aircrew p0268 A80-53497
Laboratory performance during acute alcohol intoxication and hangover p0270 A80-53574
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Problems of pharmacology in space medicine p0009 N80-10749
Current conceptions on the genesis of vestibulovegetative disorders in weightlessness p0010 N80-10753
Research on the psychophysiological basis of human vigilance [AD-A065862] p0014 N80-10790
Revised height/weight mixing program for men's protective flight garments [AD-A070732] p0017 N80-10803
Summary of radiobiological findings: From spaceflight to ground-based studies p0019 N80-11768
Analysis of metabolic energy utilization in the Skylab astronauts [NASA-CH-160042] p0040 N80-13770
Skylab water balance error analysis [NASA-CH-160043] p0040 N80-13771
Biology and medicine in space: Research opportunities offered by Spacelab. An invitation to European investigators [EBA-BR-01] p0054 N80-14677
Recent advances in Aeronautical and Space Medicine [AGABD-CP-265] p0054 N80-14678
Problems related to medical criteria for the selection of military navigation personnel p0056 N80-14679
An advanced oxygen system for future combat aircraft p0056 N80-14680
The European approach to the selection and training of SL payload specialists p0056 N80-14681
Physiological factors in space operations. Emphasis on space shuttle p0056 N80-14682
Supersonic aerial transport: Medical and physiological aspects -- Concord aircraft p0055 N80-14683
Maintenance of air operations while under attack with chemical agents --- protective clothing [AGABD-CP-264-SUPPL] p0062 N80-14728
Consideration of pyridostigmine as a prophylactic agent for aircrew p0062 N80-14730
Integration of protection against chemical warfare agents with aircrew personal equipment p0063 N80-14736
The course of experimental staphylococcosis infection in albino mice during action of certain factors of space flight [NASA-TM-75973] p0066 N80-15779
Results of medical flying studies during long-term manned flights on the orbital Salut-6 and Soyuz complex [NASA-TM-76014] p0067 N80-15797
Effect of gravitational overload, hypokinesia and hypodynia on the vessels of the pulmonary blood circuit [NASA-TM-75963] p0089 N80-17667
SUBJECT INDEX

Template activity of chromatin DNA and the adenylate cyclase system of rat tissues following flight aboard the Cosmos-936 biosatellite p0278 N80-340672
The role of functional asymmetry of the central nervous system in pilot performance p0278 N80-340692
Distinctions of pilot motor activity in different piloting nodes during landing approaches p0279 N80-340702
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
Man-machine interaction in aerospace control systems p0249 A80-501962
AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Medical applications of aerospace technology p0027 A80-147932
Technologies for the handicapped and the aged [NASA-78-80642] p0060 N80-147152
Prosthetic device for correction of urinary incontinence [NASA-78-76255] p0088 N80-167392
APCS (CONTROL SYSTEM) U AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
APPROXIMATE VARIANCE SENSORS
Dielers-nucleus potentials evoked by stimulation of the neural elements of bones and musculo-cutaneous nerves in animals with the cerebrum and cerebellum removed p0046 A80-206822
Responses of the primary vestibular afferents of the frog to direct vibratory stimulation of the semicircular canal p0102 A80-260302
AFTERIMAGES
Grating induction - A new type of aftereffect p0151 A80-357992
AGE DETERMINATION U CHROMOLOGY
AGE FACTOR
Age-dependent dynamics of the succinate-dehydrogenase activity of lymphocytes in physically active and inactive persons p0081 A80-103332
The effect of age and vitamin provision of pilots on their night vision characteristics p0051 A80-210402
Vital capacity, exercise performance, and blood gases at altitude as related to age p1010 A80-259882
Study of age-dependent intellectual-perceptual mental factors and their theoretical and practical implications for in-flight errors p0267 A80-539792
Flight fitness of pilots over sixty years old - Clinical studies and medical and legal considerations p0267 A80-539822
Age-related changes in the bone tissue under conditions of hypokinesia [NASA-TM-76019] p0139 N80-219712
AGING (BIOLOGY)
Review of cell aging in Drosophila and mouse p0043 A80-177412
Favorable effects of the antioxidant sodium and magnesium thiosalolide carboxylate on the vitality and life span of Drosophila and mice p0122 A80-290852
Intelectual-perceptual mental activity in pilots over 60 years old p0267 A80-534802
Age-related distinctions of changes in psychophysiological functions of pilots in the civil aviation under the influence of vibration and noise p0010 N80-107572
The thousand Aviator study: 1969 - 1971 follow-up program with distributions and intercorrelations of selected variables [AD-A079700] p0118 N80-197892
A comparative study in molecular aging: Alterations to the nucleic acids of cells of a representative plant, invertebrate and vertebrate animal of various ages p0231 N80-299872
The dynamics of certain indicators of nuclein metabolism during hypokinesia in rats of different ages under the influence of sinusalid modulated currents and measured physical load p0191 A80-419902

AIR SAMPLING
Changes in bone tissue under conditions of hypokinesia and in connection with age [NASA-TM-76162] p0256 N80-320582
Agricultural aircraft heat stress exposure of aerial spray pilots p0047 A80-204512
Agriculture
Recycling plant, human and animal wastes to plant nutrients in a closed ecological system [ASBE PAPER 79-8HJS-29] p0028 A80-152532
Controlled-environment agricultural systems as food sources for large space habitats [ASBE PAPER 79-8HJS-30] p0029 A80-152542
Agricultural aviation medicine in the Soviet Union p0191 A80-419902
AIR
MT ALVEOLAR AIR
MT COMPRESSED AIR
AIR COOLING
The use of a positive displacement air cycle machine in a closed-loop environmental control system [ASBE PAPER 79-8HJS-6] p0027 A80-152312
AIR FILTERS
USER report: Biomedical and Behavioral Sciences, no. 122 --- emphasizing pharmacology in spaceflight, psychometric test equipment, and air filters [JPCS-74365] p0009 N80-107482
AIR LAW
Pilots who drink - FAA regulations and policy, and the Air Line Pilots Association treatment program p0210 A80-450252
AIR NAVIGATION
The design and evaluation of complex systems - Application to a man-machine interface for aerial navigation p0080 A80-240322
Man, aircraft and navigation systems - An evaluation for the 80s p0241 A80-481372
AIR POLLUTION
Deposition of hygroscopic atmospheric aerosol particles in the human respiratory tract p0079 A80-237452
Model for measuring the health impact from changing levels of ambient air pollution: Morbidity study [P880-107030] p0136 N80-210272
Effects of ozone on exercising and sedentary adult men and women representative of the flight attendant population [AD-8000405] p0215 N80-280492
Effects of aerosols, oxides of nitrogen, and oxidants on human health [P880-184583] p0261 N80-320882
AIR PURIFICATION
A history of the Naval Research Laboratory contributions to submarine life support systems [ASBE PAPER 80-8HJS-29] p0197 A80-432052
AIR QUALITY
The factors influencing the formation of Li2C03 from LiOH and C02 [ASBE PAPER 80-8HJS-45] p0199 A80-432192
Contaminants --- physiological effects of spacecraft contaminants p0067 N80-157902
Model for measuring the health impact from changing levels of ambient air pollution: Morbidity study [P880-107030] p0136 N80-210272
AIR SAMPLING
Atmospheric monitoring in subsaerials [ASBE PAPER 80-8HJS-31] p0197 A80-432062
A monitor for atmospheric composition and contaminants in closed environments [ASBE PAPER 80-8HJS-35] p0199 A80-432102
Description of an apparatus for studying microorganisms in the upper atmosphere p0243 A80-500572
### SUBJECT INDEX

**AIRCRAFT DETECTION**
- Air-to-air target acquisition factors and means of improvement  
  (AD-A007000)  
  p0262 N80-32095

**AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT**
- NT EJECTION SEATS
  - NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
  - NT SONIC BOOMS

**AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE**
- Synthesized voice approach callouts for air transport operations  
  (NASA-CH-3300)  
  p0283 N80-34098

**AIRCRAFT HAZARDS**
- A procedure for electronically monitoring animal response parameters using the rotating wheel --- aircraft fire hazard application  
  p0023 A80-13322
- Bodyload - 'Aircrew stress'  
  p0269 A80-53560

**AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS**
- MT APPROACH INDICATORS
- MT AUTOMATIC PILOTS
  - A method of determination of scale numbering taken into account the carrying capacity of an operator  
    p0104 A80-27065
- Preliminary investigation of pilot scanning techniques of dial pointing instruments  
  (NASA-TM-80079)  
  p0057 N80-14697
- Some aspects of application of the systematic approach to aviation engineering psychology  
  p0208 N80-28002

**AIRCRAFT LANDING**
- NT DITCHING (LANDING)
  - When day is done and shadows fall, we miss the airport most of all --- visual accommodation and aircraft flight safety  
    p0046 A80-19026
- An investigation of landing accidents in relation to fatigue  
  p0079 A80-23214
- Evaluation of a pilot workload metric for simulated VTOL landing tasks  
  p0082 A80-24042
- The effect of a predictive wind shear chart on pilot landing performance  
  (UFTAS-T8-220)  
  p0229 N80-29039
- Instrument scanning and controlling: Using eye movement data to understand pilot behavior and strategies  
  (NASA-CH-3306)  
  p0256 N80-31039
- Distinctions of pilot motor activity in different piloting modes during landing approaches  
  p0279 N80-34070

**AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE**
- Actual vs simulated equipment for aircraft maintenance training - Cost implications of the incremental vs the unique device  
  p0081 A80-24039

**AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS**
- Development and application of a task taxonomy for tactical flying  
  p0081 A80-24035
- Air combat maneuvering performance measurement  
  p0081 A80-24037
- The development of objective inflight performance assessment procedures  
  p0081 A80-24038
- Prediction and quickening in perspective flight displays for curved landing approaches  
  p0083 A80-24048
- Utilization of energy maneuverability data in improving in-flight performance and performance in air combat maneuvering  
  p0083 A80-24049

**AIRCRAFT PILOTS**
- Equiperception maneuvers --- aircraft motion perception  
  p0248 A80-50123

**AIRFOIL MODELS**
- Cost effectiveness modeling for a total training system  
  (AIAA PAPER 80-1894)  
  p0219 A80-45752

**AIRFOIL NOISE**
- NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
- NT SONIC BOOMS

**AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE**
- MT HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE
  - Physical standards for high-performance fighter aircraft pilots  
    p0247 A80-50114
  - Handling qualities, workload and heart rate  
    p0064 N80-16750
  - Airborne performance measurement assessment: Low altitude tactical formation in two operating environments  
    p0261 N80-32090

**AIRCRAFT PILOTS**
- Sickle cell trait and the aviator  
  p0005 A80-11639
- The place of computerized axial tomography /CAT/ in the examination of flight crews  
  p0030 A80-15629
- The physiopathology of vertebral pain in helicopter pilots  
  p0030 A80-15633
- The application of indirect oxymetry in the criticism of the dilution standards of oxygen regulators  
  p0031 A80-15636
- The effect of age and vitamin provision of pilots on their night vision characteristics  
  p0051 A80-21040
- The 1976 accident experience of civilian pilots with static physical defects  
  p0074 A80-21552
- An experimental study of mental fatigue  
  p0079 A80-23216
- The prolapsed mitral valve syndrome and the flyer  
  p101 A80-25898
- Aeromedical and physiologic aspects of fighter pilot selection and performance - Theoretical considerations  
  p0128 A80-31586
- Study of pilot's night direction on Mercury flight simulator  
  p101 A80-22116
- Gastric ulcers affecting pilots of the Peruvian air force  
  p0132 A80-32590
- Possibilities and limitations of the application of psychological tests --- for flight safety improvement  
  p0047 A80-36775
- The qualifications of flight personnel, a safety factor in air transport  
  p0167 A80-36775

---
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AMAZON REGION (SOUTH AMERICA)

South American river morphology and hydrology

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
Theroregulation according to central and peripheral temperatures at high ambient temperatures /Mathematical model investigation/

The relationship between pulse count and energy expenditure at submaximal work under different ambient temperatures

Effect of production microradiate on female thermal state with increased temperature and air humidity

Studies on the removal of carbon monoxide from the atmosphere at ambient temperature --- subsaricine

[AD-A005469]

ACIDES
AT SSHAS

ACINES
AT CATECHOLAMINE
AT DIURESIS
AT HISTIDINE
AT HYOSCINE
AT SEROTONIN

Interhemispheric relationships of monoamine oxidase activity and norepinephrine content in the cortical centers of the skin and motor analyzers in the human brain

Blockade of the different enzymatic steps in the synthesis of brain amine and memory /CAH/ in hypoxic hypoxic rats treated and untreated with L. Dopa

[AD-A005469]

ACIDOS
AT GLUCINE
AT HISTIDINE
AT PEPTIDES
AT POLYPEPTIDES
AT SUVAXES
AT THEROGUE

The radiorecension of isoavoline - Cosmochemical implications --- gamma ray effects on huchison meteorite prismatic composition

Amino acids in the Yamato carbonaceous chondrite from Antarctica

Quantitative study of free amino acids in human eccrine sweat excreted from the forearms of healthy trained and untrained men during exercise

Asino aciduria in weightlessness

A mathematical model of the distorsion of mirror symmetry in prebiological evolution

The informational structure of DNA, RNA, and amino acid sequences

'Acetonitrile' a plausible source of amino acids on the primitive earth

Investigation of the kinetics of pyrolysis of amino acids

The role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polymerization of alanine and glycine in a cation-exchanged clay environment

Nucleotide-amino acid interactions and their relation to the genetic code

Synthesis of peptides from amino acids and ATP with lysine-rich proteinoid

On the antisymmetry of the amino acid code table

Free amino acids of the blood and some organs in hypokinesia

[AT-A05-75945]

State of human bone tissue protein fraction after space flights

[AD-A005469]

AMMONIA
The importance of ammonia in the metabolic effects of hydrazine

Design, fabrication and testing of a dual catalyst ammonia removal system for a urine VOI unit

Amination COMPOUNDS
AT ARBORIC NITRATES
AT ALORIC NITRATES

The abiogenic photochemical synthesis of pigments of melanin-melanoidin type in the CA9CD + N9192 melatoninergic system and their role in prebiological evolution

AMPERAGE
AT ELECTRIC CURRENT

AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
Amplitude-phase discriminator with two-CBT oscillograph display

AMPLITUDE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
AT AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

ANALOGUES
Antiquity and evolutionary status of bacterial sulfate reduction - Sulfur isotope evidence

Microbial sulfate reduction measured by a automated electrical impedance technique

Living without oxygen: Closed and open systems in hypoxia tolerance --- Book

Anaerobic biological treatment of liquid wastes from pyrolysis processes

Theoretical and applied aspects of the anabolism of microorganisms

[SSL-BS-11250]

ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
Analog-digital converter for the ELKAN electrocardiograph

ANALOGUES
Learning by understanding analogies

[AD-A078123]

ANALYSIS (NUMERICAL)
AT APPROXIMATION
AT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
AT ERROR ANALYSIS
AT FOURIER TRANSFORMATION
AT INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
AT JACOBI MATRIX METHOD
AT KERNEL FUNCTIONS
AT LEAST SQUARES METHOD
AT NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
AT VECTOR ANALYSIS
AT WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS

Analysis of human auditory brainstem responses for complex stimuli

[AD-A078123]

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
A variance method of objective evaluation of the training process and learning level of operators in flight vehicle control regimes

[AD-A078123]

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
AT PROLATE SPHEROIDS

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
Polyfungin, a new antifungal antibiotic. 4: The use of thin layer chromatography for determining the qualitative composition of the polyfungin complex

[SSL-BS-112381]

ANTIBIOTICS
Testing evaluation of the electrochemical organic content analyzer

[AT-A05-106569]

ANATOMY
AT ADENOH
AT ADRENAL GLAND
AT AORTA
AT AVE (ANATOMY)
AT ARTERRIES
AT BARORECEPTORS
AT BLOOD VESSELS
AT BONES
AT BRAIN
AT BRAIN STEM
SUBJECT INDEX

ANGIOGRAPHY
- Effects of exercise training on left ventricular function in normal subjects - A longitudinal study by radionuclide angiography p0079 A80-23975
- Detection of coronary artery disease - Comparison of exercise stress radionuclide angiography and thallium stress perfusion scanning p0083 A80-25822
- Nuclear cardiology, I - Radionuclide angiographic assessment of left ventricular contraction: Uses, limitations and future directions. II - The role of myocardial perfusion imaging using thallium-201 in diagnosis of coronary heart disease p0083 A80-25824
- Incidence of complications from coronary angiography in 463 USAF aviators p0249 A80-50131
- Ultrasound in medicine. Citations from the NTIS data base [PB80-810927] p0254 N80-31037

ANGLES (GEOMETRY)

ANIMALS
- NT BIRDS
- NT DOGS
- NT DROSOPHILA
- NT FIREFLIES
- NT FISHES
- NT HUMAN BEINGS
- NT MICE
- NT MONKEYS
- NT MICE
- NT BATS
- NT SPINEMES
- NT Vertebrates

ANTHROPOMETRY
- NT HUMAN BODY
- NT JOINTS (ANATOMY)
- NT KNEES
- NT LADYBINTS
- NT LEG (ANATOMY)
- NT LEBRETON
- NT HANDS (ANATOMY)
- NT HEAD (ANATOMY)
- NT HIPPOCAMPUS
- NT HUMAN ORGANS
- NT OTOLITH ORGANS
- NT PANCREATE
- NT PAHLTYX
- NT PHOTOECTORS
- NT PITUITARY GLAND
- NT PUPILS
- NT RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
- NT RTICHA
- NT SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
- NT SENSE ORGANS
- NT SKULLS
- NT SPLEEN
- NT STIODLE
- NT TESTES
- NT THORACETOPIES
- NT THORAX
- NT THYROID GLAND
- NT VASCULAR SYSTEM
- NT VENOS
- NT VERTIBAL COLUMN
- NT VESTIBULES

ATHERIAS
- Sickle cell trait and the aviator p0005 A80-11639
- Development of 'sports anemia' in physically fit men after daily sustained submaximal exercise p0047 A80-20448

ATHEROMA
- NT HUMAN ORGANS
- NT PANCREATE
- NT PHARYNX
- NT PHOTOECTORS
- NT PITUITARY GLAND
- NT PUPILS
- NT RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
- NT RTICHA
- NT SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
- NT SENSE ORGANS
- NT SKULLS
- NT SPLEEN
- NT STIODLE
- NT TESTES
- NT THORACETOPIES
ANTIADRENERGICS
Neurotransmitter mapping in central thermoregulation

ANTIBIOTICS
Polyfungin, a new antifungal antibiotic. 4: The use of thin layer chromatography for determining the qualitative composition of the polyfungin complex

ANTIBODIES
Immunomicrobes - Reagents for cell labeling and separation

ANTICHOLINERGICS
The effects of acute and chronic low dose exposure to anticholinesters

ANTIDOTES
Therapy on nerve agent poisoning

ANTIGRAVITY
A new anti-G value for high-performance aircraft

ANTIGRAVITY
The use of antigravity suits in the treatment of idiopathic orthostatic hypotension

ANTIOXIDANTS
Evaluation of antioxidants in marine mammals

ANTITOXINICS
Effects of pseudophedrine and triprolidine on visual performance

ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
On the qualitative composition of the polyfungin complex

AUTOMATION
Synthesized voice approach callouts for air transport operations

AVIATION
Prediction and quickening in perspective flight displays for curved landing approaches

AVIATION
By least squares method

AVIATION
Approximation

AVIATION
Apprision method

AVIATION
Approximation

AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
Method for separating biological cells

ARCTIC ENVIRONMENTS
Ice environments

ARCTIC OCEAN
Arctic medical research in the Nordic countries

AERONAUTICAL MEDICAL RESEARCH
Chemical warfare agents

AERONAUTICAL MEDICAL RESEARCH
Protective garments

AERONAUTICAL MEDICAL RESEARCH
Concussion individual equipment for fighter pilots in the air force

AERONAUTICAL MEDICAL RESEARCH
Secur cholesterol levels in selected Air Force cadets compared with levels in the West Point study

AERONAUTICAL MEDICAL RESEARCH
An organizational concept for pathologic identification in mass disasters

AERONAUTICAL MEDICAL RESEARCH
Coronary heart disease - An expensive Air Force problem

AERONAUTICAL MEDICAL RESEARCH
Height/weight sizing programs for women's protective garments

AERONAUTICAL MEDICAL RESEARCH
Philosophy of protection of AC crewmembers against chemical warfare agents

AERONAUTICAL MEDICAL RESEARCH
US aircrew chemical defense assemblies

AERONAUTICAL MEDICAL RESEARCH
The psychomotor performance of men and women wearing two types of body armor

AERONAUTICAL MEDICAL RESEARCH
Electrocardiographic exercise testing and associated characteristics of prolate spheroidal model of man and animals at and near resonance frequency
Active responses of the internal carotid artery to stretching... 

Effects of hypodynamia and hypokinemia on the arterial bed of pelvic limb muscles in the rabbit... 

Outcomes and conditions of physiological... 

Comparative examination of the pulse of both right and left carotid arteries... 

Dynamics of change of lipid and monoamine metabolisms and the blood coagulation system during experimental atherosclerosis caused by restriction of movement... 

Experimental coronary sclerosis induced by immobilization of rabbits: A new model of... 

Psychological problems of space flight... 

Several characteristics of crew activity during space flight... 

The investigation of the influence of space flight conditions on the statistical characteristics of operator activity... 

The investigation of operator activity in the performance of standard activities under conditions simulating extended space flight... 

Possible means for increasing the effectiveness of cosmonaut activity... 

The evaluation of the effectiveness of crew work under stress... 

Assurance of stable work capacity during prolonged space flight... 

Possible approaches to the study of cosmonaut cognitive behavioral styles during individual and group activity... 

The preservation capacity of spacecraft control skills during extended flights...
ATMOSPHERIC TELESCOPES

Astronomical observation of astronomical objects using telescopes.

Astronomical Telescopes

ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY

Chemical processes and interactions in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

Chemical composition and structure of the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS

Environmental conditions and atmospheric phenomena.

ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY

Electric phenomena and interactions in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS

Environmental and physiological effects of atmospheric conditions.

ATMOSPHERIC IMPURITIES

Impurities and pollutants in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE

Temperature conditions and phenomena in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

Pressure conditions and phenomena in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION

Radiation phenomena and interactions in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC TELESCOPES

Telescopes and their applications in astronomical observation.

ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY

Chemical processes and interactions in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

Chemical composition and structure of the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS

Environmental and physiological effects of atmospheric conditions.

ATMOSPHERIC IMPURITIES

Impurities and pollutants in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE

Temperature conditions and phenomena in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

Pressure conditions and phenomena in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION

Radiation phenomena and interactions in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC TELESCOPES

Telescopes and their applications in astronomical observation.

ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY

Chemical processes and interactions in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

Chemical composition and structure of the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS

Environmental and physiological effects of atmospheric conditions.

ATMOSPHERIC IMPURITIES

Impurities and pollutants in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE

Temperature conditions and phenomena in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

Pressure conditions and phenomena in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION

Radiation phenomena and interactions in the atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC TELESCOPES

Telescopes and their applications in astronomical observation.
ATTENUATORS
Pulse transducer with artifact signal attenuator
--- heart rate sensors
[NASA-CASE-PBC-11012-1] p0163 A80-23969
ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)
Linear summation of tilt illusion and tilt aftereffect
The influence of colour and contour rivalry on the magnitude of the tilt illusion
p0076 A80-22969
p1016 A80-28707
AUDIO FREQUENCIES
Response time effects of alerting tone and semantic context for synthesized voice cockpit warnings
p0242 A80-48950
AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT
TV TRAINING DEVICES
V VISUAL AIDS
AUDIOLOGY
The effects of spectral density and stimulus intensity on the elicitation of the acoustic reflex
p109 A80-18692
AUDIOMETRY
Static acoustic impedance profiles in auditory diagnosis
[ASME PAPER 79-WA/B10-1] p0049 A80-18643
Analysis of human auditory brainstem responses for complex stimuli
p253 A80-31034
USAFSAM microprocessor audiometer: System reference manual
[AD-A087362] p260 A80-32081
Development and application of a brain stem audiometer
p281 A80-34086
AUDITORY DEFECTS
Considerations regarding sudden deafness - Aeronautical incidents
p102 A80-32591
Noise-induced hearing loss and vestibular dysfunction
p200 A80-48095
Inquiry into the possibility of acoustic trauma among the personnel of an air force base
p268 A80-53484
The incidence of environmental acoustic trauma and the health education of young males
p268 A80-53487
The effects of spectral density and stimulus intensity on the elicitation of the acoustic reflex
p109 A80-18692
AUDITORY FATIGUE
Influence of auditory fatigue on masked speech intelligibility
p102 A80-31800
Hearing protection and speech communication characteristics of selected USAF inflight helmets
[AD-A088099] p276 A80-33101
Development and application of a brain stem audiometer
p281 A80-34086
AUDITORY PERCEPTION
The microwave auditory phenomenon
p0050 A80-21024
The effect of certain extraneous factors on the human auditory function
p0051 A80-21028
Loudness enhancement and decrement in four paradigms
p0078 A80-23047
Rate of acoustic change may underlie hemispheric specialization for speech perception
p104 A80-27260
On the audition coordinating cerebral activity
p104 A80-27800
An investigation of the effects of impulse noise exposure on man - Impulse noise with a relatively low peak level
p127 A80-30654
Detection and recognition of pure tones in noise
p104 A80-32839
Cochlear anatomy related to cochlear microstructures - A review
p150 A80-35401
The discreteness of auditory information
p222 A80-46962
Lipids as a principle for the identification of Archaebacteria
p0244 A80-50063
Growth and cell structure of Proteus vulgaris when cultivated in weightlessness in the Cytos apparatus
p0244 A80-50076
Investigation of effects of temperature, salinity, and electrode design on the performance of an electrochemical coliform detector
[NASA-TH-80130]
p0054 N80-14576
Charge separation in synthetic photo-reaction centers
[COMP-781086-1]
p0066 N80-15784
Method and apparatus for eliminating lusional interference material
p0085 N80-16714

BACTERIOLOGY
Effect of hydrogen chloride on the morphology of Bacillus subtilis spores
p0162 N80-23967
Sterilization by means of hydrogen chloride: Influence of process parameters on the biocidal activity
p0162 N80-23968

BACTERIOPHAGES
Genetic effects of space hard on bacteriophage under Alpine conditions
p0245 A80-50068

BALANCE
Preservation of equilibrium in orthograde and inverted body positions
[NASA-TM-76112]
p0140 N80-21976

BALLISTIC TRAJECTORIES
Translational motion of anthropomorphic mechanisms in the pulsed excitation mode
p0150 A80-33881

BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHY
Ballistocardiography - Principles, simulation, applications
p0084 A80-24350
Ballistocardiography - Past, present and future
p0124 A80-29677
Direct body ballistocardiography - A 25 year survey - Landmarks in its representation of cardiac dynamics
p0124 880-29678

BALLOON FLIGHT
Biological investigations carried out in balloons
p0075 A80-21982
Variations in the recombination rate of Drosophila melanogaster induced by balloon flight
p0245 A80-50072

BANDWIDTH
Models of human vision in digital image bandwidth compression
p0109 N80-18697
Nonlinearities in auditory-serve fiber responses to bandlimited noise: An experimental study and a model
p0213 N80-28037

BANG-BANG CONTROL
U OF-ON CONTROL
BARLEY
Genetic changes induced by space flight factors in barley seeds on Soyuz-5 and Soyuz-9 craft
[NASA-TM-76281]
p0225 N80-29013

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
U ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
BARORECEPTORS
Control of blood pressure by carotid sinus baroreceptors in human beings
p0002 A80-10522
Control of skin blood flow during exercise by thermal reflexes and baroreflexes
p0143 A80-32750

BARTRAUMA
Treatment and gas dysbarism requiring recompression therapy
p0074 A80-21551

BAYES THEOREM
Empirical Bayes estimation of critical dosages

Having smallest predictive risk
p0087 N80-16729

BAYESIAN STATISTICS
U BAYES THEOREM

BED REST
Exercise response to simulated weightlessness
p0045 A80-20019
Exercise thermoregulation after 14 days of bed rest
p0101 A80-25989
Joint Soviet-American experiment on hypokinesia: Experimental results
p0067 N80-15796
Creatinuria in man during prolonged hypokinesia
p0091 N80-17680

SOME OF THE PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF 30 DAY BED REST WITH THE BODY IN DIFFERENT POSITIONS
p0279 N80-34073

BEHAVIOR
MT DECONDITIONING
MT HUMAN BEHAVIOR
Effects of exposure to hypoxic environment upon operant behavior in rats
p0040 A80-11521
Microwaves - Effect on thermoregulatory behavior in rats
p0025 A80-13590
Operant behavior and rectal temperature of squirrel monkeys during 2.45-GHz microwave irradiation
p0077 A80-22996
Effect of hypokinesia on higher nervous activity of albino rats
p0010 N80-10762

Influence of hypokinesia on physiological functions in fowl
[NASA-TM-75999]
p0065 N80-15778
Effect of abstinence on the susceptibility of the rat to restraint ulcers
[NASA-TM-76072]
p0113 N80-19748

Effects of fatigue on human behavior and performance. Citations from the NTIS data base
[PB80-804263]
p0158 N80-22976
Effects of fatigue on human behavior and performance of noise, volume 3. Citations from the NTIS data base
[PB80-803669]
p0158 N80-22979

Chances of detecting and differentiating central system effects of drugs in animal experiments with special consideration of behavioural pharmacological methods
[R-LED-TRANS-2034]
p0182 N80-26029

BELL AIRCRAFT
MT UH-1 HELICOPTER

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

BIBLIOGRAPHIES
CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL
MT DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS

BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Chemical evolution and the origin of life - Bibliography supplement 1977
p0103 A80-26220
Telecommunications in medicine. A bibliography with abstracts
[NATS-FS-79-0786/8]
p0019 N80-11769
Altitude acclimatization. Citations from the International Aerospace Abstracts data base
[NATS-FS-79-0857/7]
p0019 N80-11770
Biological effects of high-voltage electric fields, an update. Volume 2: Bibliography
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# Subject Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Binary Systems (Digital)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[EPRI-81-1123-VOL-2]</td>
<td>p0068 N80-15801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The toxicology of ozone. A bibliography with abstracts</td>
<td>p0094 N80-17701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[PB80-800881]</td>
<td>p0094 N80-17701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information processing in humans, volume 3. A bibliography with abstracts</td>
<td>p0095 N80-17707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[PB80-800931]</td>
<td>p0095 N80-17707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomechatronics : a bibliography with abstracts</td>
<td>p0118 N80-19790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[PB80-803117]</td>
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<td>p0158 N80-22982</td>
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<td>p0158 N80-22982</td>
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## BIOCONTROL SYSTEMS

**Regulation of the energy metabolism and physiological state of the organism**
- Russian book
  - [p0001 A00-10326](#)

**Alternate use of carbohydrates and lipids as a form of regulating the physiological state**
  - [p0001 A00-10327](#)

**Temporal organization of energy metabolism and the cellular clocks**
  - [p0001 A00-10328](#)

**Interdependence between the saccadic and the continuous eye movement control systems**
  - [p0027 A00-14797](#)

**Interpreting nonlinear systems - The third order kernel of the eye movement control system**
  - [p0048 A00-20860](#)

**Investigation of the self-regulation of sensorimotor activity**
  - [p0099 A00-25832](#)

**Physiological aspects of automatic physical training control by biofeedback in weightlessness**
  - [p0245 A00-50069](#)

**Identification of controls in neuro-musculoskeletal control system models**
  - [p0018 N00-11761](#)

## BIODYNAMICS

**Convective and radiative heat transfer coefficients for a clothed man**
  - [p0003 A00-11328](#)

**General characteristics of the rheological properties of the soft tissues of the human body using local cyclic loading measurements and a simple phenomenological model of these properties**
  - [p0023 A00-12543](#)

**Active responses of the internal carotid artery to stretching**
  - [p0035 A00-17285](#)

**In vivo investigation of the elastostereotactic properties of the aorta and its branches**
  - [p0035 A00-17288](#)

  - [p0049 A00-20855](#)

**Optical estimator model for human spatial orientation**
  - [p0081 A00-26265](#)

**Studies of limb-dislodging forces acting on an ejection seat occupant**
  - [p0100 A00-25895](#)

**Dynamic characteristics of the thorax connected with the heart action**
  - [p0125 A00-29686](#)

**Cochlear anatomy related to cochlear microstructure - A review**
  - [p0150 A00-35401](#)

**Alteration by hyperoxia of ventilatory dynamics during sinusoidal work**
  - [p0170 A00-38456](#)

**General characterization of the rheological properties of human soft tissues based on measurements made by the local cyclic loading method and a simple phenomenological model of these properties**
  - [p0171 A00-39271](#)

**The impact deformation of the human skull /Experimental investigation and some problems of the biomechanics of the human skull upon impact**
  - [p0174 A00-40070](#)

**A technique for estimating the contribution of photomechanical responses to visual adaptation**
  - [p0186 A00-41645](#)

**Active muscle torques about long-bone axes of major human joints**
  - [p0191 A00-41594](#)

**A contribution to the biomechanics of master-slave manipulators**
  - [p0219 A00-45691](#)

**Deformations of human skull produced by hyperoxia /Experimental studies and modeling problems. II - The dynamics of the skull base during impact loading of the vault**
  - [p0239 A00-47692](#)

**Change of biomechanical properties of rat's bones produced by a 19-day spaceflight in the artificial satellite Cosmos-936**
  - [p0239 A00-47693](#)

**Methods of control mechanisms in investigations of respiration and blood circulation**
  - [p0250 A00-50563](#)

**The third system of regulation of animal and human functions, the active point system**
  - [p0017 N00-10996](#)

**Identification of controls in neuro-musculoskeletal control system models**
  - [CSISZ-TWISK-52](#)

**Measurement of resistive torques in major human joints**
  - [p0018 N00-11761](#)

**Meaning of respective torques in major human joints**
  - [p0056 N00-14695](#)

**Modeling biodynamic effects of vibration, fifth year**
  - [p0060 N00-14719](#)

**Model task for the dynamics of an underwater two-legged walker**
  - [p0071 N00-15622](#)

**Planar biped dynamics and control**
  - [p0088 N00-16736](#)

**Measurement of the mechanical impedance of human soft tissue in vivo**
  - [p0182 N00-26031](#)

**Quantifying the aggression generated by low frequency vibrations**
  - [p0232 N00-29998](#)
A method for studying human biodynamic responses to whole-body 2-axis
head movements induced by vertical vibrations -

The effect of reclined seating on the transmission of linear vibration to the head -

Clinical medical effects of head and neck response during biodynamic stress experiments -

Differences in certain physiological, biomechanical, and subjective measures of work effect between males and females while backpacking -

Analysis of changes in evoked bioelectrical activity of the brain during exposure to high-intensity stationary magnetic field -


Comparative analysis of lung models used to study the mechanics of breathing -

Design characteristics of an imitation system for the study of physiological processes on a digital computer -

A controlled rate freeze/thaw system for cryopreservation of biological materials -

Physical testing of polymers for use in circulatory assist devices -

Reliability and information content of tests with cardiovascular systems -

Study of bioelectric activity of neuro-muscular and sympathetic systems during exposure to a steady magnetic field -

The effects of stimulation of the anterior cingulate gyrus in cats with freedom of movement -

Initial dynamics of the EEG during an electrical defibrillation of the heart -

Cold shivering activity after unilateral destruction of the vestibular apparatus -

Effect of acoustic hypoxia on specific and nonspecific systems of the rabbit brain -

Study of bioelectric activity of neuro-muscular and sympathetic systems during exposure to a steady magnetic field -

The carbon isotope biogeochemistry of the atmosphere -

The carbon isotope biogeochemistry of the individual hydrocarbons in bat guano and the ecology of insectivorous bats in the region of Carlsbad, New Mexico -
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Steady magnetic fields in noninvasive electromagnetic flowmetry

Phonocardiography - Analysis of instrumentation, and vibration of heart structures to determine their constitutive properties

Contact ring for registering the turning of the eyeball

Compensation for distortion in eye-monitor monitors

Use of double pulse holorgraphy for vibration analysis on a human ear in vivo

Use of a cardioleader to monitor the heart rate of cosmonauts during physical exercises and under conditions of a low-pressure suit onboard Salyut 6

Electroquantometric studies in orbital flight

Excursion of vibrating microelectrodes in tissue

A microprocessor-controlled echocardiographic tracking system

Sources of variability in echocardiographic measurements

A microprocessor-based instrument for neural pulse wave analysis

Device for mass measurement under zero-gravity conditions

Design of a microprocessor-based cardiotachometer

Multipurpose rotating machine for immobilization and conducting studies on small laboratory animals

Induction powered biological radiosonde

A device for determining the intensity of partial sweating

Phase transducer with artifact signal attenuator

Positron emission tomography of the heart

Development of an automated stress/duress transducer with artifact signal attenuator

A microprocessor-controlled echocardiographic tracking system
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Magnetic study of the His-Purkinje conduction system in man
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The theory and application of magnetocardiography

Ballistocardiography - Principles, simulation, applications
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Cold air inhalation, esophageal temperature lung function in exercising humans
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Processing of direction and magnitude by the saccadic eye-movement system
Nonlinear interactions in binocular vision
Interpreting nonlinear systems - The third order kernel of the eye movement control system
A two-stage identification scheme for the determination of the parameters of a model of left heart and systemic circulation
Optical estimator model for human spatial orientation
Ballistocardiography - Principles, simulation, applications
The modeling of human activity in space flight
Problems of motion control for mobile robots
Motion control of biped walking robots
Separation of motions in the problem of stabilization of bipedal locomotion
Temperature distribution in simulated living tissues irradiated electroagnetically
Evaluation of biological models using Spacelab
Experimental investigations of binocular space perception
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Identification of controls in neuro-musculoskeletal control system models
Numerical solution of a hyperbolic system of conservation laws for blood flow in the arterial tree
A postural measurement system for induced body sway assessment
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Modeling biodynamic effects of vibration, fifth year (AP-A073916)
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K-lines: A theory of memory
Application of an analog to digital system for time delay estimation - its use in the diagnosis of epilepsy
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<td><strong>The effect of sustained +Gz acceleration on extravascular lung water content in domestic fowl</strong> p0192 A80-41999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main trends in experimental morphological research in angiology and outlook for its development</strong> [NASA-TR-75960] p0140 A80-21978</td>
<td><strong>Characterization of renal response to prolonged immersion in normal man</strong> p0222 A80-47021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Displacement of plasma proteins and conduction velocity in rats under action of acceleration forces and hypokinesia</strong> [NASA-TR-76195] p0206 A80-27989</td>
<td><strong>Fluid-electrolyte shifts and thermoregulation — Rest and work in heat with head cooling</strong> p0239 A80-48086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The effect of hypodynamia on the hemocoagulative properties of the vascular wall and myocardium</strong> [NASA-TR-76199] p0207 A80-27992</td>
<td><strong>Body fluid and heatologic adjustments during resting heat acclimation in rheus monkey</strong> p0265 A80-51444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topographical simulation of the blood vessels of the human bulbar conjunctiva and application to pressure-flow relationships</strong> p0253 A80-31033</td>
<td><strong>Instrumentation for the measurement of viscosity and flow of biological fluids — Neuscel magnetic resonance</strong> p0205 A80-27980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BLOOD VOLUME**

| **Fluid volumes changes induced by spaceflight** p0024 A80-13506 | **Mechanisms of water-salt metabolism disturbances in dogs subjected to six month hypokinesia** [NASA-TR-76170] p0206 A80-27984 |
| **Blood volume during stress in man — Osmolality and red cell volume** p0045 A80-20023 | **Body temperature and heart rate relationships** p0073 A80-21094 |
| **Plasma volume changes in fit men and women during a build heat stress before and after an acclimation** p0192 A80-41998 | **The stress reaction to hypokinesia and its effect on general resistance** p0185 A80-40846 |
| **Regional redistribution of rat blood after 7 and 30 days of hypokinesia** p0013 A80-10781 | **Quantifying the aggression generated by low frequency vibrations** p0209 A80-28008 |
| **Effect of anticoagulation hypokinesia and flight factors on change in leg volume** p0279 A80-34072 | **Computer coordination of limb motion for a three-legged walking robot** p0275 A80-33093 |

**BLUE CHEESE ALGA**

- Soil stabilization by a prokaryotic desert crust — Implications for Precambrian land biota [NASA-TH-78-05] p0061 A80-12220
- Halophily and halotolerance in cyanophytes [NASA-CB-163566] p0275 A80-40384
- **BMC**

**BONE MINERAL CONTENT**

**BODY COMPOSITION (BIOLOGY)**

- Relationship between urinary 3-methylhistidine excretion and components of body composition in man p0163 A80-23972
- **Metabolic aspects of caloric restriction (500 calories): Body composition changes** [AD-A082495] p0275 A80-33095

**BODY FLUIDS**

- **NY BLOOD**
- **NY CEREBROSPINAL FLUID**
- **NY BRYTHEOCYTES**
- **NY LEUCOCYTES**
- **NY LYMPH**
- **NY LYMPHOCYTES**
- **NY SALIVA**
- **NY SWEAT**
- **NY THROMBO**
- **NY URINE**
- **NY WHITE BLOOD CELLS**

**Water-electrolyte metabolism and the function of human kidneys at mountain altitudes** p0024 A80-13477
- **Fluid volumes changes induced by spaceflight** p0045 A80-20023
- **Body fluid compartment in humans during acute high-altitude exposure** p0100 A80-25893
- **Fluid shifts and endocrine responses during chair rest and water immersion in man** p0101 A80-25890
- **Is the weight loss of hyperbaric habitation a disorder of osmoregulation** p0189 A80-41888

**BODY TEMPERATURE**

- **Relationship between recovery and hypothermia induced by centrifugation in rats** p0024 A80-13372
- **Effects of cold exposure on circadian rhythm of body temperature in rats and rabbits** p0024 A80-13374
- **Body temperature and heart rate relationships during submaximal bicycle ergometer exercises** p0043 A80-17728
- **Temperature compensation of the metabolisms of serotonin in the brains of hibernating mammals** p0043 A80-17728
- **Operant behavior and rectal temperature of squirrel monkeys during 2.45-GHz microwave irradiation** p0077 A80-22996
- **Evaluation of the relationship between motion sickness symptomatology and blood pressure, heart rate, and body temperature** p0100 A80-25890
- **Exercise thermoregulation after 14 days of bed rest** p0101 A80-25899
- **Changes in body temperature and metabolic rate after injection of calcium into the caudal hypothalamus of the rabbit** p0101 A80-25899
Spectral analysis of conduction fluctuations of calcium channels in a nerve-cell membrane

Changes in body temperature and metabolic rate after injection of calcium into the caudal hypothalamus of the rabbit

Na⁺ and Ca²⁺ ingestion - Plasma volume-electrolyte distribution at rest and exercise

**CALCIUM METABOLISM**

A study of metabolic balance in crewmembers of Skylab IV

Effect of 1 alpha-hydroxy-cholecalciferol and varying phosphorous content in the diet on calcium phosphorous metabolism in hypokinetic rats

Hormonal regulation of calcium and phosphorous homeostasis during physical activity

Calcium augments hypoxic vasoconstriction in lungs from high-altitude rats

Mechanism of disorder of plastic processes in tissue during prolonged hypokinesia

Effectiveness of using thyrocalcitonin for the prevention of a calcium metabolic disorder in the mineralized tissues of rabbits with 30 days hypokinesia

State of rat thyroid C cells following flights on the Cosmos type of biosatelitites (according to results of a morphological study) —- effects of weightlessness

**CALCULUS**

**X VECTOR ANALYSIS**

**CALIBRATING**

A method of determination of scale numbering taking into account the carrying capacity of an operator

Development of a method for the traceable calibration of defibrillator energy meters

**CALORIC REQUIREMENTS**

Metabolic aspects of caloric restriction (500 calories): Body composition changes

**CALORIMETERS**

Development of a method for the traceable calibration of defibrillator energy meters

**CARBONFIRE**

U HEAT MEASUREMENT

**CAMOUFLAGE**

Helicopter pilot detection of the two different camouflaged hawk batteries

**CANCER**

Temperature distribution in simulated living tissues irradiated electromagnetically

Preliminary results of fast neutron treatments in carcinoma of the pancreas

**CARBON**

**U CANS**

**CANNABIS**

Analysis and measurement of hemieted aircrewman response resulting from birdstrike

**CARS**

Design and development of a trace contaminant removal canister for Spacelab (NASP PAPER 79-EHS-16)

**CASTLEFIGHTER WINGS**

**U WINGS**

**CAPILLARIES**

Modeling of blood flow in vessels of the microcirculation

**CAPTIVE TESTS**

**X STATIC CROSS SECTIONS**

**CAPTURE CROSS SECTIONS**

**X ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS**

**A-35**
CARBOHYDRATES (TRADEMARK)

Consideration of pyridostigmine as a prophylactic agent for aircraft

CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM

Alternate use of carbohydrates and lipids as a form of regulating the physiological state

Role of mitochondria in glycogenesis

Growth hormone control of glucose oxidation pathways in hypophysectomized rats

Glucose metabolism in different regions of the rat brain under hypoxic stress influence

Circadian rhythmicity in ventricular myocardial and diaphragmatic metabolism

Effect of hypoxia on changes in carboxylic acid and lipid metabolites in the heart and liver

CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

CABBOB DIOXIDE BBH07JLL

CABBOI DIOXIDE COBCBBfBAfIOB

CABBOI DIOXIDE

CUBOH COHPOOIDS

CABBOB

CABBABATBS (IBADEBABB)

CABBOHTDBATB BBTABOLISB

CAEBABATES (fBADBHABE)

NT SOCEOSE

NT 4DEBOSIHE TBIPHOSPBATE

NT SODIOH CABBONATES

NT BALOCABBONS

NT CABBON 14

NT CABBON ISOTOPES

NT NOCLEOSIDES

NT GLUCOSE

Extended duration orbiter study: CO2 removal and portable breathing system for breathing

Carbon dioxide effects on submarines

EDC - A regenerable CO2 removal subsystem for an enhanced capability orbiter

Development of the electrochemically regenerable end-tidal CO2 response to low levels of inspired carbon dioxide

Bosch - An alternate CO2 reduction technology

Mathematical simulation of the transport of oxygen and carbon dioxide when breathing from LiOB and CO2

Investigation of alveoloarterial difference for important metabolites in the human brain under hypokinetic stress influence

Growth hormone control of glucose oxidation pathways in hypophysectomized rats

Carbon dioxide contributions in respiratory control

Possible oxidant sources in the atmosphere and surface of mars

The factors influencing the formation of Li2CO3 from LiOH and CO2

Investigation of alveoloarterial difference for oxygen and carbon dioxide when breathing high-density gas mixtures

Comparison of diurnal fluctuations of dissolved inorganic carbon and algal productivity estimates in an oligotrophic and mesotrophic freshwater environment

Possible oxidant sources in the atmosphere and surface of Mars

The factors influencing the formation of Li2CO3 from LiOH and CO2

Investigation of alveoloarterial difference for oxygen and carbon dioxide when breathing high-density gas mixtures

Carbon dioxide contributions in respiratory control

Mathematical analysis of carbon dioxide transport by blood

Mathematical simulation of the transport of oxygen and important metabolites in the human brain

CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION

End-tidal CO2 response to low levels of inspired CO2 in awake beagle dogs

Carbon dioxide effects on submarines

CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL

Bosch - An alternate CO2 reduction technology

Development of the electrochemically regenerable carbon dioxide absorber for portable life support system application

BDC - A regenerable CO2 removal subsystem for an enhanced capability orbiter

Portable breathing system - a breathing apparatus using a rebreathing system of heat exchangers for carbon dioxide removal

Extended duration orbiter study: CO2 removal and water recovery

CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

CABBOB DIOXIDE BBH07JLL

CABBOI DIOXIDE COBCBBfBAfIOB

CABBOI DIOXIDE

CUBOH COHPOOIDS

CABBOB

CABBABATBS (IBADEBABB)

CABBOHTDBATB BBTABOLISB

CAEBABATES (fBADBHABE)

NT SOCEOSE

NT 4DEBOSIHE TBIPHOSPBATE

NT SODIOH CABBONATES

NT BALOCABBONS

NT CABBON 14

NT CABBON ISOTOPES

NT NOCLEOSIDES

NT GLUCOSE
Eleventh European Congress on
Ballistocardiography, Noninvasive Cardiography, and Cardiovascular Dynamics, Universa v
Ljubljani, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, March 20–22,
1978

Kinectocardiography – Past and present
p0123 A80-29676
Cardiopulmonary data acquisition systems. Version
2.0, volume 2: Detailed software/hardware
documentation
p0273 A80-33084
CARDIOLOGY
Cardiac reflexes in normotensive and spontaneously
hypertensive rats
p0002 A80-10521

Confidence regions of planar cardiac vectors
p0067 A80-19850
Practical criteria for analyzing the heart
hemodynamics of young athletes
p0046 A80-20212
Detection of coronary artery disease – Comparison
of exercise stress radionuclide angiography and thallium stress perfusion
scanning
p0098 A80-25822

Nuclear cardiology. I – Radionuclide angiographic
assessment of left ventricular contractions:
Uses, limitations and future directions. II –
The role of myocardial perfusion imaging using
thallium-201 in diagnosis of coronary heart
disease
p0098 A80-25824
Noninvasive access to cardiovascular dynamics:
Experimental and applied; Proceedings of the
Eleventh European Congress on
Ballistocardiography, Noninvasive Cardiography,
and Cardiovascular Dynamics, Universa v
Ljubljani, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, March 20–22,
1978
p0123 A80-29676
Ballistocardiography – Past, present and future
p0124 A80-29677

Kinectocardiography – Past and present
p0124 A80-29677
Clinical application of carotid electrophysography
p0124 A80-29680
Evaluation of the pulse contour method in
hearth-to-heart determination of the cardiac output
in small laboratory animals
p0125 A80-29684
Dynamic characteristics of the thorax connected
with the heart action
p0125 A80-29686
Design principles for a system of automated
processing of cardiological data on the E-6000
computer
p0129 A80-31630
Sources of variability in echocardiographic
measurements
p0119 A80-32874
Clinical uses of two dimensional echocardiography
p0150 A80-33875
Absolute and relative work capacity in women at
758, 586, and 523 torr barometric pressure
p0150 A80-41977
Maximal cardiac output during upright exercise –
Approximate normal standards and variations with
coronary heart disease
p0217 A80-42609
Incidence of complications from coronary
angiography in 663 USP aviators
p0209 A80-50131
Dynamics of change in rat arterial pressure under
conditions of immobilization
p0209 A80-52197
Effect of tank variable interactions in lifting and
lowering
p0209 A80-38080
CARDIOANGIOGRAPHY
Design of a microprocessor based cardiotachometer
[AD-A073105]
p0307 B80-12731
A microprocessor-based cardiotachometer
[NASA-CR-160607]
p0273 B80-33082
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
BT AORTA
BT ARTERIES
BT BLOOD VESSELS
BT CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY)
Method for separating biological cells --- suspended in aqueous polymer systems  
[NASA-CASE-NFS-23883-1] p0085 N80-16715

Kidney cell electrophoresis  

Studies on oxygen toxicity in the lungs  
[AD-A0825464] p0176 N80-24964

Countercurrent distribution of biological cells  

A paraboloidal flow cytometer for improved fluorescence analysis of single cells  
p0253 N80-31029

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

CT BRAIN
CT BRAIN STEM
CT CEREBELLUM
CT CEREBRAL CORTEX
CT SPINAL CORD
CT SPINAL TRACTS
CT CEREBELLUM
CT HIPPOCAMPUS
CT SPINAL CORD
CT CEREBRAL CORTEX

Chances of detecting and differentiating central nervous system disease in the early stages of its development 
[1-40] N80-28025

Effect of periodic head-pelvis accelerations on a short-arm centrifuge on responses of the human cardiovascular system  
p0211 N80-28025

CEREBELLUM

Levels and proportions of RNA and proteins in the system of the neurons: Vestibular nuclear neuroglia and cerebellum during hypoxia  
p0279 N80-36071

CEREBRAL CORTEX

Effects of exposure to hypoxic environment upon operant behavior in rats  
p0004 A80-11521

Cortical mechanisms of integrative brain activity --- Russian book  
p0006 A80-11876

Visual cortical neurons - Are bars or gratings the optimal stimuli?  
p0006 A80-11876

Motion sickness. I - A theory. II - A clinical study based on surgery of cerebral hemisphere lesions. III - A clinical study based on surgery of posterior fossa tumors  
p0047 A80-20452

Permeability changes in cerebral, iridic, and retinal vessels during experimental decompression sickness in the rat  
p0073 A80-21545

Rate of acoustic change may underlie hemispheric specialization for speech perception  
p0104 A80-27260

The representation of colours in the cerebral cortex of albino rats  
p0123 A80-25921

Cerebrovascular permeability to sucrose in the rat exposed to 2,450-MHz microwaves  
p0223 A80-47022

The influence of modulated sinusoidal current on the state of the chromatin from neurons of the cerebral cortex of rats in hypokinesia  

CEREBROSPINAL FLUID

Respiratory adaptations in acid-base disturbances: Role of cerebral fluids  
[AD-A073202] p0180 N80-24998

CEREBROBEH"NOSA M ن"ILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

CHAINS

U SHIPS

CHALCOGENIDES

N CADMIUM TELLURIDES
N CERIUM DIOXIDE
N CARBON MONOXIDE
N CARBON SUBOXIDES
N INORGANIC PHOSPHIDES
N LANCANGOXIDES
N NITROGEN OXIDES
N POTASSIUM OXIDES

CHANCE-WEIGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

CHARACTER RECOGNITION

The effect of 3-25 Hz vibration on the legibility of numeric light emitting diode displays  
p0233 N80-30003

A human engineering specification for legibility of alphanumeric symbology on video monitor displays  
[AD-A088470] p0276 N80-33100

CHARACTERS

U SYMBOLS

U PHYSICAL SEPARATION
U POLARIZATION

CHARGED PARTICLES

N METAL IONS
N POSITIVE IONS
N NEGATIVE IONS

A-40
SUBJECT INDEX

CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Self-condensation of activated dinucleotides on polynucleotide templates with alternating sequences p0097 A80-25202
Operational description of microsystems formation in prebiological molecular evolution p0102 A80-26217
Chemical evolution and the origin of life - Bibliography supplement 1977 p0103 A80-26220
Investigation of the kinetics of pyrolysis of amino acids p0151 A80-35859
The role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polymerization of alanine and glycine in a cation-exchanged clay environment p0153 A80-36195
The effect of clays on the oligomerization of BCH p0153 A80-36198
Nucleotide-amino acid interactions and their relation to the genetic code p0168 A80-37515
Synthesis of peptides from amino acids and ATP with lysine-rich proteinoid p0168 A80-37516
Sulphur isotope ratios in late and early prebiotic sediments and their implications regarding early environments and early life p0175 A80-40381
Paths of the origin of life p0242 A80-49925
Clays in prebiological chemistry p0243 A80-49871
Studies of the chemical basis of the origin of protein synthesis: Initiation and direction of peptide growth p0243 A80-49872
The possible role of metal ions and clays in prebiotic chemistry p0244 A80-50360
Experiments on the amplification of optical activity and molecular chirality in earth biosphere p0251 A80-50707
Is aluminum an essential element for life p0252 A80-50712
The abiotic photochemical synthesis of pigments of melanin-melanoidin type in the CB3CBO + NH4N03 aqueous system and their role in prebiotic chemistry p0265 A80-51317
Lightning synthesis of organic compounds on Jupiter p0267 A80-53237
Publications of the exobiology program for 1979: A special bibliography p0268 A80-34106

CHEMICAL ELEMENTS

Chemical Reactions p0097 A80-25202
Chemical Processes p0102 A80-26217
Chemical Evolution p0103 A80-26220
Investigation of the kinetics of pyrolysis of amino acids p0151 A80-35859
The role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polymerization of alanine and glycine in a cation-exchanged clay environment p0153 A80-36195
The effect of clays on the oligomerization of BCH p0153 A80-36198
Nucleotide-amino acid interactions and their relation to the genetic code p0168 A80-37515

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Chemical Reactions p0097 A80-25202
Chemical Processes p0102 A80-26217
Chemical Evolution p0103 A80-26220
Investigation of the kinetics of pyrolysis of amino acids p0151 A80-35859
The role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polymerization of alanine and glycine in a cation-exchanged clay environment p0153 A80-36195
The effect of clays on the oligomerization of BCH p0153 A80-36198
Nucleotide-amino acid interactions and their relation to the genetic code p0168 A80-37515

CHEMICAL KINETICS

Chemical Reactions p0097 A80-25202
Chemical Processes p0102 A80-26217
Chemical Evolution p0103 A80-26220
Investigation of the kinetics of pyrolysis of amino acids p0151 A80-35859
The role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polymerization of alanine and glycine in a cation-exchanged clay environment p0153 A80-36195
The effect of clays on the oligomerization of BCH p0153 A80-36198
Nucleotide-amino acid interactions and their relation to the genetic code p0168 A80-37515

CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Self-condensation of activated dinucleotides on polynucleotide templates with alternating sequences p0097 A80-25202
Operational description of microsystems formation in prebiological molecular evolution p0102 A80-26217
Chemical evolution and the origin of life - Bibliography supplement 1977 p0103 A80-26220
Investigation of the kinetics of pyrolysis of amino acids p0151 A80-35859
The role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polymerization of alanine and glycine in a cation-exchanged clay environment p0153 A80-36195
The effect of clays on the oligomerization of BCH p0153 A80-36198
Nucleotide-amino acid interactions and their relation to the genetic code p0168 A80-37515

CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Self-condensation of activated dinucleotides on polynucleotide templates with alternating sequences p0097 A80-25202
Operational description of microsystems formation in prebiological molecular evolution p0102 A80-26217
Chemical evolution and the origin of life - Bibliography supplement 1977 p0103 A80-26220
Investigation of the kinetics of pyrolysis of amino acids p0151 A80-35859
The role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polymerization of alanine and glycine in a cation-exchanged clay environment p0153 A80-36195
The effect of clays on the oligomerization of BCH p0153 A80-36198
Nucleotide-amino acid interactions and their relation to the genetic code p0168 A80-37515
Programmed control of the autotrophic component of an ecological system that is closed with regard to exchange of gases

Performance characterization of a Bosch CO sub 2 reduction sub-system

Study of compatibility of certain higher plants and chlorella as related to a bioregenerative human life support system

Hygiene and toxicology of human waste gases

CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS
U FEEDBACK CONTROL
CLOTHS
U FABRICS
CLOTHING
MT FLIGHT CLOTHING
MT GABENTS
MT GOGGLES
MT HELMETS
MT PRESSURE SUITS
MT PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
MT SPACE SUITS
MT SUITS

Convective and radiative heat transfer coefficients for a clothed man

COAGULATION
MT BLOOD COAGULATION
The structure of fibrinogen and its intermolecular associations

Effects of hirudin-induced activation of nonenzymatic fibrinolysis during immobilization stress

COAL UTILIZATION
Health requirements for advanced coal extraction systems

COATINGS
MT METALLIZING
MT PLASTIC COATINGS
Studies of carbon-surfaced polymeric, metallic and ceramic biomaterials

COCHLEA
Vibration of the basilar membrane in the mammalian cochlea

Cochlear anatomy related to cochlear micromechanics - a review

Low frequency asymptotics for a hydroelastic model of the cochlea

Certain features of the cochleovestibular syndrome in the residual stage of traumatic brain disease

COCKPIT SIMULATORS
Pickup of visual information by the pilot during a ground control approach in a fighter aircraft simulator

Response time effects of alerting tone and sematic context for synthesized voice cockpit warnings

COCKPI TS
Simulator fidelity in the learning of complex flight tasks

Heat stress exposure of aerial spray pilots

Bioxin - an improved occupant-crew station compliance modeling system

Cockpit thermal stress and aircrew thermal strain during routine Jaguar operations
COLD TOLLERANCE

Changes in the adrenergic regulation of thermogenesis during the long-term adaptation of rats to the cold

Changes in the system of external respiration /respiration mechanics/ during cold adaptation

The survival and protection of equipment in the event of accidental immersion in cold water --- physiological effects and cold acclimatization [AGARD-AG-211-PH]

COLD TOLLERANCE

Investigation of thermoregulatory mechanisms

Thermostatic control during exercise in a cold environment

Plasma catecholamines and cardiovascular responses to cold and mental activity

Role of thyroxin in the thermoregulation of albino rats following cold acclimation

Combined effect of hypoxia and cold on the phospholipid composition of lung surfactant in rats

Thermal environment --- physiological basis for temperature tolerance limits

Experimental evaluations of selected immersion hypothermia protection equipment

As an evaluation of human thermal models for the study of immersion hypothermia protection equipment [AD-A081100]

Hypothermia. Citations from the NTIS data base [PB-80-180526]

COLD WATER

Effect of alcohol ingestion on man's thermoregulatory responses during cold water immersion

Design concepts of survival suits for cold water immersion and their thermal protection performance

The survival and protection of equipment in the event of accidental immersion in cold water --- physiological effects and cold acclimatization [AGARD-AG-211-PH]

COLD WEATHER

Physiological effects of cold air inhalation during exercise

Cold weather stress on humans. Citations from the NTIS data base [PB-80-810989]

COLLAGENS

Development of percutaneous energy transmission systems [PB-299739/3]

Insoluble collagen content of dog tissues after exposure to low doses of chronic gamma radiation

COLLISION AVOIDANCE

NT BEACON COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM

Air-to-air target acquisition factors and means of improvement

COLLISION WARNING DEVICES

U COLLISION AVOIDANCE U WARNING SYSTEMS

COLLISIONS

NT BIRD-AIRCRAFT COLLISIONS

COLLOIDS

NT AEROSOLS

COLOR

The influence of color and contour rivalry on the magnitude of the tilt illusion

COLOR CENTERS

The representation of colors in the cerebral cortex

COLOR PERCEPTION

U COLOR VISION

COLOR VISION

Theoretical problems in modeling color gratings and color detection --- in human vision

SUBJECT INDEX

Vector model for normal and dichromatic color vision

Large color differences and the geometry of Munsell color space --- psychological experiment on vision scheme validity

Spatial summation of monochromatic light in the visual system

Thresholds of recognition of various features of color stimuli

Visual search through color displays --- effects of target-background similarity and background uniformity

Electroretinographic and psychophysical measures of cone spectral mechanisms using the two-color threshold technique

The representation of colours in the cerebral cortex

Wavelength difference limit for bichromatic color fusion

Use of the pupil to study the scotopic and chromatic mechanisms of vision in humans

Color vision. Citations from the NTIS data base [PB-80-803992]

Hypothermia. Citations from the NTIS data base [PB-80-808242]

Protective clothing: Survival, aircraft, and combat environments. Citations from the NTIS data base [PB-80-809650]

COLORATION

U COLOR CONFLICT

Air combat maneuvering performance measurement

Human tolerance to aerial combat maneuvers

Development of unit training and evaluation techniques for combat-ready helicopter pilots. Task 2: Assessment of ABTEP and ATM training objectives and requirements for maintaining operational readiness

Development of unit training and evaluation techniques for combat-ready helicopter pilots. Task 1: Development of an instruction program for individual and unit training with combat-ready pilots

Aircrrow performance research opportunities using the Air Combat Maneuvering Range (ACMR)

A discriminant analysis of pilot performance prediction and selection for air-to-air combat

Protective clothing: Survival, aircraft, and combat environments. Citations from the NTIS data base [PB-80-809650]

COMBUSTIBILITY

U FLAMMABILITY

COMBUSTION PRODUCTS

Influenced animal systems for toxic assessment of materials

COMETS

Thermal history, chemical composition and relationship of comets to the origin of life

Comets - A matter of life and death

CONFORT

A design tool for estimating passenger ride discomfort within complex ride environments

Human comfort response to random motions with combined yawing and rolling motions

Passenger comfort technology for system decision making

A-46
The crew activity planning system bus interface unit [NASA-CR-160566] requires definition and design guidelines for man-machine interface in C3 system acquisition [AD-A087258].

Computer aided manipulator control

The problem of coordinate transformation by computer-aided proben -- for manipulators [AD-A009509].

The air traffic controller's thinking processes [AD-A095095].

Computer aided manipulator control [AD-A095092].

A portable stand for assessing the dynamics of a computer-powered probe for manipulators [AD-A095089].

A rule-based model of human problem solving [AD-A095088].

Design characteristics of an imitation system for computer-powered probes for manipulators [AD-A095087].

Integrated walking robot simulation and modeling [AD-A095086].

Processing of direction and magnitude by the saccadic eye-movement system [AD-A095085].

A mathematical and experimental simulation of the computer-aided manipulator control [AD-A095084].

Bioan - An improved occupant-crew station [AD-A095083].

Software simulation of the biomechanics of the human skull upon impact [AD-A095082].

The impact deformation of the human skull /Experimental investigation and some problems of modeling, I -- A technique for the investigation of the biomechanics of the human skull upon impact [AD-A095081].

A rule-based model of human problem solving performance in fault diagnosis tasks [AD-A095080].

Computer simulation of the human magnetocardiogram [AD-A095079].

Time simulation of an air surveillance task with varying amounts of radar information [AD-A095078].


NVV Two-Dimensional Crash Victim Simulation, version 6, volume 1 [PB-299308/3].

NVV Two-Dimensional Crash Victim Simulation, version 1, volume 2 [PB-299306/1].

NVV Two-Dimensional Crash Victim Simulation, version 3, volume 3 [PB-299307/9].

Modeling requirements for network simulation of human-machine systems [AD-A095075].

Representing human thought and response in military conflict simulation models [AD-A095074].

User's manual for biosphere and dose simulation program (BIOGOS). [UCSH-15305].

Advanced flight design system subsystem performance models. Executive summary [NASA-CR-160768].

Advanced flight design system subsystem performance models. Sample model: Environmental analysis routine library [NASA-CR-160770].

PROCOS: A model for analyzing crew procedures in spacecraft operations [NASA-CR-152397].

Human performance in continuous operations. Volume 3: Technical documentation [AD-A098339].

COMPUTERS

RT AEROBRE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS

RT DIGITAL COMPUTERS

RT MICROCOMPUTERS

RT EXERCISEMACHINE COMPUTERS

CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)

RT ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE

RT CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION

Investigation of alveolararterial difference for oxygen and carbon dioxide when breathing high-density gas mixtures [AD-A095073].

Effects of flights differing in duration on protein composition of common blood [AD-A095072].

Effect of space flight on sodium, calcium, magnesium, and nitrogen content in the skeletal muscle [AD-A095071].


CONCORDE AIRCRAFT

Supersonic normal transport: Medical and physiological aspects -- Concorde aircraft [AD-A095069].

CONSERVATION

Self-condensation of activated dinucleotides on polynucleotide templates with alternating sequences [AD-A095068].

CONDITIONED RESPONSES

CONDITIONING (LEARNING)

CONDITIONING (LEARNING)

Loudness enhancement and decrement in four paradigms [AD-A095067].

The neural control of the coronary circulation during basal stress in conscious dogs [AD-A095066].

CONDITIONS

RT CHRONIC CONDITIONS

RT FLIGHT CONDITIONS

RT NONEQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS

CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

Evaluation of heat flow components from heater to skin in an electric thermal suit [AD-A095065].

CONDUCTORS

RT ELECTROLYTES

CONFERENCES


Noiseinversion access to cardiovascular dynamics: Experimental and applied; Proceedings of the
Effect of direction and rate of change of deep body and skin temperatures on performance of a rotary pursuit task

Fluid-electrolyte shifts and thermoregulation - Rest and work in heat with head cooling

The effect of alcohol on body heat loss

COOLING SYSTEMS

Liquid conditioned suit and its use in alleviating heat stress in military flying

COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS

The problem of coordinate transformation by computer-powered probes - - - for manipulators

COORDINATES

ST CARTHESIAN COORDINATES

COORDINATION

Device for measuring the precision of eye-hand coordination while tracking changing size

COPPILOTS

U AIRCRAFT PILOTS

COPPER

Effect of space flight on copper, manganese and magnesium content in the skeletal bones

CORONA DISCHARGES

U ELECTRIC CORONA

CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE

Resting heart rate in apparently healthy middle-aged men

Unreliability of exercise-induced R wave changes as indexes of coronary artery disease

Analysis of exercise-induced R wave amplitude changes in detection of coronary artery disease in asymptomatic men with left bundle branch block

Detection of coronary artery disease - Comparison of exercise stress radionuclide angiocardiology and thallium stress perfusion scanning

Nitral valve prolapse - A review

Sphygmonographic assessment of arterial distensibility in patients at risk of degenerative arterial disease

Diagnosis of coronary artery disease with exercise radionuclide imaging - State of the art

Use of the multivariate approach to improve the diagnostic accuracy of the treadmill stress test

Maximal cardiac output during upright cycling - Approximate normal standards and variations with coronary heart disease

Implications of probability analysis on the strategy used for noninvasive detection of coronary artery disease

CORONARY CIRCULATION

Coronary blood flow in conscious miniature swine during +Gz acceleration stress

CORTICOS

ST ELECTRIC CORONA
with pulsed Doppler echocardiography p0149 A80-33073

**DOSAGE**

**HT RADIATION DOSAGE**

**DOSEMETERS**

- Noise dosimeter measurements in the Air Force p0005 A80-11636
- Electromagnetic dosimetry for models of humans and animals - A review of theoretical and numerical techniques p0049 A80-21020
- Multiscale time-varying enclosures for exposure and dosimetry in bioelectromagnetic experiments p0173 A80-39406

**DOSES**

**U DOSEMETERS**

**DOUGLAS MILITARY AIRCRAFT**

**U MILITARY AIRCRAFT**

**DRY**

**U DOPPLER EFFECT**

**DROWSINESS**

- Na+ and Ca2+ ingestion - Plasma volume-electrolyte distribution at rest and exercise p0187 A80-41661

**DROWN HELICOPTERS**

**U HELICOPTERS**

**DROPS (LIQUIDS)**

Survey on eye comfort in aircraft. II - Use of ophthalmic solutions p0005 A80-11638

**DROSOPHILA**

- Owing levels safe for continued reproduction of Drosophila in normal and hypobaric environments p0005 A80-11631
- Review of cell aging in Drosophila and mouse p0043 A80-17741
- Variations in the recombination rate of Drosophila melanogaster induced by balloon flight p0245 A80-50072

**DROWNESS**

**U SLEEP**

**DRUG THERAPY**

**U CHROMOTHERAPY**

**DRUGS**

- **HT ADRENEnERIC**
- **HT ANESTHETICS**
- **HT ANTIADRENEnERIC**
- **HT ANTIBIOTICS**
- **HT ANTICHOLINERGICS**
- **HT ANTIDOTES**
- **HT ANTIHISTAMINIC**
- **HT CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS**
- **HT CHOLINERGICS**
- **HT EPINEPHRINE**
- **HT HEMOSTATICS**
- **HT ISOBUTYL**
- **HT MARIJUANA**
- **HT MOTION SICKNESS DRUGS**
- **HT MUSCLE RELAXANTS**
- **HT MORPHINE**
- **HT SEDATIVES**
- **HT STIMULANT**
- **HT TRANQUILIZERS**

New immunological techniques for the identification of abused drugs p0269 A80-53499

Effect of sypropr and oxaphenamide on liver function in experimental hypoxia [NASA-TM-76011] p0140 A80-21973


Effect of psychotropic drugs on gastric ulcers induced by immobilization: Increased protective effect of amitriptyline caused by chloridiazepoxide [NASA-TM-76197] p0207 A80-37991


**DRY HEAT**

Physiological responses of men and women to humid and dry heat p0196 A80-43151

**DRYING**

**U FREEZE DRYING**

**RECTED FLOW**

Low frequency asymptotics for a hydroelastic model of the cochlea p0218 A80-45623

**DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS**

**HT AIRCRAFT STABILITY**

**HT CONTROL STABILITY**

**HT FLOW DISTRIBUTION**

**HT FLOW VELOCITY**

**HT MOTION STABILITY**

**HT TRANSIENT RESPONSE**

Dynamic characteristics of the thorax connected with the heart action p0125 A80-29686

**DYNAMIC CONTROL**

Simulation of walking under conditions of weightlessness p0073 A80-21094

Reflection of the dynamics of the psychophysiological state of the human operator in his speech signals p0149 A80-33008

Translational motion of anthropomorphic mechanisms in the pulsed excitation mode p0150 A80-33881

Iaturation of locomotion under conditions of weightlessness p0185 A80-40886

Use of active compliance in the control of legged vehicles p0220 A80-46550

**DYNAMIC LOADS**

**HT CYCLIC LOADS**

**HT IMPACT LOADS**

**DYNAMIC MODELS**

Integrated walking robot simulation and modelling p0027 A80-14801

A rule-based model of human problem solving performance in fault diagnosis tasks p0220 A80-46549

**DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING**

- Adaptive control algorithms and optimization of robot-manipulator motion p0167 A80-37122

**DYNAMIC PROPERTIES**

**U DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS**

**DYNAMIC RESPONSE**

**HT TRANSIENT RESPONSE**

Dynamic aspects of detection --- sensory processes in psychophysics p0144 A80-32837

**DYNAMIC STABILITY**

**HT AIRCRAFT STABILITY**

**HT CONTROL STABILITY**

**HT MOTION STABILITY**

**E**

**EAR**

**HT COCHLEA**

**HT CORTI ORGAN**

**HT HARDERSN**

**HT Labyrinth**

**HT SEMICIRCULAR CANALS**

**HT VESTIBULUS**

Occupational changes in the organ of hearing and equilibration in sailors and fishermen [NASA-TM-76335] p0258 A80-32072

Diagnosis of latent forms of labyrinthine affections [NASA-TM-76336] p0259 A80-32074


**EAR PROTECTORS**

Effects of artillery noise on the hearing of protected crew personnel [AD-A078664] p0121 A80-19805
The effect of hearing protectors on the perception of warning and indicator sounds: A general review (ISSN-74-88) p0204 A80-27087

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

Echocardiographic recognition of atrioventricular valve stenosis associated with endocardial cushion defect - Pathologic and surgical correlations p0301 A80-15998

Left ventricular relaxation and filling pattern in different forms of left ventricular hypertrophy - An echocardiographic study p0046 A80-20443

Echocardiography in assessing acute pulmonary hypertension due to pulmonary embolism p0006 A80-12230

The prolapsed aortic valve syndrome and the flyby p0175 A80-40376

Echocardiographic features of atrioventricular and ventricularial conduction p0267 A80-53199

Ultrasound in medicine. Citations from the NTIS data base [P880-810922] p0254 A80-31037

Ultrasound in medicine. Citations from the Engineering Index data base [P880-810930] p0254 A80-31038

ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

U ECOLOGY

ECOLOGY

Ecological physiology of the brain - Russian book p0073 A80-21421

Guiding the development of a controlled ecological life support system [NASA-CH-162452] p0038 A80-12715

Evaluation of a ground-based manned demonstration as a milestone in CELSS development p0038 A80-12716

Development requirements for a successful ground-based CELSS demonstration p0038 A80-12717

The carbon isotope biogeochecmistry of the individual hydrocarbons in bat guano and the ecology of insectivorous bats in the region of Carabao, New Mexico [NASA-76-61164] p0107 A80-16680

Variations in phytoplankton physiological parameters during transient nitrogen environments p0181 A80-26027

Phytoplankton primary production below Arctic Ocean ice: An ecosystem analysis p0181 A80-26028

Some problems of human adaptation and ecology under the aspect of general pathology [NASA-76-6039] p0202 A80-27076

Primary productivity, heterotrophy, metabolic indicators of stress and interactions in algal-bacterial mat communities affected by a fluctuating thermal regime [D-B-85-80-14] p0203 A80-27078

The growth of birdwings [NASA-78-75021] p0206 A80-27986

An empirical study of factors affecting blue-green versus nonblue-green algal dominance in lakes [P880-169311] p0236 A80-29020

ECOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

Shuttle payload, manual vs. automated functions [AAS 79-210] p0106 A80-28700
Electrical Impedance

Technique of electrical stimulation of the vestibular analyzer under clinical conditions
[NASA-TM-76347] p0039 880-17682

Electrical Impedance

Microbial sulfate reduction measured by an automated electrical impedance technique
p0075 880-21982

Electrical Properties

NT Dielectric Properties

Electro-optics

Overview of human engineering considerations for electro-optical displays
p0195 880-42846

Electrocardiograms

U Electrocardiography

Electrocardiography

Torso mounted electrocardiographic electrodes for routine clinical electrocardiography
p0002 880-10423

The importance of continuous electrocardiograms recording in conduction disorders in flight crews
p0031 880-15635

Analysis of exercise-induced R wave amplitude changes in detection of coronary artery disease in asymptomatic men with left bundle branch block
p0031 880-15097

Analysis of the mean number of intersections of the zero level by physiological processes
p0033 880-14649

Polycardiographic research with a single-channel electrocardiograph
p1046 880-20213

Clinical application of carotid electroencephalography
p1248 880-29680

Genesis of the sphygmoa from the kinetocardiogram
p1048 880-29681

Comparative examination of the pulse of both right and left carotid arteries
p124 880-29683

Diagnostic accuracy of the conventional 12-lead and the orthogonal Frank-lead electrocardiograms in detection of myocardial infarctions with classifiers using continuous and Bernoulli features
p1217 880-30873

An evaluation protocol for fighter aircrew with non specific ST-T abnormalities
p1208 880-31585

Detection and elimination of low-frequency zero-level oscillations of an EKG during automated processing
p1208 880-31633

Cooper statistical analysis of the detection of the QRS complex in electrocardiography
p1208 880-31634

Recognition of EKG structural elements in an automated complex
p1208 880-31636

Analog-digital converter for the ELKA electrocardiograph
p1208 880-31637

Electrocardiographic exercise testing and ambulatory monitoring to identify patients with ischemic heart disease at high risk of sudden death
p1815 880-40546

Magnetic study of the His-Purkinje conduction system in man
p0217 880-40195

Theoretical analysis of error during R wave averaging for detection of His-bundle activity
p0223 880-40765

Application of dynamic electrocardiography to the monitoring of aerobic flight
p0268 880-53489

Microbial sulfate reduction measured by an automated electrical impedance technique
p0037 880-12728

Initial dynamics of the EKG during an electrical defibrillation of the heart
[NASA-TR-76002] p0135 880-21019

The effect of retraining on the heart rate in guinea pigs
[NASA-TR-76006] p0156 880-22962

Caffeine ventricular function monitor
[COSF-791037-26] p0203 880-27083

Changes in the QRS complex of the electrocardiogram during sleep and exercise
[CSIR-ZLEK-167] p0226 880-29022

Pocket ECG electrode
[NASA-CASE-AHC-11258-1] p0273 880-33081

New engineering approaches to noninvasive His-Purkinje system recordings
p0281 880-34087

Electrochemical Cells

ECC - A regenerable CO2 removal subsystem for an enhanced capability orbiter
[ASBE PAPER 79-BHAS-34] p0029 880-15258

Electrochemistry

Development of the electrochemically regenerable carbon dioxide absorber for portable life support system application
p0029 880-15257

Indirect microbial detection
[NASA-CASR-16250-1] p0017 880-11756

Testing evaluation of the electrochemical organic content analyzer
[NASA-CR-160569] p0141 880-21981

Introduction to electrochemistry of nerve membranes
[pBB-179908] p0254 880-31036

Electroconductivity

The importance of continuous electrocardiogram recording in conduction disorders in flight crews
p0031 880-15635

Spectral analysis of conduction fluctuations of calcium channels in a nerve-cell membrane
p103 880-26424

Electrodes

NT Implanted Electrodes (Biology)

NT Ion Selective Electrodes

Torso mounted electrocardiographic electrodes for routine clinical electrocardiography
p0002 880-10423

Excursion of vibrating microelectrodes in tissue
p0143 880-32751

Electroencephalography

Q Electroencephalography

Electroencephalography

T-waves in the exercise ECG - Their location and occurrence
p0233 880-13263

Analysis of the mean number of intersections of the zero level by physiological processes
p0013 880-15649

Structural difference between stage 1 and REM on sleep EEG
p169 880-37902

Study on the changes of electroencephalogram, heart rate and respiratory rate during all night sleep
p169 880-37904

Electroencephalographic recordings during parachute jump sessions
p108 880-41877

Psychomotor performance during ozone exposure - Spectral and discriminant function analysis of EEG
p108 880-41879

Changes in alpha activity during decreases in human operator work capacity
p201 880-48612

Brain events underlying detection and recognition of weak sensory signals
p206 880-51493

Electroencephalographic changes in albino rats subjected to stress
[NASA-TR-76118] p0225 880-29010

Electrolyte Metabolism

Water-electrolyte metabolism and the function of human kidneys at mountain altitudes
p0224 880-13477

Influence of longitudinal accelerations on fluid-electrolyte metabolism and renal function under conditions of immersion
p0129 880-32230

Na+ and Ca2+ ingestion - Plasma volume-electrolyte distribution at rest and exercise
p187 880-61661

Effect of hypoxia on fluid-electrolyte metabolism and renal function in man as related to different degrees of motor activity
p010 880-10754

Experimental investigation of the role of thyrotropin in the prophylaxis of
A-60
disturbances in the water-salt and mineral metabolism during a 30-day hypokinesia (NASA-TM-75938) p0170 A80-18704
Effect of weightlessness and artificial gravity on ion-regulating function of rat kidneys p0208 A80-27999
Scopomeric analysis of glomeruli and juxtaglomerular system of the rat kidney in the course of experimental hypokinesia p0212 A80-28028
ELECTROLYTES
Effects of minimal gravitational loads on fluid-electrolyte metabolism and renal function of man during prolonged immersion p0091 A80-17679
ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION
NT PHOTOBIO ABSORPTION
NT ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION
NT X RAY ABSORPTION
Numerical calculation of electromagnetic energy deposition for a realistic model of man p0003 A80-10925
Electromagnetic absorption in multilayered cylindrical models of man p0023 A80-13216
State of the knowledge for electromagnetic absorbed dose in man and animals p0049 A80-21019
Electromagnetic dosimetry for models of humans and animals - A review of theoretical and numerical techniques p0049 A80-21020
Calorimetric measurements of microwave energy absorption by mice after simultaneous exposure of 18 animals p0076 A80-22985
Part-body and multibody effects on absorption of radio-frequency electromagnetic energy by animals and by models of man p0076 A80-22987
A geometrical-optics and an exact solution for internal fields in and energy absorption by a cylindrical model of man irradiated by an electromagnetic plane wave p0076 A80-22988
Heating of spherical versus realistic models of human and infrahuman heads by electromagnetic waves p0076 A80-22989
Circularly polarized 2450-MHz waveguide system for chronic exposure of small animals to microwaves p0077 A80-22990
Quantifying the hazard of field-man interaction in electrically shielded enclosures p0173 A80-39402
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
Electromagnetic compatibility / EMC/ to-day - A review /1979-80/ p0174 A80-39410
ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTROL
U REMOTE CONTROL
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
NT BEAR FIELDS
Occupational exposure to radio-frequency electromagnetic fields p0049 A80-21017
Extremely-low-frequency fields and the slime mold Physarum polycephalum - Evidence of depressed cellular function and of intracellular interaction p0077 A80-22993
Electromagnetic fields in biological media. Part 2: The SCAT program, multilayered sphere, theory and applications [PB-309094/0] p0068 A80-15804
Study of the possible effects of 110 kHz electromagnetic fields on humans (SARH-77-7028) p0164 A80-23981
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS
Bio-electromagnetic research - Review of some important aspects p0173 A80-39401
Electromagnetic control of cell functions p0173 A80-39408
ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
Steady magnetic fields in noninvasive electromagnetic flowmetry p0051 A80-21033
Physical measurements on dielectric properties of biological substances p0051 A80-21033
ELECTRODE/ION BONE RESONANCE
THEORETICAL STUDIES OF THE LIGHT REACTIONS IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS
The effect of restraining on the heart rate in
[80-79-57, 80-79-58]
Introduction to electrochemistry of nerve membranes
[80-79-59, 80-79-60]
Changes in the QBS complex of the
[80-79-61, 80-79-62]
Effects of aircraft noise on sleep: An in-situ
[80-79-63, 80-79-64]
Electroencephalographic changes in albino rats
[80-79-65, 80-79-66]
Effect of immobilization on the EEG of the baboon.
[80-79-67, 80-79-68]
The effects of stimulation of the anterior
[80-79-69, 80-79-70]
Brain waves and the enhancement of pilot performance
[80-79-71, 80-79-72]
Analysis of the mean number of intersections of
[80-79-73, 80-79-74]
The microwave auditory phenomenon
[80-79-75, 80-79-76]
The effects of stimulation of the anterior
[80-79-77, 80-79-78]
The effect of restraining on the heart rate in
guinea pigs
[80-79-79, 80-79-80]
Effect of immobilization on the EEG of the baboon.
Comparison with telemetry results from unrestricted animals
[80-79-81, 80-79-82]
Electroencephalographic changes in albino rats
subjected to stress
[80-79-83, 80-79-84]
Changes in the QRS complex of the
electrocardiogram during sleep and exercise
[80-79-85, 80-79-86]
Effects of aircraft noise on sleep: An in-situ
experience
[80-79-87, 80-79-88]
Introduction to electrochemistry of nerve membranes
[80-79-89, 80-79-90]
New engineering approaches to noninvasive
Sin-Parkinson's disease recordings
[80-79-91, 80-79-92]
Age-dependent dynamics of the succinate-dehydrogenase activity of lymphocytes in physically active and inactive persons

Variation of the enzymatic activity of blood lymphocytes at various stages of adaptation to physical loads

Blockade of the different enzymatic steps in the synthesis of brain amines and memory /ACh/ in hypobaric hypoxic rats treated and untreated with L-Dopa

The effects of long-term intoxication by the inhalation of gaseous HF on myocardial cell metabolism and serum cardiac enzyme levels in guinea pigs

The effect of SQ-20881, an inhibitor of carboxyptatin /aseptolamin of 1-transforming enzyme/ on the peripheral blood cells and pancreatic enzyme activity of the pancreas

Effect of hypoxia on ATPase activity of blood lymphocytes

Therapy on nerve agent poisoning

Some biochemical characteristics of rats during flight aboard the Cosmos-782 artificial satellite and after return to Earth

Effects of motor patterns on water-soluble and membrane proteins and cholinesterase activity in subcellular fractions of rat brain tissue

Activity of some hepatic enzymes and lipogenetic processes in rat adipose tissue after space flight --- effects of weightlessness

Secretion, recretion and resecretion of blood lipase during prolonged restriction of motor activity

Effect of hypokinesia on invertebrate activity of the mucosa of the small intestine

Characteristics of enzymatic induction provoked by chlordane

Testable activity of chromatin DNA and the adenylate cyclase system of rat tissues following flight aboard the Cosmos-936 biosatellite

CHARACTERS
ST CHOLESTERASE
ST GIDAXE
ST THROMBIN
Origin of life - Consideration of alternatives to proteins and nucleic acids

A new estimate of sequence divergence of mitochondrial DNA using restriction endonuclease mappings

Effects of bilirubin-induced activation of nonspecific fibrinolysis during immobilization stress

Energy status and oxidation reduction status in rat liver at high altitude /3.6 km/

Effect of the enzymatic inhibitor of glutathione peroxidase on the gastric lesions from reserpine, from phenylbutazone, from pyloric ligation and by physical loads

Effect of restricted motion in high temperature on gastric lesions from reserpine, from phenylbutazone, from pyloric ligation and by physical loads

The effect of SQ-20881, an inhibitor of carboxyptatin /aseptolamin of 1-transforming enzyme/ on the peripheral blood cells and pancreatic enzyme activity of the pancreas
A consideration of factors contributing to strength differences in men and women  
(AD-A072671) p0056 N80-16994

Principles for classification of work load for women  

Effect of production microclimate on female thermal state with increased temperature and air humidity  

Permeability

Permeability of neutrophil leukocytes in rats under conditions of hypoxic hypoxia  
p0126 N80-30457

Fibers

Studies in development of pyrogenal fever in animals following prolonged hypoxemia  
p0115 N80-19765

FIBER ORIENTATION

Influence of diastolic fibre orientation on the left ventricular power generation  
p0125 N80-29685

FIBERS

CARBON FIBERS

Study of radioprotective effect of high-intensity magnetic fields on mammalian cell cultures  
p0117 N80-19776

FIBrousнатblls

FIELD STRENGTH

Preliminary study of the behavioral and physiological effects of high intensity 60 Hz electric fields  
[SNHL-86-5277] p0274 N80-33088

FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

F-4 AIRCRAFT

F-5 AIRCRAFT

F-15 AIRCRAFT

F-18 AIRCRAFT

JAGUAR AIRCRAFT

MIRAGE AIRCRAFT

An evaluation protocol for fighter aircrew with non specific ST-T abnormalities  
p0128 N80-31585

Aeromedical and physiologic aspects of fighter pilot selection and performance - Theoretical considerations  
p0128 N80-31586

Pickup of visual information by the pilot during a ground control approach in a fighter aircraft simulator  
p0190 N80-41981

Husan tolerance to serial combat maneuvers  
p0193 N80-42005

Molecular sieve generation of aviator's oxygen - Performance of a prototype system under simulated flight conditions  
p0194 N80-42008

Physical standards for high-performance fighter aircraft pilots  
p0247 N80-50114

An advanced oxygen system for future combat aircraft  
USAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume 7400: F-16 aircraft in the AF32A-25 noise suppressor near and far-field noise  
[AD-A079875] p0161 N80-23001

Investigation of Minimum Sized Low-Profile Cockpits (MILPC) and crew escape system integration  
[AD-A081055] p0180 N80-25004

Evaluation of UK PO oxygen mask for use in CF aircraft  
[NASA-76-0603] p0181 N80-25005

A simulator. evaluation of pilot response to an aircraft cockpit spin indicator system  
[AD-A081536] p0181 N80-25006

Operational roles, aircrew systems and human factors in future high performance aircraft  
[AGARD-CP-266] p0235 N80-30019

Information transfer for improved pilot performance  
p0235 N80-30025

Filtration

MF SPATIAL FILTERING

FIRE STRUCTURE

Determining biological fine structure by differential absorption of soft X-ray  
p0039 N80-13760

FIRE GYRATING

Project FIRE - Firefighters Integrated Response Equipment System. Volume 1: Program overview and summary, phase 1A  

Project FIRE - Firefighters Integrated Response Equipment System. Volume 2: Protective ensemble performance standards goals for firefigther protection, phase 1A  

Project FIRE - Firefighters Integrated Response Equipment System. Volume 3: Test and evaluation report, phase 1A  

Project FIRE - Firefighters Integrated Response Equipment System. Volume 4: Technology demonstration ensemble, phase 1A  

Project FIRE - Firefighters Integrated Response Equipment System. Volume 5: Prototype protective ensemble data package, phase 1A  

Project FIRE. Volume 1: Program overview and summary, phase 1B  
[NASA-CR-161529] p0262 N80-32098

Project FIRE. Volume 4: Prototype protective ensemble qualification test report, phase 1B  

Project FIRE. Volume 3: Protective ensemble design and procurement specification, phase 1B  

FIREFLY

Time-resolved spectrometry of in vivo firefly bioluminescence emissions  
p0034 N80-16793

FLIES

A procedure for electronically monitoring animal response parameters using the rotating wheel — aircraft fire hazard application  
p0023 N80-13322

First Aid

The organization of medical aid in air disasters - Berlin-Tegel international airport  
p0131 N80-32581

Tap water, an efficient method for cooling heatstroke victims - A model in dogs  
p0248 N80-50122

Fish

Aquatic systems for aquatic animal studies in the Shuttle era  
[ASME PAPBB 79-EHAS-45] p0030 N80-15268

Fitness

FLIGHT FITNESS

Physical Fitness

FLAME INTERACTION

CHEMICAL REACTIONS

FLAMABILITY

Flame testing of two samples of exposure suit material  
p0255 N80-31047

Flap Control

U AIRCRAFT CONTROL
SUBJECT INDEX

FLIGHT COHPEBS
[ NASA-CASE-ARCO-11314-7] p0236 A80-30033

U NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
[ NASA-CASE-ARCO-11314-7] p0236 A80-30033

FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

Flight conditions
Effects of background illumination and target contrast on flashblindness recovery time
[AD-A071906] p0236 A80-30033

U BLINDNESS
[AD-A071906] p0236 A80-30033

FLIGHT COHPEBS
[ NASA-CASE-ARCO-11314-7] p0236 A80-30033

FLIGHT...
Behavioral scientific study on T-2 flight simulator. If - Comparison of pilot workload between aircraft and simulator
Lower body negative pressure box for eG simulation in the upright seated position
Proficiency maintenance and assessment in an instrument flight simulator
Real-time simulation of FLIB and LLLTV systems for aircrew training
Effect of pretraining criterion on flight simulator and secondary cognitive task performance
Prediction and quickening in perspective flight displays for curved landing approaches
Psychological training of astronauts using flight simulators
Effect of induced cyclic changes of deep body temperature on performance in a flight simulator
Thresholds for detection of constant rotary acceleration during vibratory rotary acceleration
Cost effectiveness modeling for a total training system

Bodyload - Aircrew stress

Bodyload - Aircrew stress

Cockpit thermal stress and aircrew thermal strain

The Environmental Symptoms Questionnaire - Revisions and new field data for monitoring health effects of flight stress
Study of age-dependent intellectual-perceptual mental factors and their theoretical and practical implications for in-flight errors
Application of dynamic electrocardiography to the monitoring of aerobatic flight

USSR Report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, volume 13, no. 5, 1979 Effects of space flight stress

Effect of space flight conditions on deoxyribonucleoprotein and nucleic acid content of rat tissues

Supersonic aerial transport: Medical and physiological aspects - Concorde Aircraft

Survey of methods to assess workload

Concepts of stress

Some considerations concerning methods to evaluate and assess workload in aircraft pilots

Physiologic aspects of workload/fatigue/stress

Biocohemical indices of stress: Biochemical aspects of the stress response

Cockpit thermal stress and aircrew thermal strain during routine Juphar operations

Thermal problems presented by high-speed, low-level flight

FLIGHT TECHNICAL ERROR U PILOT ERROR


FLIGHT TIME Flight hour reductions in fleet replacement pilot training through simulation. p0003 A80-10764 Body rhythms and what the aviator may do about them. p0269 A80-53561 Sleep disturbance and deprivation in long-range aviation. p0269 A80-53562


FLIGHT DYNAMICS NT AERODYNAMICS NT COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS NT GAS DYNAMICS FLUID FILTERS NT AIR FILTERS FLUID FLOW NT BLOOD FLOW NT DUCTED FLOW NT GAS FLOW NT LARIMAR FLOW NT PIPER FLOW NT STEADY FLOW NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW

Inertial system flow rates of oxygen systems used in general aviation. p0101 A80-25899

FLOWS STeady flow in a model of human central airways. p0265 A80-51443

FLOWS FIELDS NT FLOW DISTRIBUTION NT FLOW MEASUREMENT Investigation of flow rates of oxygen systems used in general aviation. p0101 A80-25899

FLOWS PATTERNS NT FLOW DISTRIBUTION NT FLOW RATE NT FLOW VELOCITY NT FLOW VELOCITY Investigation of flow rates of oxygen systems used in general aviation. p0101 A80-25899

FLOWSETERS Steady magnetic fields in noninvasive electromagnetic flowmetry. p0051 A80-21033

FLOWS FILTERS NT AERODYNAMICS NT COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS NT GAS DYNAMICS FLUID FILTERS NT AIR FILTERS FLUID FLOW NT BLOOD FLOW NT DUCTED FLOW NT GAS FLOW NT LARIMAR FLOW NT PIPER FLOW NT STEADY FLOW NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW

Method of continua mechanics in investigations of respiration and blood circulation. p0250 A80-50563

FLOWS DYNAMICS NT AERODYNAMICS NT COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS NT GAS DYNAMICS FLUID FILTERS NT AIR FILTERS FLUID FLOW NT BLOOD FLOW NT DUCTED FLOW NT GAS FLOW NT LARIMAR FLOW NT PIPER FLOW NT STEADY FLOW NT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW

Inertial system flow rates of oxygen systems used in general aviation. p0101 A80-25899

INSTRUMENTATION FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF VISCOSITY AND FLOW OF BIOLOGICAL FLUIDS --- NEURAL MAGNETIC RESONANCE. p0205 A80-27980

FLOWS MECHANICS NT AERODYNAMICS NT GAS DYNAMICS NT HYDRODYNAMICS Methods of continua mechanics in investigations of respiration and blood circulation. p0250 A80-50563

FLOWS PRESSES NT WATER PRESSURE

FLOWS BLEACH A radiative transfer model for remote sensing of laser induced fluorescence of phytoplankton in non-homogeneous turbid water. p0177 880-24982 A paraboloidal flow cytometer for improved fluorescence analysis of single cells. p0253 880-31029

FLOWS SCIENTIFIC MISSION U FLOWS SCIENCE FLOWS CHEMISTRY NT HYDROFLUORIC ACID FLOWS INORGANIC COMPOUNDS NT FLUOROCARBONS NT HYDROFLUORIC ACID FLOWS ORGANIC COMPOUNDS NT FLUOROCARBONS FLOWS CARBON COMPOUNDS NT FLUOROCARBONS FLOWS CARBON COMPOUNDS NT FLUOROCARBONS

Synthesis and biological screening by novel hybrid fluorocarbon hydrocarbon compounds for use as artificial blood substitutes. p0253 880-31029

FLOWS SCIENCE FLOWS CHEMISTRY NT HYDROFLUORIC ACID FLOWS INORGANIC COMPOUNDS NT FLUOROCARBONS NT HYDROFLUORIC ACID FLOWS ORGANIC COMPOUNDS NT FLUOROCARBONS FLOWS CARBON COMPOUNDS NT FLUOROCARBONS FLOWS CARBON COMPOUNDS NT FLUOROCARBONS

Synthesis and biological screening by novel hybrid fluorocarbon hydrocarbon compounds for use as artificial blood substitutes. p0253 880-31029
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>P0055 N80-14689</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLUOABSCOPY</td>
<td>[NASA-CR-162537]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVELOPMENT OF A STEREOFLUOROSCOPY SYSTEM</td>
<td>P0140 N80-21972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLUX DENSITY</td>
<td>NT LUMINANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY</td>
<td>NT RADIANT FLUX DENSITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLUX MAPPING</td>
<td>U MAPPING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLUX METERS</td>
<td>U MEASURING INSTRUMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLY BY WIRE CONTROL</td>
<td>ADDRESSING HUMAN FACTOR OPTIONS IN CONCEPTUAL DESIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLYING</td>
<td>U FLIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLYING EJECTION SEATS</td>
<td>LIE SUBJECT EJECTION TOWER TESTING TO DETERMINE HUMAN TOLERANCE TO AN INCREASED ONSET RATE OF ACCELERATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLYING PERSONNEL</td>
<td>NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT COSMONAUTS</td>
<td>NT FLIGHT CREWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT ORBITAL WORKERS</td>
<td>NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SPACECRAFTS</td>
<td>NT SPACECRAFTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE APPLICATION OF ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY TO THE CARDIOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>P0132 A80-32586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABDOMINAL ECHOCANTHROGRAPHY - ITS PLACE IN THE EVALUATION OF FLIGHT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>P0132 A80-32587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON THE FEASIBILITY OF CONTACT LENSES FOR FLIGHT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>P0132 A80-32589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING SUDDEN DEAFNESS - AEROSPACE INCIDENTS</td>
<td>P0132 A80-32591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT - IMPORTANCE IN OTOLARYNGOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF AIR FLIGHT PERSONNEL</td>
<td>P0132 A80-32592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDENTIFICATION OF THE MINIMUM NOISE LEVEL CAPABLE OF PRODUCING AN ASYMPOTOMATIC TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFT</td>
<td>P0189 A80-41867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROBLEMS RELATED TO MEDICAL CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF MILITARY NAVIGATION PERSONNEL</td>
<td>P0054 N80-14679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLYING QUALITIES</td>
<td>U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOCUSING</td>
<td>NT DEFOCUSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOD</td>
<td>SEALS IN ORBIT -- SPACE SHUTTLE FOOD SERVICE PLANNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOD ISTATE</td>
<td>EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM REPEETITIVE EXPOSURE TO CENTRIFUGAL FORCE OF UV ON DEVELOPING RATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFFECTS OF FASTING AND REFEEDING ON THE METABOLIC RESPONSE TO A STANDARD MEAL IN MAN</td>
<td>P0097 A80-25175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXTREMES OF URINE OSMOLARITY - LACK OF EFFECT ON RED BLOOD CELL SURVIVAL</td>
<td>P0220 A80-46196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOD PROCESSING</td>
<td>NT PRESERVING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORBEAR</td>
<td>QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF FREE AMINO ACIDS IN HUMAN ECCRINE SWEAT EXCRETED FROM THE FOREARMS OF HEALTHY TRAINED AND UNTRAINED MEN DURING EXERCISE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPARISON OF REACTIVE HYPERALGESIA IN WARM AND COOL HUMAN FOREARMS OVER A RANGE OF ISCHEMIC PERIODS</td>
<td>P0190 A80-41867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORECASTING</td>
<td>U PERFORMANCE PREDICTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES</td>
<td>NT TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFFERENTIALLY WEIGHTING LINEAR MODELS OF BEHAVIOR: AN EMPIRICAL COMPARISON OF SIX METHODS</td>
<td>P0255 N80-31043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORECASTS</td>
<td>U FORECASTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOREIGN POLICY</td>
<td>NT INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOURS</td>
<td>NT SHAPES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOUR PERSPECTIVE</td>
<td>NT SPACE PERCEPTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORWARD LOOKING INFRARED DETECTORS</td>
<td>U FLIR DETECTORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOSSIL MATERIALS</td>
<td>FOSSILS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF MANGANESE PRECIPITATING BACTERIA</td>
<td>P0175 A80-40380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOURIER TRANSFORMATION</td>
<td>SPATIAL FILTERING AND MECHANISMS OF PERCEPTION --- IN HUMAN VISION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOURIER TRANSFORMATION</td>
<td>SPATIAL SUMMATION OF MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT IN THE VISUAL SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILLUSORY REVERSAL OF EXTRAFOVEALLY PERCEIVED DISPLACEMENT</td>
<td>P0106 A80-28775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOveal and peripheral displacement thresholds as a function of stimulus luminance, line length and duration of movement</td>
<td>P0241 A80-48520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE FALL</td>
<td>PARABOLIC FLIGHT - LOSS OF SENSE OF ORIENTATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTION SENSITIVITY SUSCEPTIBILITY DURING ROTATION AT 30 RPM IN FREE-FALL PARABOLIC FLIGHT</td>
<td>P0034 A80-17054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREEDOM FIGHTER AIRCRAFT</td>
<td>U F-5 AIRCRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQUENCIES</td>
<td>NT AUDIO FREQUENCIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT EXTREMELY LOW RADIO FREQUENCIES</td>
<td>NT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT RADIO FREQUENCIES</td>
<td>NT RESONANT FREQUENCIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT VERY LOW FREQUENCIES</td>
<td>NT BANDWIDTH FREQUENCIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREQUENCY RESPONSE</td>
<td>STATIC ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE PROFILES IN AUDITORY DIAGNOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUELS</td>
<td>NT SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUMES</td>
<td>DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF METHODS FOR SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS OF WORKPLACE TOXIC SUBSTANCES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS</td>
<td>NT FOURIER TRANSFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT INTEGRAL EQUATIONS</td>
<td>NT FOURIER TRANSFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT FOURIER TRANSFORMATION</td>
<td>NT KERNEL FUNCTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION</td>
<td>NT RECURRENT FUNCTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT SPLINE FUNCTIONS</td>
<td>NT WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNGI</td>
<td>NT SPORES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT YEAST</td>
<td>STUDY OF FUNGAL PHENOTYPES AFTER EXPOSURE TO SPACE PARAMETERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSTFLIGHT STUDIES ON FUNGAL PHENOTYPES IRRADIATED IN SPACE</td>
<td>P0196 A80-43011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SURVIVAL RATE OF VARIOUS SPECIES OF DARK-COLORED MUSHROOMS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ARTIFICIAL SOLAR RADIATION</td>
<td>P0221 A80-46606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FURTHER STUDIES ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL CAPABILITIES OF FUNGI - INTERACTIONS OF SALINITY, ULTRAVIOLET IRRADIATION, AND TEMPERATURE IN PENICILLIN</td>
<td>P0243 A80-50058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Development of higher fungi under weightlessness

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

GAS EVOLUTION

GAS EXCHANGE

GAS DETECTION

GAS DYNAMICS

GAS DISTRIBUTION

GAS INHABITANTS

GAS BAYS

GAS BARIUM

GAS CARBON

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY

GAS DETECTION

GAS DEFIBRILLATION

GAS EXCHANGE

Hygiene and toxicology of human waste gases

in exercise

Viking gas exchange reaction - Simulation on UV-irradiated manganese dioxide substrate

Alteration by hyperoxia of ventilatory dynamics during sinusoidal work

Respiratory gas exchange during positive pressure breathing and rapid decompression to simulated altitudes of 18.3 and 24.4 km

Programmed control of the autotrophic component of an ecological system that is closed with regard to exchange of gases

Development of program for the control of the autotrophic component of an ecological system that is closed with regard to exchange of gases

Changes in gas exchange, tissue respiration and glycolysis in rats during hypokinesia

GAS FLOW

GAS PIPE FLOW

GAS STEADY FLOW IN A MODEL OF HUMAN CENTRAL AIRWAYS

GAS GENERATOR ENGINES

GAS GENERATORS

GAS GENERATORS

Gas-rater of the Navy/Air Force Oxygen Generating System (NAOGS)

GAS MIXTURES

GAS MIXTURES

GAS ALVEOLAR

GAS COMPRESSED

GAS EFFECT

GAS EFFECT

GAS TRANSPORT

GAS TRANSPORT

Relation of breathing oxygen-argon gas mixtures to altitude decompression sickness

GAS PRESSURE

O2 sensing for environmental control and monitoring systems

GAS REACTORS

A study of the reduction of carbon dioxide in a silent electric discharge

Development of an improved Sabatier reactor - catalytic oxygen recovery from carbon dioxide

GAS TRANSPORT

Effects and post-effects of two-hour exhausting exercise on composition and gas transport functions of blood

Theoretical analysis of the effect of state of pulmonary circulation on distribution of ventilation-perfusion relations and gas exchange in the lungs

Respiration and gas exchange under hyperbaric conditions

GAS VALVES

Development, test, and evaluation of an advanced anti-G valve for the F-15

GASEOUS CAVITATION

GAS FLOW

GASES

GAS SURFACE

GAS DYNAMICS

GAS DISTRIBUTION

GAS INHABITANTS

Gas evolution of gas bubbles in biological tissues under decompression/mathematical modeling/

Ultrasound method of recording gas bubbles in arterial venous blood in a rarefied atmosphere

Difference between end-tidal and arterial P/CO2/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>GLUCOSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development and validation of methods for sampling and analysis of workplace toxic substances</td>
<td>p0282 N80-34095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM</td>
<td>GEOCHEMISTRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT INTESTINES</td>
<td>BY BIOGEOCHEMISTRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological features of the pilot's personality in the case of diseases of the gastrointestinal tract</td>
<td>Clays in prebiological chemistry p0243 A80-49071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of ingestion of cold and hot water on the course of thermal changes in the stomach and intestine</td>
<td>The possible role of metal ions and clays in prebiotic chemistry p0294 A80-50060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of the duration of restraint for the production of experimental ulcers in rats: Application to the study of protective substances</td>
<td>GEOMAGNETIC EFFECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of experimental hypokinesia on gastric secretory function</td>
<td>U MAGNETIC EFFECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The effect produced by phenobarbital, sex hormones and by castration on the development of gastric mucosa destruction due to electrization of immobilized rats</td>
<td>GEOMETRICAL OPTICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental gastric ulcers induced by immobilization and electric shock of rats and their pharmacotherapy</td>
<td>A geometrical-optics and an exact solution for internal fields in and energy absorption by a cylindrical model of man irradiated by an electromagnetic plane wave p0076 A80-22988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electroencephalographic changes in albino rats subjected to stress</td>
<td>GEOMETERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of certain psychopharmacological preparations on adaptation under stress conditions</td>
<td>U MAGNETOMETROLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NASA TLA workload analysis support. Volume 2: Scheduling and spacing studies validation data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NASA-TM-75833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOMETRY</td>
<td>Geological features of geophysical factors (meteorological and topographical) on the pilot-aircraft-system in high speed low level flight (HSLLF) p0231 N80-29992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GERMAN ABC HEATERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEATING EQUIPMENT</td>
<td>GERMAN GLANDS (ANATOMY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSIOLOGY</td>
<td>NT ADRENAL GLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT PANCREAS</td>
<td>NT THYROID GLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT PITUITARY GLAND</td>
<td>NT TESTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT PETROLOGY</td>
<td>NT THYROID GLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geology and geophysics</td>
<td>The effects of restraint on uptake of radioactive sulfate in the salivary and gastric secretions of rats with pyloric ligation [NASA-TH-76073] p0139 N80-21964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Role of dynamic space flight factors in the pathogenesis of involution of lymphatic organs (experimental morphological study) p0211 N80-28022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLUCOSE</td>
<td>GLUCOMETERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intra-ocular pressure normalization technique and equipment [NASA-CASE-LN-12555-1] p0055 N80-14684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>GLADEN COEFFICIENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U AERODYNAMIC FORCES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutathione</td>
<td>GLOTTIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A study of human throat-wall and vocal tract from input/output measurements p0282 N80-34091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GLOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U LUMINESCENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GLUCOSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Role of mitochondria in glycolysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Growth hormone control of glucose oxidation pathways in hypophysectomized rats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insulin binding and glucose uptake of adipocytes in rats adapted to hypergravitational force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypothermia induced by 5-thio-D-glucose - Effects on treadmill performance in the heat p0179 A80-48097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Altitude convulsion threshold and time to altitude convulsion in gold thigloose obese mice p0240 A80-48089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The 5-thio-D-glucose theroregulatory effects in mice at various temperatures (AD-A069511) p0017 N80-11757</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GLUTAMATES

Glucose metabolism in different regions of the rat brain under hypokinesic stress influence
p0282 80-38092

GLUTAMATES

Variation of substrate contents and activity of enzymes of the energy metabolism in the heart under the action of glutamate during hypoxia and sodium nitrite poisoning of animals
p0002 80-10335

GLYCEMIC

GLYCOGEN

Cyanamide mediated synthesis under plausible primitive earth conditions. VI - The synthesis of glycerol and glycerophosphates
p0097 80-25201

Suppression of the biosynthesis of sphingo-myelin under gamma irradiation and exposure to ubiquinone-9
p0149 80-33363

Changes in concentration of 2,3-glycerodiphosphoric acid in rat erythrocytes during adaptation to hypoxia
p0151 80-35860

Glycerol test in diagnosing increased intralabyrinth pressure
[NASA-TN-76110] p0136 80-21022

GLYCINE

Oligo-glycine synthesis in an aqueous solution of glycine under oxidative conditions --- probiotic
p102 80-26218

Incorporation of glycine-2-C-14 in acid-insoluble proteins of rat bones and teeth during hypokinesia and administration of thyrocalcitonine
[NASA-TN-75981] p0155 80-22959

GLUCOSE METABOLISM

Changes in gas exchange, tissue respiration and glycolysis in rats during hypokinesia
[NASA-TN-76149] p0256 80-32055

Mechanisms of oxygen toxicity at the cellular level
[AD-A087831] p0260 80-32084

GROTECHNOLOGIES

Advanced microbial check valve development
[NASA-CE-163577] p0275 80-33094

Theoretical and applied aspects of the anabiosis of microorganisms
[BL-LPTS-12350] p0277 80-34055

GOGGLES

A human performance/workload evaluation of the AN/PVS-5 bifocal night vision goggles
p0200 80-48093

Aviation night vision goggles
[AD-A073226] p0041 80-13773

Effects of fatigue from wearing the AN/PVS-5 night vision goggles on skills involved in helicopter operations
[AD-A0755426] p0096 80-17714

GOMAD

Effects of centrifugation stress on pituitary-gonadal function in male rats
p0101 80-25967

GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY RELATIONS

Pilots who drink - FAA regulations and policy, and the Airline Pilots Association treatment program
p0218 80-45025

GRADUOMETERS

U MAGNETOMETERS

GRADUATION

U CALIBRATING

GRAINS (FOOD)

NY MARIN

GRAPHIC ARTS

Signs and display systems: Graphic design and human engineering. A bibliography with abstracts
[PB80-033158] p0137 80-21031

GRAPHS (CHARTS)

NY DONG GRAPHS

GRASSES

NY SEA GRASSES

GROOTBREKERS

NY OTOLITH ORGANS

GRAVITATION

NY ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY

NY REDUCED GRAVITY

GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS

Use of microspheres in measurement of regional blood flows during &G stress
p0032 80-16452

Effect of hypogravity on human lymphocyte activation
p0046 80-20466

Hypogravity and estrogen effects on avian anterior pituitary growth hormone and prolactin levels
p0047 80-20467

Physiological response to hyper- and hypogravity during rollercoaster flight
p0074 80-21567

Determination of ethanol produced by pea seedlings under near-zero gravity conditions - Preliminary studies
[AAS 79-216] p0106 80-28707

Insulin binding and glucose uptake of adipocytes in rats adapted to hypergravitational force
p0151 80-35751

Scale effects in the musculoskeletal system, viscera and skin of small terrestrial mammals
p0185 80-40626

The architecture of the avian retina following exposure to chronic 2 G
p0194 80-32013

Evaluation of biological models using Spacelab
[ASME PAPER 80-EMAS-38]

Experient operations in Spacelab - for life study in space environment
[ASME PAPER 80-EMAS-40]

Design opportunities - Zero gravity versus one gravity environments
p0220 80-46398

Gravity and land plant evolution - Experimental induction of lignification by simulated hypogravity and water stress
p0265 80-50073

Effects of minimal gravitational loads on fluid-electrolyte metabolism and renal function of man during prolonged immersion
p0291 80-16769

Plants and weightlessness
[NASA-TN-76025] p0177 80-24979

The relation between tilt table and acceleration-tolerance and their dependence on stature and physical fitness

Theroregulation in rats: Effects of varying duration of hypergravic fields
[NASA-CE-163481] p0253 80-31030

Great Lakes (North America)
MT LAKE MICHIGAN

GROENLANDIANS

U PHYTOTHERAPY

GROUND-BASED CONTROL

MT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

GROUP BEHAVIOR

U GROUP DYNAMICS

GROUP DYNAMICS

Subject (Index)

Dependence of the activity and behavior of individuals and groups on the characteristics of the individual cognitive styles
p0147 80-32991

Possible approaches to the study of consonant cognitive behavioral styles during individual and group activity
p0147 80-32992

Minimizing the psychological effects of a wartime disaster on an individual
p0189 80-41890

A criterion validation of multiattribute utility analysis and of a group communication strategy
[AD-A073364] p0057 80-16699

Extended analysis of small group performance and the effects of contingency management in a programmed environment
[AD-A068665] p0058 80-17405

The moral climate of the crew (from observations of a submarine doctor)
HEAT VALVES

Maximal cardiac output during upright exercise - Approximate normal standards and variations with coronary heart disease p0217 A80-44249
Cardiopulmonary responses to arm exercise performed in various ways p0270 A80-53940
Cardiac frequency during stepping exercise and during treadmill walking as guides to the Harvard Pack Index of physical fitness p0271 A80-53941
Handling qualities, workload and heart rate p0068 N80-14750
Effect of hypokinesia on cardiac contractile function and nervous regulation of the heart [NASA-TM-75970] p0117 N80-19783
Pulse transducer with artifact signal attenuator [NASA-CASE-FEC-11012-1] p0163 N80-23969
Heart rate variability, pilot workload, task difficulty, tracking [DFVLR-FB-79-31] p0203 N80-27086
Effect of task variable interactions in lifting and lowering p0281 N80-34090

HEAT VALVES

Mitral valve prolapse - A review p0101 A80-25897
The prolapsed mitral valve syndrome and the flyer p0101 A80-25898

HEAT

HEAT ACCLIMATIZATION

Influence of air velocity and heat acclimation on human skin wettedness and sweating efficiency p0332 A80-16454
Training and acclimatization - Effects on responses to exercise in a desert environment p0073 A80-21539
Physiological responses of physically fit men and women to acclimation to humid heat p0223 A80-47024
Body fluid and hematologic adjustments during resting heat acclimation in thessus monkey p0265 A80-51444
Physiologic reactions during five weeks of continuous residence in an artificial humid and hot climate [NASA-TM-75356] p0111 N80-18707

HEAT CONDUCTION

U CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

HEAT DISSIPATION

U COOLING

HEAT DISSIPATION CHILLING

U COOLING

HEAT EFFECTS

U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

HEAT EXCHANGERS


HEAT MEASUREMENT

Energy uptake in the first step of visual excitation p0046 A80-20307
Calorimetric measurements of microwave energy absorption by mice after simultaneous exposure of 16 animals p0076 A80-22985

HEAT REGULATION

U TEMPERATURE CONTROL

HEAT STROKE

Tap water, an efficient method for cooling heatstroke victims - A model in dogs p0208 A80-50122

HEAT TOLERANCE

Interactions between surface cooling and LHRP-induced central hypovolemia --- Lower Body Negative Pressure p0191 A80-81987
Physiological responses of men and women to humid and dry heat p0196 A80-83151
Three instruments for assessment of WST and a comparison with WST (BOTSALL) [AD-1074979] p0056 N80-16491
Thermal environment --- physiological basis for temperature tolerance limits p0067 N80-15791
A study of occupational heat stress by analysis of environmental and human factors p0088 N80-16735
Physiological responses of men and women to humid and dry heat [AD-1075973] p0179 N80-24995
Heatstroke symptoms in trained and untrained men with special emphasis on erythrocyte volume, acid-base balance and fluid-electrolyte shifts [AD-1077757] p0179 N80-24997
Thermic problems presented by high-speed, low-level flight p0232 N80-24995

HEAT TRANSFER

MT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

MT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

MT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

Convective and radiative heat transfer coefficients for a clothed man p0003 A80-11328

HEAT TRANSMISSION

MT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

MT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

MT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER

HEATING

MT RADIANT HEATING

MT RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING

HEATING EQUIPMENT

MT EVAPORATORS

Evaluation of heat flow components from heater to skin in an electric thermal suit p0017 N80-11000

HEAT IONS

Late degeneration in rabbit tissues after irradiation by heavy ions p0204 A80-50065
Predicted LRT-spectra of HE2-particles for the Free Flyer Biostack Experiment on the Long Duration Exposure Facility mission p0244 A80-50066

HELCOPTER ATTITUDE INDICATORS

U HELICOPTERS

HELICOPTER DESIGN

Vibration transmission through different helicopter seat cushions p0133 A80-32596

HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE

Data analysis methodology for day/night inflight tactical navigation p0083 A80-24050

HELICOPTERS

MT OH-1 HELICOPTER

The physiopathology of vertebral pain in helicopter pilots p0030 A80-15633
A psychoacoustic study of impulsive helicopter noise p0127 A80-30813
Pilot study on the value of a beta-blocking drug in initial helicopter training p0248 A80-50130
Development of unit training and evaluation techniques for combat-ready helicopter pilots. Task 2: Assessment of ARFF and ATW training objectives and requirements for maintaining operational readiness [AD-A069224] p0200 N80-11776
Development of unit training and evaluation techniques for combat-ready helicopter pilots. Task 1: Development of an instruction program for individual and unit training with combat-ready pilots [AD-A069202] p0020 N80-11777
Is the height loss of hyperbaric habitation a
Effect of noise spectra and a listening task upon
Research for visual enhancement for high speed low
Effects of fatigue from wearing the AB/PVS-5 night
The role of helmet mounted displays in high-speed
Vertebral pain in helicopter pilots
A mathematical model for use in evaluating and
Helmet-mounted devices in low-flying high-speed
The role of helmet mounted displays in high-speed
Research for visual enhancement for high speed low
Helmet-mounted sight/display program: Censana 310
Head aiming/tracking accuracy in a helicopter
Lightweight pilot helmets: The issue of weight
A mathematical model for use in evaluating and
developing impact test methods for protective
Head aiming/tracking accuracy in a helicopter
The effect of turbulence on helmet mounted sight
Aimng accuracies
Helmet-mounted devices in low-flying high-speed
Analysis and measurement of helmeted airplane
resulting from blastlike injury
Adhesive coatings for DH-411 heloets
Helos: Construction, effectiveness, and human factors, Citations from the NTIS data base
Hearing protection and speech communication
characteristics of selected USAF inflight helos
Development of 'sports anemia' in physically fit
men after daily sustained submaximal exercise

Blood flow and hematologic adjustments during
resting heat acccllation in rhesus monkey
The interaction of ozone with the human erythrocye
--- biological effects of photochemical oxidants
Hematologic aspects of heat stress in trained
and untrained men with special emphasis on
erythrocyte volume, acid-base balance and
fluid-electrolyte shifts
System parameters for erythropoiesis control

model: Comparison of normal values in human and mouse model

Differentiation and radiosensitivity of
hemopoietic stem cells of mice during hypokinesia

Differentiation and radiosensitivity of
hemopoietic stem cells of mice during hypokinesia

Test irradiation of chronically irradiated dogs

Differentiation and radiosensitivity of

Hematological response to weightlessness

Clinical and experimental simulation of the
hematological response to weightlessness

Express-diagnostic criteria of the
cardiohemodynamic efficiency of juvenile athletes

Myocardial dystrophy in athletes

Hemodynamic effects of extreme positive pressure
breathing using a two-pressure flying suit

Ventricular volume overload alters cardiac output
distribution in rats during exercise

Effect of gravitational overload, hypokinesia and
hypodynamic on the vessels of the pulmonary
blood circuit

Effect of gravitational acceleration, hypokinesia
and hypodynamic on the structure of the
intestinal vascular bed

Cardiovascular reaction to periodic head-press
accelerations on a short-arm centrifuge

Human response to hypoxia-motion sickness syndrome
as a predictor of the space sickness syndrome

Studies of pulsation blood flow and
regional vascular tonus during flights in the
first and second expeditions aboard the
Salyut-6-Soyuz orbital complex --- effects of
weightlessness

Circulation in exercising crew members of the
first main expedition aboard Salyut-6

Hemodynamics and phase structure of the cardiac
cycle in members of the first crew of Salyut-5
at rest --- effects of hypokinesia and
weightlessness

Studies of prognostic significance of
antiorthostatic position

Regional redistribution of rat blood after 7 and
30 days of hypokinesia

Pharmacological analysis of physiological
mechanisms of orthostatic hemodynamic stability

Reactions to LBNP test of the crew of the Salyut 5
orbital station

Health dynamics
MT LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE
Regional cerebral blood flow in conscious
miniature swine during high sustained +Gz
acceleration stress

Practical criteria for analyzing the heart
hemodynamics of young athletes

Noninvasive access to cardiovascular dynamics:
Experimental and applied; Proceedings of the
Eleventh European Congress on
Ballistocardiography, Noninvasive Cardiography,
and Cardiovascular Dynamics, Univerza v
Ljubljani, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, March 20-22,
1978

Evaluation of the pulse contour method in
heat-to-burn determination of the cardiac output
in small laboratory animals

A-83
Acceleration effects on pulmonary blood flow distribution using perfusion scintigraphy

Echocardiographic features of atrioventricular and ventricular atrial conduction

Effect of prolonged hypoxia on tissue blood flow

Changes of some blood indices and myocardial electrolyte content during hypoxia

Dynamics of erythrocyte count, hemoglobin, and catalase activity in rat blood in hypoxia, muscular activity and restoration

Method for assessing hemodynamics and detecting latest insufficiency of cerebral circulation in cosmonaut candidates

Plasma volume during stress in man - Osmolality and red cell volume

Development of 'sports anemia' in physically fit men after daily sustained submaximal exercise

Changes in concentration of 2,3-glycerodiphosphoric acid in rat erythrocytes during adaptation to hypoxia

Changes in erythropoietin levels during space flight or space flight simulation

Intravascular hemolysis in acute mountain sickness

Erythrocytosis

Effect of rheopoliglucin on blood clotting factors of the aorta, myocardium and venae cavae during hypoxia

The effects of adrenalectomy and corticosteroid injection on the fibrinolytic activity of complex heparin compounds in the blood during immobilization

The significance of ACTH for the process of formation of complex heparin compounds in the blood during immobilization stress

Growth and formation of the foreleg skeleton inbred mice and rats under conditions of hypoxia, normo- and hyperdynamia

Heterocyclic compounds

Hemoglobin

Plasma volume during stress in man - Osmolality and red cell volume

Development of 'sports anemia' in physically fit men after daily sustained submaximal exercise

Changes in concentration of 2,3-glycerodiphosphoric acid in rat erythrocytes during adaptation to hypoxia

Changes in erythropoietin levels during space flight or space flight simulation

Intravascular hemolysis in acute mountain sickness

Erythrocytosis

Effect of rheopoliglucin on blood clotting factors of the aorta, myocardium and venae cavae during hypoxia

The effects of adrenalectomy and corticosteroid injection on the fibrinolytic activity of complex heparin compounds in the blood during immobilization

The significance of ACTH for the process of formation of complex heparin compounds in the blood during immobilization stress

Growth and formation of the foreleg skeleton inbred mice and rats under conditions of hypoxia, normo- and hyperdynamia

Heterocyclic compounds

ATRAZINE TRIPHOSPHATE

HYOSCINE

NICOTINIC ACID

DBX

THIAMINE

URACIL

HEURISTIC METHODS

A rule-based model of human problem solving performance in fault diagnosis tasks

High acceleration

Regional cerebral blood flow in conscious miniature swine during high sustained Gz
hypokinesia and injection of some neurotropic agents
[ NASA-TN-76010 ]

Effects of centrifugation stress on pituitary-gonadal function in male rats
[ A06-200-E14 ]

Effect of intrahippocampal TEH on body temperature in hibernating and awake ground squirrels
[ A06-9450 ]

Biochemical indices of stress: Biochemical aspects of the stress response
[ A06-15812 ]

The effects of adrenalectomy and corticosteroid injection on the fibrilolysis of complex hepatic compounds in the blood during immobilization
[ NASA-TN-75985 ]

Experimental investigation of the role of thyrocalsciton in the prophylaxis of disturbances in the water-salt and mineral metabolism during a 30-day hypokinesia
[ NASA-TN-75986 ]

Hormone supply of the organism in prolonged emotional stress
[ NASA-TN-76016 ]

Effectiveness of using thyrocalsciton for the prevention of a calcium metabolic disorder in the mineralized tissues of rabbits with 30 days hypokinesia
[ NASA-TN-75987 ]

Plasma cortisol levels and auditory functioning in humans exposed to short and prolonged durations of noise
[ A06-20118 ]

Evaluation of thyroid hormones by gas chromatography
[ JSL-8687 ]

The effect produced by phenobarbital, sex hormone and by castration on the development of gastric mucosa destruction due to electrikization of immobilized rats
[ NASA-TN-76156 ]

Sleep interference and transmission line noise on people. Volume 2: Sleep interference
[ S0000-200-15820 ]

Differential weighting linear models of behavior: An empirical comparison of six methods
[ A05-8210976 ]

Thermal regulation during rest and exercise in different postures in a hot humid environment
[ A05-39452 ]

The effect of alcohol on body heat loss
[ A05-201052 ]

Effect of fasting and refeeding on the metabolic behavior: An empirical comparison of six methods
[ A06-868760 ]

The scope, limits, and training implications of three models of aircraft pilot emergency response behavior
[ AD-A071205 ]

A study in procedural manipulation of locus of control
[ AD-A068558 ]

Rule learning and systematic instruction in pilot training
[ A06-9450 ]

Rating errors of inconsistency as a function of dimensionality of behavioral anchors
[ A06-9450 ]

A mathematical model consistent with quantum physics and UFD phenomena
[ A06-9450 ]

Anomalies from sleep: The uniqueness of an individual's response and the problem of noise control
[ NASA-CA-16274 ]

The power function: A synthetical theory of power
[ A06-15812 ]

Models of human decision making in multi-task situations: Event detection, attention allocation, and implications for computer aiding
[ A06-22903 ]

The theory of the decision/problem state
[ NASA-TN-81192 ]

Problem solving and decisionmaking: Integration
[ NASA-TN-81191 ]

Applied behavior analysis in flying research
[ A06-15812 ]

Initial study on the effects of transforser and transmission line noise on people. Volume 2: Sleep interference
[ S0000-200-20010 ]

Differential weighting linear models of behavior: An empirical comparison of six methods
[ A05-8210976 ]

HUMAN BEINGS

Gamma rays -- Further evidence for lack of a threshold dose for lethality to human cells
[ A05-10525 ]

State of the knowledge for electromagnetic absorbed dose in man and animals
[ A05-201052 ]

Effect of alcohol ingestion on man's thermoregulatory responses during cold water immersion
[ A05-21548 ]

Effects of fasting and refueling on the metabolic response to a standard meal in man
[ A05-25175 ]

Contact rang for registering the turning of the eyeball
[ A05-25839 ]

The effect of alcohol on body heat loss
[ A05-201052 ]

Some hemodynamic parameters during respiration of oxygen under excessive pressure
[ A05-10765 ]

Amount of microorganisms discharged from the upper respiratory tract and integument of people confined in a sealed chamber
[ A05-10767 ]

Circadian and circannual rhythms in healthy adults
[ A05-15807 ]

Models of human vision in digital image bandwidth compression
[ A05-18697 ]

HUMAN BODY

Control of blood pressure by carotid sinus baroreceptors in human beings
[ A05-10525 ]

Numerical calculation of electromagnetic energy deposition for a realistic model of man
[ A05-10925 ]

Convective and radiative heat transfer coefficients for a clothed man
[ A05-125 ]

A-86
Electromagnetic absorption in multilayered cylindrical models of man.  

General characteristics of the rheological properties of the soft tissues of the human body using local cycling loading measurements and a simple phenomenological model of these properties.  

Quantitative study of free amino acids in human eccrine sweat excreted from the forearms of healthy trained and untrained men during exercise.  

Part-body and multibody effects on absorption of radio-frequency electromagnetic energy by animals and by models of man.  

A geometrical-optics and an exact solution for internal fields in and energy absorption by a cylindrical model of man irradiated by an electromagnetic plane wave.  

Heating of spherical versus realistic models of human and infrahuman heads by electromagnetic waves.  

Studies of limb-dislodging forces acting on an ejection seat occupant.  

On auditory evoked potentials and heart rate in man during whole-body vibration.  

General characterization of the rheological properties of human soft tissues based on measurements made by the local cyclic loading method and a simple phenomenological model of these properties.  

Quantifying the hazard of field-man interaction in electrically shielded enclosures.  

Comparison of reactive hyperemia in warm and cool human forearms over a range of ischemic periods.  

Interactions between surface cooling and LBNP-induced central hypovolemia --- Lower Body Negative Pressure.  

Active muscle torques about long-bone axes of major human joints.  

Deformations of human skull produced by impact /experimental studies and modeling problems/. II - The dynamics of the skull base during impact loading of the vault.  

Effects of whole-body vibrations on standing posture in man.  

On human response to prolonged repeated whole-body vibration.  

The interaction of ozone with the human erythrocyte --- biological effects of photochemical oxidants.  

Design criteria for characterizing individuals in the extreme upper and lower body size ranges.  

Whole-body vibration of heavy equipment operators.  

Research related to the expansion and improvement of human vibration exposure criteria.  

The human body temperature regulation system --- closed control loop.  

Preservation of equilibration in orthograde and inverted body positions.  

Rhythmic vortex currents and their significance in human physiology).  

An evaluation of human thermal models for the study of immersion hyperthermia protection equipment.  

Occupational changes in the organ of hearing and equilibrium in sialor and fishes.  

Use of physical culture to increase resistance of sailors to motion sickness [NASA-TM-76355].  

Effect of periodic exposure to head-pulsar accelerations on a short-ars centrifuge on responses of the human cardiovascular system.  

The work of a human factor in space flights.  

The modeling of human activity in space flight.  

Possible means for increasing the effectiveness of cosmonaut activity.
Research on new electronic display technologies
[AD-A0793231] p0137 N80-21035
Establishment of the repeatability of performance of the SATCOM three year old test dummy
[PB80-1122071] p0138 N80-21036
Models of human decision making in multi-task situations: Event detection, attention allocation, and implications for computer aiding
p0158 N80-22993
Total aircrew workload study for the AMST. Volume 1: Results
[AD-A0876422] p0159 N80-22988
Total aircrew workload study for the AMST. Volume 2: Communication navigation description
[AD-A0876482] p0159 N80-22990
Preliminary analysis of wind tunnel test of a 1/2 scale model of an ejecting crewman and ejection seat
[AD-A0692229] p0159 N80-22990
Additional studies of chemically treated clothing for personnel protection from biting flies
[AD-A0806128] p0161 N80-23002
Calibration and test procedures for three year old child dummy
[PB80-1122461] p0162 N80-23006
Study of the possible effects of 110 kHz electromagnetic fields on humans
[SAND-77-7028] p0164 N80-23981
Preparation cost and dual-task performance: Further evidence against a general time-sharing factor
[AD-A0808571] p0165 N80-23986
Effect of protection microclimate on female thermal state with increased temperature and air humidity
Decision-problem state analysis methodology
[NASA-TM-81794] p0180 N80-25002
Evaluation of UK FQ oxygen mask for use in CF aircraft
[AD-A079967] p0181 N80-25005
Live subject ejection tower testing to determine human tolerance to an increased onset rate of acceleration
[AD-A029931] p0181 N80-25008
Development of an automated stress/duration detection system, phase 1 and phase 2
[SAND-79-7038] p0183 N80-26036
Head-up transition behavior of pilots during simulated low-visibility approaches
[NASA-TM-1618] p0183 N80-26039
Flight-deck automation: Promise and problems
[MSA-TM-81802] p0183 N80-26040
Heart rate variability, pilot workload, task difficulty, tracking
[DPLF-PB-79-33] p0203 N80-27086
Applied behavior analysis in flying research
[AD-A0817750] p0205 N80-27094
The influence of the flight altitude and the limitation of the field of view on the visibility of targets on the ground and the maximum visibility flight altitude
[DPLF-PB-79-35] p0205 N80-27095
Some aspects of application of the systemic approach to aviation engineering psychology
[p0208 N80-28002
A computer implementation of a theory of human vision
[AD-A084656] p0227 N80-29027
The effect of a predictive wind shear chart on pilot landing performance
[UTIAS-TH-220] p0229 N80-29039
The advantage of the color-code modality versus alphanumeric and symbol code
[AD-A0843831] p0230 N80-29044
High-Speed, Low-Level Flight: Aircrew Factors
[AGAB-CP-267] p0231 N80-29990
Biotechnology challenges present in operational high-speed low-level flight
p0232 N80-29994
Operational roles, aircrew systems and human factors in future high performance aircraft
[AGAB-CP-267] p0235 N80-30019
Tornado - Aircrew systems
Human factors aspects in high speed low level flight
p0235 N80-30026
Addressing human factor options in conceptual design
p0235 N80-30027

Human factors in mirage 2000 missions
p0236 N80-30028
A review of dynamic visual acuity
[AD-A085860] p0238 N80-30041
Human engineering design criteria for modern control/display components and standard parts
[AD-A086139] p0238 N80-30046
Cold weather stress on humans. Citations from the NTIS database
[PB80-810899] p0256 N80-31035
The psychomotor performance of men and women wearing two types of body armor
[AD-A086742] p0258 N80-31040
A review of USAFAM studies employing multiple-tasks performance devices
[AD-A0877272] p0261 N80-32091
Project FIREB. Volume 1: Program overview and summary, phase 1B
[NASA-CH-161529] p0262 N80-32098
Project FIREB. Volume 3: Protective ensemble design and procurement specifications, phase 1B
[NASA-CH-161531] p0263 N80-32100
Helmet: Construction, effectiveness, and human factors. Citations from the NTIS database
[PB80-810963] p0264 N80-32106
Hearing protection and speech communication characteristics of selected USAF inflight helmets
[AD-A088099] p0276 N80-33101
Loss of consciousness in high performance fighters (what to do about it)
[AD-A089138] p0284 N80-33105
Health requirements for advanced coal extraction systems
[NASA-CH-163625] p0282 N80-34093
Development and validation of methods for sampling and analysis of workplace toxic substances
[PB80-194574] p0282 N80-34095
Passenger comfort technology for system decision making
Extravehicular Crewman Work System (ECSW) study program. Volume 2: Construction
[NASA-CH-163698] p0283 N80-34102
Automated flight plan filing by simulated voice recognition
[AD-A089138] p0284 N80-34105

Human Factors Laboratories
Pilot error - Some laboratory experiments
p0079 AB-23217
The impact deformation of the human skull
[EXPERIMENTAL] p0081 A80-25837
The physiopathology of vertebral pain in helicopter pilots
p0099 A80-25837
A two-stage identification scheme for the determination of the parameters of a model of left heart and systemic circulation
p0030 A80-15629
Some aspects of the organization of nocturnal sleep in normal and pathological states
p0076 A80-25837
The contribution of histopathology to investigations following aircraft accidents
p0131 A80-25837
The ultrastructure of the brain during hypoxia
p0167 A80-37100
Use of the multivariate approach to enhance the diagnostic accuracy of the treadmill stress test
[p0195 A80-42096
Myocardial dystrophy in athletes
[ASBB PAPEB 80-EHAS-32] p0197 A80-43207
Carbon dioxide effects on submarines
[ASBB PAPEB 80-EHAS-32] p0197 A80-43207
Joint Committee on Aviation Pathology, scientific session, 11th, U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md., September 5-8, 1978, Proceedings
p0246 A80-50101
A conceptual approach to pathologic identification in mass disasters
p0247 A80-50106
Role of radiology in aviation accident investigations
p026 A80-51017

Dental identification in fatal aircraft accidents
p026 A80-51018

Blood group determination from teeth
p026 A80-51019

Summary of the means used to positively identify the American victims in the Canary Islands crash
p026 A80-51011

Asymptomatic atherosclerotic occlusive vascular disease - Its significance in the evaluation of aircrew members
p026 A80-51016

Modern aspects of hemorrhoidal pathology
p026 A80-53495

Incidence of spontaneous pneumothorax in apparently healthy aircrew
p026 A80-53497

HUMAN PERFORMANCE

ST PILOT PERFORMANCE

Effects of pseudoephedrine and triprolidine on visual performance
p0005 A80-11637

Seasonal variation in work performance and heart rate response to exercise - A study of 1,835 middle-aged men
p0026 A80-13274

Effects of pseudoephedrine and triprolidine on visual performance
p0026 A80-13274

Difference between end-tidal and arterial P/C02 in exercise
p0024 A80-13505

Plasma volume during stress in man - Osmolality and red cell volume
p0024 A80-13506

Thermogenic control during exercise in a cold environment
p0025 A80-13507

The importance of pattern information for the resolution of depth-ambiguous apparent motion
p0026 A80-13999

Memory and adaptation — Russian book
p0026 A80-14098

Artificial sensory organs: Problems of modeling sensory systems — Russian book
p0032 A80-16461

Some aspects of processing physiological data
p0034 A80-16480

The effect of certain extremal factors on the human auditory function
p0051 A80-21038

The effect of aircraft noise on the functional state of human operators
p0051 A80-21029

Ecological physiology of the brain — Russian book
p0073 A80-21421

Individual peculiarities of the space-time organization of the bioelectric activity of the brain in a probabilistic prediction situation
p0100 A80-25838

Express-diagnostic criteria of the cardiohemodynamic efficiency of juvenile athletes
p0129 A80-32216

The circadian rhythm of aerobic efficiency
p0129 A80-32231

The effect of gas-mixture density on the performance of the respiratory system
p0129 A80-32232

Functional state of the cardiovascular system following a three-day immersion and prophyactic rotations in a small-radius centrifuge
p0130 A80-32233

The psychophysics of sensory systems — Russian book
p0144 A80-32836

Detection and recognition of pure tones in noise
p0144 A80-32839

A review of advances in modern psychophysics
p0144 A80-32840

Physiological premises of the laws of psychophysics
p0144 A80-32841

Effects of aircraft noise on an intelligibility task
p0170 A80-38464

A test of Pitts' law with moving targets
p0170 A80-38466

Visual search performance during simulated radar observation with and without a sweepline
p0188 A80-41882

SUBJECT INDEX

An attempted validation study of the birthdate-based biotime /BBB/ hypothesis
p0192 A80-42000

Psychomotor deterioration during exposure to heat
p0193 A80-42004

A rule-based model of human problem solving in fault diagnosis tasks
p0220 A80-45649

An analysis of human reliability measures in visual inspection
p0250 A80-50267

Body rhythms and what the aviator may do about them
p0269 A80-53561

Sleep disturbance and deprivation in long-range aviation
p0269 A80-53562

Summary of project to develop handbook of human reliability analysis for nuclear power plant operations
p0269 A80-53562

Sleep disturbance and deprivation in long-range aviation
p0269 A80-53562

HUMAN VIGILANCE INVESTIGATION ANALYSIS OF THE PATTERNS ARRAY TEST (FURTHER DATA ANALYSIS)

Detection of different target types in realistic terrain --- visual air to ground recognition
p0037 A80-12733

Some models of human error for man-machine system evaluation
p0038 A80-12740

Reliability, Validity and application of an improved scale for assessment of motion sickness severity
p0040 A80-13766

Extended analysis of small group performance and the effects of contingency management in a programmed environment
p0058 A80-14705

Ability, involvement and climate as multiple and interactive predictors of performance
p0058 A80-14706

Work performance as a function of the interaction of ability, work values, and the perceived work environment
p0058 A80-14706

Methodological and conceptual issues in understanding ability-performance relationships
p0059 A80-14707

Rating errors of inconsistency as a function of dimensionality of behavioral anchor
p0058 A80-14708

Sleep and body rhythm disturbance in long-range aviation. The problem and a search for relief
p0060 A80-14714

Methods for evaluating the physical and effort requirements of Navy tanks: Metabolic, performance, and physical ability correlates of perceived effort
p0061 A80-14720

Individual and system performance indices for the air traffic control system
p0065 A80-14756

Assessment correlates of workload and performance
p0065 A80-14758

Circadian rhythms of human performance and resistance: Operational aspects
p0069 A80-15808

Sleep disturbance and performance
p0070 A80-15814

Cirradiad rhythms in air operations
p0070 A80-15816

Hypnotics and the management of disturbed sleep
p0070 A80-15818

Multi-modal information processing for visual workload relief
p008 A80-16737

Stepwise pilot selection: Procedure and validity
p0094 A80-17704

Information processing in humans, Volume 3.

Book
Helicopter pilot detection of the two different camouflaged hawk batteries [AD-A077954] p0120 80-19003

Reliability and information content of tests with cardiological in cyclic types of sports [NASA-TM-76090] p0140 80-21975

Investigation of circadian rhythms on select psychomotor and neurological functions [AD-A080857] p0165 80-23986

Low-level carbon monoxide exposure and work capacity at 1600 meters [AD-A082108] p0180 80-25001

The relationship of exercise performance to variations in blood acid-base status induced by changes in the inspired oxygen fraction [AD-A082108] p0182 80-26030


Detection of moving targets in peripheral vision (AD-A085264) p0260 80-32083

Individual difference relations in psychometric and experimental cognitive tasks [AD-A08582U] p0261 80-34093


 MODELLING AND PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION OF THE HUMAN RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

Choice reaction time to movement of eccentric visual targets during concurrent rotary acceleration [NASA-TH-81245] p0274 80-33907

Influence of air velocity and heat acclimation on human skin vellusness and sweating efficiency [NASA-TH-75439] p0207 80-44195

Ventilatory control during exercise with increased external dead space [AD-A087840] p0283 80-34000

Concerning some mechanisms of visual recognition [AD-A087840] p0283 80-34000

Neurophysiological mechanisms of filtering in the visual system [AD-A087840] p0283 80-34000

Thresholds of recognition of various features of color stimuli [AD-A087840] p0283 80-34000

The dependence of thresholds of detection of moving single bands of light on their spectra and speed [AD-A087840] p0283 80-34000

Audiodinokinetice relationships and the time of simple motor response to auditory and kinesthetic stimuli [AD-A087840] p0283 80-34000

Investigation of the self-regulation of sensorimotor activity [AD-A087840] p0283 80-34000

Peripheral fatigue under local static work of varying intensity [AD-A087840] p0283 80-34000

Investigation of the functional state of the CNS under conditions of altitude decompression [NASA-TH-76090] p0140 80-21975

Possible sources of false-alarm responses and psychophysiological optimization mechanisms of weak-signal detection [NASA-TH-76090] p0144 80-32042

Accuracy of perception in the tracking of continuous signals [NASA-TH-76090] p0144 80-32042

On auditory evoked potentials and heart rate in man during whole-body vibration [NASA-TH-76090] p0135 80-36250

Thermoregulation according to central and peripheral temperatures at high ambient temperatures /Mathetical model investigation/ [NASA-TH-76090] p0167 80-36374

Temporal brightness enhancement studied with a large sample of observers - Evidence for individual differences in brightness perception [NASA-TH-76090] p0167 80-36461

Pilot reactions to communicating with a talking computer [NASA-TH-76090] p0169 80-37698

Muscular work as thermal behavior in humans [NASA-TH-76090] p0170 80-38453

The sensation of vibration [NASA-TH-76090] p0171 80-39144

The dependence of organism responses on physical load doses under conditions of restricted muscular activity — during and after space flights [NASA-TH-76090] p0171 80-39145


Minimizing the psychological effects of a wartime disaster on an individual [NASA-TH-76090] p0189 80-41890

Frank orthogonal vectorcardiograms in humans during and after exposure to +Gz acceleration strains [NASA-TH-76090] p0193 80-42006

Some problems in pattern detection — human creativity [NASA-TH-76090] p0195 80-42346

Changes in pulmonary PV characteristics of human subjects at an altitude of 5,366 m [NASA-TH-76090] p0196 80-43153

Life sciences experiments on Spacelab 1 [NASA-TH-76090] p0198 80-43211

Magnetic study of the His-Purkinje conduction system in man [NASA-TH-76090] p0217 80-44195

A design tool for estimating passenger ride discomfort within complex ride environments [NASA-TH-76090] p0242 80-48949


Effect of noise spectra and a listening task upon passenger annoyance in a helicopter interior noise environment [NASA-TH-1590] p0040 80-13769

Biological rhythms of man living in isolation from time cues [NASA-TH-1590] p0049 80-15813


Human response to hypoxia-motion sickness stress as a predictor of the space sickness syndrome [NASA-TH-1590] p0159 80-22977


Automated psychological stress detection in an entry portal system [NASA-TH-81122] p0237 80-30038
Effects of aerosols, oxides of nitrogen, and [850-10458] on human health
[80-32068]
A tentative taxonomy of human interactive factors
in aircraft mishaps
[AD-A008442]
HUMAN TOLERANCES
Investigation of thermo-regulatory mechanisms
[80-13476]
Prediction of the physical work capacity of persons at mountain altitudes
[80-13526]
Physiological and hygienic aspects of the effects of
high and low temperatures --- Russian book
[80-23079]
Investigation of transitional characteristics of the
equilibrium preservation system --- human
vertical posture response during acceleration
p0125 80-29909
The psychoacoustic effects of aircraft noise on
sleep - An in situ study
[80-30815]
An investigation of the effects of impulse noise
exposure on man - Impulse noise with a
relatively low peak level
[80-30854]
Bio-electromagnetic research - Review of some
important aspects
[80-39401]
The impact deforrmation of the human skull
/Experimental investigation and some problems of
modeling/. 1 - A technique for the investigation of
the biomechanics of the human skull upon impact
p0174 80-40097
Human tolerance to aerial combat maneuvers
[80-42005]
Acceleration forces on the human subject
[80-50103]
Orthostatic tolerance testing - Comparison of LBP
and SRT methods --- Lower Body Negative Pressure
Head-up Tiltng
[80-50629]
Altitude acclimatisation. Citations from the
International Aerosp ace Abstracts data base
[80-11770]
The physiological basis for spacecraft
environmental limits
[80-15788]
Atmosphere --- physiological basis for spacecraft
pressure tolerance limits
[80-15789]
Sound and noise --- in spacecraft
[80-15793]
Radiofrequency radiation --- spacecraft
environmental limits
[80-15794]
Objective measurement of human tolerance to G sub
z acceleration stress
[80-15795]
Vibration injuries of the hand and arm: Their
occurrence and the evolution of standards and limits
[80-18709]
[ISVA-TN-101]
An evaluation of human thermal models for the
study of immersion hyperthermia protection
equipment
[AD-1001100]
p0179 80-20499
Initial study of the effects on transferer and
transmission line noise on people. Volume 1:
Annoyance
[EPFI-PA-1240-VOL-1]
p0228 80-29031
A method for studying human biodynamic responses
to whole-body z-axis
[80-29999]
The effect of physical conditioning on +gz tolerance
[80-30103]
Human acclimation and acclimatization to heat: A
compendium of research, 1968-1978 --- Bibliography
[80-30456]
HUMAN TOLERANCES
NT SWEAT
NT URINE
Development of a preprototype thermoelectric integrated
membrane evaporation subsystem for water recovery
[ASBE PAPER 80-HWAS-46]
Development of a preprototype vapor compression
distillation water recovery subsystem
[NASA-CR-160779]
Hygiene and toxicology of human waste gases
[80-34059]
HUMIDITY
Thermoregulation during rest and exercise in
different postures in a hot humid environment
[80-38452]
Physiological responses of men and women to humid
and dry heat
[80-43151]
The role of the hypoxic factor at elevated
temperatures and possible mechanisms of its
development
[80-45093]
Physiological responses of physically fit men and
women to acclimation to humid heat
[80-47024]
Effect of production microclimate on female
thermoregulation with increased temperature and air
humidity
[80-54909]
HYDRAULIC VALVES
U VALVES
HYDRAULICS
The importance of ammonia in the metabolic effects
of hydrazine
[80-50126]
Development of analytical techniques for
toxicoKinetic research
[AD-A077729]
HYDROBIOLOGICAL MECHANICS
U AERODYNAMICS
NT AERONAUTICS
NT STYXNOBIE
Synthesis and biological screening by novel hybrid
fluorocarbon hydrocarbon compounds for use as
artificial blood substitutes
[80-15260]
The carbon isotope biogeochemistry of the
individual hydrocarbons in bat guano and the
ekcosystem of insectivorous bats in the region of
Carlsbad, New Mexico
[80-18680]
HYDRODYNAMICS
U AERODYNAMICS
NT AERONAUTICS
HYDRODYNAMICS
The effects of long-term intoxication by the
inhalation of gaseous NF on myocardial cell
metabolism and serum cardiac enzyme levels in
guinea pigs
[80-22124]
HYDROGEN
NT HYDROGEN IONS
Development of an improved Sabatier reactor --
catalytic oxygen recovery from carbon dioxide
[ASBE PAPER 79-HBASE-36]
Method and automated apparatus for detecting
coliform organisms
[NASA-CASE-RSC-16777-1]
HYDROGEN CHLORIDES
Effect of hydrogen chloride on the morphology of
Bacillus subtilis spores
[80-23967]
Sterilization by means of hydrogen chloride:
Influence of process parameters on the biocidal
activity
[80-23968]
HYDROGEN FLUORIDES
U HYDROFLORIC ACID
HYDROGEN IONS
Relationship between calcium and hydrogen ions in
heart muscle
[80-10424]
HYDROGENS
U HYDROMETALS
HYDROLOGY
South American river morphology and hydrology
[80-10574]
HYDROLYSIS
Operational description of microsystems formation
in prebiological molecular evolution
[80-10574]
Echocardiography in assessing acute pulmonary hypertension due to pulmonary embolism

Hypertension and orthostatic hypotension in applicants for flying training and aircrew - Aeromedical investigation, clinical assessment, and evaluation for flying duties

Dynamics of change in rat arterial pressure under conditions of immobilization

Mechanism of selective lesion of the cardiovascular system in psycho-emotional stress

The role of the hypoxic factor at elevated temperatures and possible mechanisms of its development

Fluid-electrolyte shifts and thermoregulation - Rest and work in heat with head cooling

Cold shivering activity after unilateral destruction of the vestibular apparatus

Metabolism and activity of zoxazolamine in white rats during forced immobilization with and without hypothermia

Hypertonia

U OSMOSIS

Hypertrophy

U GROWTH

Hypervolemia

Role of thermal and exercise factors in the mechanism of hypervolemia

Exercise training-induced hypervolemia - Role of plasma albumin, renin, and vasopressin

Hypobaric atmospheres

Oxygen levels safe for continued reproduction of Drosophila in normal and hypobaric atmospheres

Blockade of the different enzymatic steps in the synthesis of brain amines and memory /CAE/ in hypobaric hypoxic rats treated and untreated with L. Dopa

Red blood cell count /RBC/ and volume /HCV/ of three subjects in a hypobaric chamber

Hypoxia

Noninvasive measures of bone bending rigidity in the monkey /M. nemestrina/

A model for hypokinesia: Effects on muscle atrophy in the rat

RNA content in motor and sensory neurons and surrounding neuroglia of mouse spinal cord under conditions of hypoxemia and following normalization

The effects of hypoxemia and hypokinesia on the arterial bed of pelvic limb muscles in the rabbit

Morphological and functional manifestations of rat adrenal-cortex responses to sodium bromide administration under hypodynamic stress

Catecholamines and myocardial contractile function during hypoxemia and with an altered thyroid hormone balance

Effect of gravitational overloads, hypoxemia and hypdyxemia on the vessels of the pulmonary blood circuit
The effects of certain extremal factors on the human auditory function

Effect of 1 alpha-hydroxy-cholecalciferol and varying phosphorus content in the diet on calcium phosphorus metabolism in hypokinetic rats

Mechanisms of disorder of plastic processes in the structure of the vestibular apparatus

Influence of immobilization on modulation of currents and measured physical load

Changes of some blood indices and myocardial metabolism in calcified tissues of the muscles inbred mice and rats under conditions of hypokinetic and hypodynamic conditions

Pharmacological analysis of physiological functions in fowl

Electrostimulation of muscles for the prevention of neuromuscular disorders during 45-day postural orthostatic hypokinesia

The effects of hypokinetic and hypodynamic conditions on the vessels of the pulmonary blood circuit

Glucose metabolism in different regions of the rat brain under hypokinetic stress influence

Mechanisms of disorder of plastic processes in the structure of the intestinal vascular bed

Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on tissue blood flow

The effects of restrained action in high temperature on the arterial bed of pelvic limb muscles in the rabbit

Joint Soviet-American experiment on hypokinesia: Experimental results

Changes in the neurosensor system during 45 days of hypokinesia

Effects of 1 alpha-hydroxy-cholecalciferol and varying phosphorus content in the diet on calcium phosphorus metabolism in hypokinetic rats

The combined effect of carbon monoxide and hypokinesia

Levels and proportion of BMA and proteins in the system of the neuron: Vestibular bulb, hippocampus and cerebellum during hypokinesia

The effects of hypokinetic and hypodynamic conditions on the arterial bed of pelvic limb muscles in the rabbit

Effect of gravitational overload, hypokinesia and hypodynamic conditions on the vessels of the pulmonary blood circuit

Mechanisms of disorder of plastic processes in the structure of the intestinal vascular bed

Study on the neuronal circuits implicated in the control of amyotrophy and hypokinesia

Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on tissue blood flow

Changes of some blood indices and myocardial metabolism in calcified tissues of the muscles inbred mice and rats under conditions of hypokinetic and hypodynamic conditions

Pharmacological analysis of physiological functions in fowl

Electrostimulation of muscles for the prevention of neuromuscular disorders during 45-day postural orthostatic hypokinesia

The effects of hypokinetic and hypodynamic conditions on the vessels of the pulmonary blood circuit

Glucose metabolism in different regions of the rat brain under hypokinetic stress influence

Mechanisms of disorder of plastic processes in the structure of the intestinal vascular bed

Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on tissue blood flow

The effects of restrained action in high temperature on the arterial bed of pelvic limb muscles in the rabbit

Joint Soviet-American experiment on hypokinesia: Experimental results

Changes in the neurosensor system during 45 days of hypokinesia

Effects of 1 alpha-hydroxy-cholecalciferol and varying phosphorus content in the diet on calcium phosphorus metabolism in hypokinetic rats

The combined effect of carbon monoxide and hypokinesia

Levels and proportion of BMA and proteins in the system of the neuron: Vestibular bulb, hippocampus and cerebellum during hypokinesia

The effects of hypokinetic and hypodynamic conditions on the arterial bed of pelvic limb muscles in the rabbit

Effect of gravitational overload, hypokinesia and hypodynamic conditions on the vessels of the pulmonary blood circuit

Mechanisms of disorder of plastic processes in the structure of the intestinal vascular bed

Study on the neuronal circuits implicated in the control of amyotrophy and hypokinesia

Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on tissue blood flow

The effects of restrained action in high temperature on the arterial bed of pelvic limb muscles in the rabbit

Joint Soviet-American experiment on hypokinesia: Experimental results

Changes in the neurosensor system during 45 days of hypokinesia

Effects of 1 alpha-hydroxy-cholecalciferol and varying phosphorus content in the diet on calcium phosphorus metabolism in hypokinetic rats

The combined effect of carbon monoxide and hypokinesia

Levels and proportion of BMA and proteins in the system of the neuron: Vestibular bulb, hippocampus and cerebellum during hypokinesia
Influence of ambient temperatures on the production of restraint ulcers in the rat
[NASA-TM-76028] p0108 H80-18686

Features of cholinergic cardiac regulation under conditions of hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-76044] p0108 H80-18687

Topochemical differences in the amount of EHA in the motoroend of the spinal chord in hypoxia and hypokinesia

Experimental investigation of the role of thyrocalcitonin in the prophylaxis of disturbances in the water-salt and mineral metabolism during a 30-day hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-75938] p0110 H80-18704

Restrain ulcer in the rat. 1: Influence on ulcer frequency of fasting and of environmental temperature associated with immobilization of varying durations
[NASA-TM-76031] p0111 H80-18705

Effect of hypokinesia on contractile function of cardiac muscle
[NASA-TM-76061] p0111 H80-18708

Effects of gravitational stress, hypokinesia and hypodynamia on the structure of the vascular bed of the spleen

Effect of graded physical load on the state of the liver from biochemical data and biochemical blood indices of rats against a background of hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-75969] p0113 H80-19750

Effectiveness of using thyrocalcitonin for the prevention of a calcium metabolic disorder in the mineralized tissues of rabbits with 30 days hypokinesia

Dynamics of erythrocyte count, hemoglobin, and catalase activity in rat blood in hypokinesia, muscular activity and restoration

State of the mineral component of rat bone tissue during hypokinesia and the recovery period
[NASA-TM-76059] p0116 H80-19753

External respiration and acid-base balance of human blood during long-term antistress hypokinesia and in the recovery period
[NASA-TM-76066] p0115 H80-19764

Distinctions in development of pyrogenal fever in animals following prolonged hypokinesia

Dynamics of stress reaction of rats during experimental hypokinesia varying in duration, and possibility of correction thereof

Effect of brief antistress hypokinesia on blood immunoglobulin content

Effect of hypokinesia on cardiac contractile function and nervous regulation of the heart

Alimentary hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-75999] p0117 H80-19784

Adrenocortical response in rats subjected to a stress of restraint by immobilization whether accompanied by hyperthermia or not
[NASA-TM-76119] p0117 H80-19785

Atherosclerotic changes of vessels caused by restriction of movement
[NASA-TM-76118] p0135 H80-21015

Effects of hypokinesia and hypodynamia on the intraglomerular system of the rat kidney in the course of experimental hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-76019] p0135 H80-21020

Effects of hypokinesia and hypodynamia on the intraglomerular arteries of the heart
[NASA-TM-76063] p0136 H80-21026

Effects of motor patterns on water-soluble and membrane proteins and cholinesterase activity in subcellular fractions of rat brain tissue
[NASA-TM-76115] p0136 H80-21963

Changes of gas metabolism, gas homeostasis and tissue respiration in rats during prolonged hypokinesia

Metabolism and activity of xerozolamid in white rats during forced immobilization with and without hypothermia
[NASA-TM-76044] p0139 H80-21968

Age related changes in the bone tissue under conditions of hypokinesia

Effect of syrmpar and oxaphenamide on liver function in experimental hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-76011] p0140 H80-21973

State of the mitral valve in rabbits with hypokinesia

Incorporation of glycine-2-C-14 in acid-insoluble proteins of rat bones and teeth during hypokinesia and administration of thyrocalcitonin

State of the body in disorders of diuresis, physiological rhythms and long-term hypokinesia

Influence of experimental hypokinesia on gastric secretory function

Content of total zinc, copper and manganese in liver of animals during hypokinesia, muscle activity and process of recovery
[NASA-TM-76130] p0177 H80-24981

Free amino acids of the blood and some organs in hypokinesia

Hypodynamic and hypokinetid condition of skeletal muscles

Change in radiosensitivity of rats during hypokinetic stress

Effect of sharply lowered muscular activity on the thyroid gland of the white rat
[NASA-TM-76114] p0201 H80-27070

Changes in leukocyte stability in hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-75944] p0202 H80-27074

Oxygen consumption of animals under conditions of hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-76167] p0205 H80-27983

Mechanisms of water-salt metabolic disturbances in dogs subjected to six month hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-76170] p0206 H80-27984

Calorific effect of adrenaline in rats under conditions of restricted motor activity

Displacement of plasma protein and conductance of vascular system in rats under action of acceleration forces and hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-76195] p0206 H80-27989

Effects of immobilization on spermiogenesis

Biochemical bases of pathogenesis of hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-76282] p0207 H80-27995

Circulation in exercising crew members of the first main expedition aboard Salyut-6

Hydromechanics and phase structure of the cardiac cycle in members of the first crew of Salyut-5 at rest -- effects of hypokinesia and weightlessness

Evaluation of efficacy of the set of preventive measures referable to the human neuromuscular system under hypokinetic conditions

The stress reaction to hypokinesia and its effect on general resistance

Regional redistribution of rat blood after 7 and 30 days of hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-76014] p0209 H80-28009

Secrecion, incretion and resecretion of pancreatic lipase during prolonged restriction of motor activity
[NASA-TM-76015] p0209 H80-28010

Isolation and gas chromatographic demonstration of volatile organic substances in thin-layer biological samples

Role of dynamic space flight factors in the pathogenesis of involution of lymphatic organs (experimental morphological study)

Bioelectric activity of the human brain during and after 182-day antitromosphetic hypokinesia

Morphometric analysis of glomerular and juxtaglomerular system of the rat kidney in the course of experimental hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-76019] p0212 H80-28028
A-96

Current problems of hypothermy

Effect of alcohol ingestion on man's thermoregulatory responses during cold water immersion

Variable open-loop gain in the control of thermogenesis in cold-exposed rabbits

Hypothermic responses to neurotensin in vertebrates

The thermal properties of a survival bag incorporating metallised plastic sheeting

Hypothermia induced by 5-thio-d-glucose - Effects on treadmill performance in the heat

Hypothermia induced by chlorpromazine or L-tryptophan effects on treadmill performance in the heat

Resuscitation from hypothermia: A literature review

Experimental evaluation of selected immersion hypothermia protection equipment

An evaluation of human thermal models for the study of immersion hypothermia protection equipment

Hypothermia. Citations from the NASA data base

Hypoxia

Variation of substrate contents and activity of enzymes of the energy metabolism in the heart under the influence of sinusoidal modulated currents and measured physical load

Effect of hypoxia on the contractile activity of smooth muscle cells in the thoracic duct

Effect of exposure to hypoxic environment upon operant behavior in rats

Eye movements in paralyzed cats induced by drugs and sympathetic stimulation

Investigation of certain electrophysiological and biochemical parameters in hypoxia testing at a simulated altitude of 5500 m

Maximal work capacity of women during acute hypoxia

Effect of hypoxia on the contractile activity of smooth muscle cells in the thoracic duct

Blockade of the different enzymatic steps in the synthesis of brain amine and memory /CAB/ in hypoxic hypoxic rats treated and untreated with L-Dopa

Comparison of physiological responses to hypoxia at high altitudes between Highlanders and lowlanders

Chronic propranolol treatment blunts right ventricular hypotrophy in rats at high altitude
Central field of vision and electrocography in moderate hypoxia

Changes in concentration of 2,3-glycerodiphosphoric acid in rat erythrocytes during adaptation to hypoxia

The ultrastructure of the brain during hypoxia

Combined effect of hypoxia and cold on the phospholipid composition of lung surfactant in rats

Energy status and oxidation reduction status in rat liver at high altitude /3.8 km/

Interaction of dopamine and haloperidol with oxygen chemoreception in carotid body rats

The role of the hypoxic factor at elevated temperatures and possible mechanisms of its development

Altitude convulsion threshold and time to altitude convulsion in gold thioglycate olce mice

The effects of water-salt stresses on orthostatic test endurance under conditions of hypoxia

Living without oxygen: Closed and open systems in hypoxia tolerance --- Book

Physiological adjustments of women to prolonged work during acute hypoxia

Calcium augments hypoxic vasoconstriction in lungs from high-altitude rats

Brain hypoxia and control of breathing --- Neurochemical control

Effect of hypoxia on fluid-electrolyte metabolism and renal function in man as related to different degrees of motor activity

Effect of hypoxia on ATPase activity of the brain

Pulmonary adaptation to high altitude

Effect of a rapid 4 percent carboxyhemoglobin saturation increase on maximal treadmill exercise

Fat reaction to hypoxia after prior adaptation to hypoxia

Effect of acute hypoxia on specific and nonspecific systems of the rabbit brain

Effect of carbon monoxide on animals adapted to hypoxic hypoxia

Topochemical differences in the amount of NAD in the motoneurons of the spinal chord in hypoxia and hypotension

Effect of hypoxia and hypercapnia on lactate and pyruvate levels in rat blood and myocardium

Human response to hypoxia-motion sickness stress as a predictor of the space sickness syndrome

Dynamics of human external respiration and blood gases under the combined effect of hypcapnia and hypoxia

Effect of conditioning for hypoxia on fertility of white mice

Altitude hypoxia. Citations from the NTLS data base

Effect of sinusoidal modulated currents and acute hypoxia on corticosterone content and activity of certain dehydrogenases in tissues of different rat organs during hypokinesia

Effect of conditioning animals for hypoxia on their resistance to poison inhalation

HISTOBIOLOGY

In vivo investigation of the elastohysteresis properties of the aorta and its branches

Nonlinear interactions in binocular vision

ECO ENVIRONMENTS

Protective clothing: Arctic and tropical environments. Citations from the NTIS data base

EPS (RULES)

U INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES

ILLINOIS

Marine traffic data of Chicago, Illinois and South Shore of Lake Michigan

ELEPHANTS

MT BOOK ILLUSION

MT OPTICAL ILLUSION

IMAGE CONTRAST

Theoretical problems in modelling color grading detection --- in human vision

Superthreshold processing of complex visual stimuli --- Evidence for linearity in contrast perception

IMAGE INTENSIFIERS

Aviation night vision goggle

IMAGE PROCESSING

Visual information and vision of robots --- Russian book

Two-channel model of image processing in the human retina

An information processing mechanism for systems with boundary contrast and some optical illusions

Models of human vision in digital image bandwidth compression

Research in interactive scene analysis

IMAGE RESOLUTION

The effect of image quality on search for static and dynamic targets -- NTIA-performance correlations

Two-dimensional spatial frequency content and confusions among dot matrix characters

IMAGERY

MT ANGIOGRAPHY

MT CHROMATOGRAPHY

MT RADIOGRAPHY

MT SPECTROSCOPY

MT TOPOGRAPHY
**IMMOBILIZATION**

The significance of ACTH for the process of formation of complex heparin compounds in the blood during immobilization stress

[ASA-TH-75946] p0087 H50-16727

**IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT**

The development of objective inflight performance assessment procedures

[ASA-CASE-GSC-12560-1] p0202 H50-27073

**IMPEDANCE**

Electrophoretic cell separation by means of microphoreses

[ASA-TH-75735] p0087 H50-16727

**IMMUNOLOGY**

Immunoelectrophoresis - Reagents for cell labeling and separation

[ASA-TH-75973] p0066 H50-15779

**IMMUNOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES**

Diagnosis of coronary artery disease with exercise radionuclide imaging - State of the art

[ASA-TH-75946] p0087 H50-16727

**IMMUNE SYSTEM**

Effect of immobilization on spermatogenesis

[ASA-TH-75973] p0066 H50-15779

**IMMUNOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES**

Development of a stereofluoroscopic system

[NASA-CR-160568] p0140 H50-21972

**IMMUNOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES**

Positive emission tomography of the heart

[NASA-12-1232] p0164 H50-23980

**IMMUNOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES**

Ultrasound in medicine. Citations from the HTIS

[NASA-TP-1635] p0207 880-27990

**IMMUNE SYSTEM**

Response of chickens to graduated length of day

[ASA-TB-75950] p0155 H50-22955

**IMMUNE SYSTEM**

Effect of immobilization stress on the level of macrophages in the blood of rats

[NASA-TH-75902] p0138 H50-21959

**IMMUNE SYSTEM**

Effects of immobilization on articular cartilage: Autoradiographic findings with Na2

[NASA-TH-75907] p0138 H50-21956

**IMMUNE RESPONSE**

Metabolism and activity of zanosolamine in white rats during forced immobilization with and without hyperthermia

[NASA-TH-75946] p0140 H50-16727

**IMMUNE RESPONSE**

Effects of audio-visual stimulation on the incidence of restraint ulcers on the Wistar rat

[NASA-TH-75950] p0155 H50-22955

**IMMUNE RESPONSE**

Role of adrenalin in the mobilization of carbohydrates and fat reservoirs after overstimulation of rats

[NASA-TH-75974] p0155 H50-22956

**IMMUNE RESPONSE**

The ulcerogenic effect of bile and bile acids in rats during immobilization stress

[NASA-TH-75904] p0155 H50-22960

**IMMUNE RESPONSE**

Effect of prolonged hypodynamia on certain physiological functions in dogs

[NASA-TH-75979] p0156 H50-22961

**IMMUNE RESPONSE**

Dynamics of change of lipid and nonlipid metabolisms and the blood coagulation system during experimental atherosclerosis caused by restriction of movement

[NASA-TH-75931] p0156 H50-22968

**IMMUNE RESPONSE**

Catecholamines of the adrenal medulla and their morphological changes during adaptation to repeated immobilization stress

[NASA-TH-75906] p0157 H50-22970

**IMMUNE RESPONSE**

Experimental gastric ulcers induced by immobilization and electric shock of rats and their pharmacotherapy

[NASA-TH-76157] p0205 H50-27981

**IMMUNE RESPONSE**

Effect of central neurotropic substances on the hypothalamic-adrenal cortex system during immobilization of animals

[NASA-TH-76158] p0205 H50-27982

**IMMUNE RESPONSE**

Effect of immobilization on the HEG of the baboon. Comparison with telemetry results from unrestrained animals

[NASA-TH-76137] p0206 H50-27987

**IMMUNE RESPONSE**

Experimental coronary sclerosis induced by immobilization of rabbits: A new model of arteriosclerosis

[NASA-TH-76196] p0207 H50-27990

**IMMUNE RESPONSE**

Effects of immobilization on spermatogenesis

[NASA-TH-76282] p0207 H50-27993
INTERNATIONAL LAW

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT

INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT

INTERVENE VEHICLES 2 ENTRY PROBES

INTERSAT ELA SATELLITES

INTERVING LAMEN SPACECRAFT

INTERVING LAMEN 2

INTERSTELLAR DETECTION

Biological chromosomes and the interstellar extinction at ultraviolet wavelengths

The identification of the 3-micron spectral feature in galactic infrared sources --- possible bacteria existence in circumstellar and interstellar dust

INTERSTELLAR GAS

Optical activity and evolution --- of substances of biological origin in outer space

INTERSTELLAR MANNER

Role of interstellar molecules in prebiological evolution

The identification of the 3-micron spectral feature in galactic infrared sources --- possible bacteria existence in circumstellar and interstellar dust

INTERSTELLAR REDDING

U. INTERSTELLAR EXTINCTION

INTERRSES

NT SECTOR

The effect of vasoactive agents on the resistance and capacitance vessels of the small intestine at high altitude

Composition of intestinal microflora of cosmonauts before and after space flights

Effect of hypokinesia on invertase activity of the mucosa of the small intestine before and after space flights

Absorption of thiamine and nicotinic acid in the rat intestine during fasting and immobilization stress

INTROCAR

Residual effects of alcohol on aircrew performance

Performance effects of alcohol intoxication and hangover at ground level and at simulated altitude

Pilots who drink — FAA regulations and policy, and the Air Line Pilots Association treatment program

Effect of alcohol on man's response to mild physical activity in a cold environment

Laboratory performance during acute alcohol intoxication and hangover

INTROCAR TRELL

Induction powered biological radiosonde

[NASA-CAS-ABO-1120-1]

Intra-ocular pressure normalization technique and equipment

[NASA-CASE-LEW-12955-1]

Intra-ocular pressure normalization technique and equipment

[NASA-CASE-LEW-12723-1]

INTROCARDIOVASCULAR SY STEM

Intravascular hemolysis is acute mountain sickness

Review - The role of pulse oscillations of intravascular pressure in the regulation of blood circulation

Ultrasonic method of recording g.s bubbles in animal versus blood in a rarefied atmosphere

INVALIDITY

U ERRORS
INVESTIGATON
An organizational concept for pathologic identification in mass disasters

Morphofunctional correlations in the experimental study of myocardioptathies under the stress of forced restraint. Note 2: The influence of adrenal imbalance

Mechanism of selective lesion of the cardiovascular system in psycho-emotional stress

DNA content in spinal cord motoneurons during hypokinesia

An investigation of cardiac threshold variability relative to stimulus shape and respiratory cycle

INVISIBILITY
Invisibility

ION CONCENTRATION
The intracellular Na+/K+ and K+/Na+ composition of halodenitrificans

ION EXCHANGE RESINS
Dialysis system using ion exchange resin membranes permeable to urea molecules

ION IMBADIATION
Late degeneration in rabbit tissues after irradiation by heavy ions

ION PUMPS
Proton movements in response to a light-driven electrogenic pump for sodium ions in Halobacterium halobium membranes

ION SELECTIVE ELECTRODES
Investigation of effects of temperature, salinity, and electrode design on the performance of an electrochemical coliform detector

IONIC MOBILITY
The role of Na+/K+ in transport processes of bacterial membranes

IONIZING RADIATION
MT COSMIC RAYS
MT GAMMA RAYS
MT ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
MT X RAYS
Radiation and DNA --- Russian book

A method of defining the optimum level of ionizing radiation from deterministic sources during space flights

Effects of ionizing radiation on the light sensitive elements of the retina

Early transient incapacitation: A review with consideration of underlying mechanisms

Intercomparison of ISS and BIPM primary exposure standards for medium energy X-rays

Change in radio sensitivity of mice under effect of rotation

Biological effects of ionizing radiation at the molecular, cellular and organismal levels

ISOMER
A mathematical model of the disruption of mirror symmetry in prebiological evolution

ISOPOBELS
MT MERRITT ISLAND (FL)

ISOTOPES
MT CARBON ISOTOPES
MT COBALT ISOTOPES
MT CADMIUM ISOTOPES
MT LITHIUM ISOTOPES
MT NEODYMIUM ISOTOPES
MT BISMUTH ISOTOPES

JACOBI MATRIX METHOD
Computer coordination of limb motion for a three-legged walking robot

JAGUAR AIRCRAFT
Cockpit thermal stress and aircrew thermal stress during routine Jaguar operations
JET AIRCRAFT NOISE


Evaluation of UK PQ oxygen mask for use in CF aircraft [AD-A079746] p0161 880-25005

JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

USAFAirvemionrnal noise data handbook. Volume 75: C-13A aircraft, near and far-field noise [AD-A079865] p0159 880-22991


USAFAirvemionrnal noise data handbook. Volume 121: F-4C aircraft, near and far-field noise [AD-A079867] p0160 880-22993


JET FLIGHT 3 JET AIRCRAFT

JET IACG

Effect of an altered rest-activity or feeding schedule on the shift of motor activity rhythms of mice p0109 880-41864

Effects of transcardial flights and highland conditions on different forms of marmots p0278 880-34068

JET NOISE

U JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

JET PILOTS

U AIRCRAFT PILOTS

JITTER

U VIBRATION

JOBS

U TASKS

JIOIITS (ANATOMY)

Active muscle torques about long-axis of major human joints p0191 880-41994


JOIITS (FUNCTIONS)

Measurement of resistive torques in major human joints [AD-A071710] p0056 880-14695

Dynamics of multi-body system [AD-A062436] p0161 880-25007

Pressure suit joint analyzer [NASA-CASE-AEC-11314-1] p0238 880-30063

JUDGMENTS

Validity and error in multiplicative utility functions [AD-A073362] p0057 880-14698

Importance weight assessment for additive, riskless preference functions: A review [AD-A073365] p0057 880-14700

The importance weights sensitive to the range of alternatives in multiattribute utility measurement [AD-A073366] p0057 880-14701

Subjective versus statistical importance weights: A criterion validation [AD-A073367] p0058 880-14702

Decision aids for naval air ASW [AD-A085134] p0229 880-29040

JUNGLE

U TROPICAL REGIONS

JUPITER ATMOSPHERE

Lightning synthesis of organic compounds on Jupiter p0267 880-53237

K

KALMAN FILTERS

Optimal estimator model for human spatial orientation p0083 880-24265

KC -135 AIRCRAFT

U C-135 AIRCRAFT

KINEMATICS

Interpreting nonlinear systems - The third order kernal of the eye movement control system p0048 880-20860

KINETICS

KE ET ACETONE

Water-electrolyte metabolism and the function of human kidneys at mountain altitudes p0024 880-13477


Effect of weightlessness and artificial gravity on bio-regulating function of rat kidneys p0208 880-27999

Hormones analysis of glomerular and juxtaglomerular system of the rat kidney in the course of experimental hypokinesis p0212 880-28028

Morphological study of rat kidneys after flight aboard the Cosmos-936 biosatellite p0278 880-34065

Histostructural correlations in the hypothalamic-hypophysis-kidneys system under hypokinetic conditions p0279 880-34075

KINEMATICS

ON BODY KINEMATICS

On the structural and kinematic synthesis of open-loop manipulators. I - Basic structural and kinematic procedures p0103 880-26335

KINETHESIS

Audiokinesthetic relationships and the time of simple motor response to auditory and kinesthetic stimuli p0099 880-25831

Preservation of equilibrium in orthograde and inverted body positions [NASA-TR-76112] p0140 880-21976

On the preservation of equilibrium in the orthograde and inverted positions of the body [NASA-TR-76141] p0164 880-23977

KINETHESIS 4

U PROPRIOCEPTION

KINETIC THEORY

BT TRANSPORT THEORY

KINETICS

BT REACTION KINETICS

EINSTEIN-HEISELBOIS FLow U PIPE FLOW

KITS

Suggestions for the contents of the Aviation Board survival kit [FOA-A-59004-a3(H9)] p0113 880-18721

KNIGHT'S SCEPTER

U NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE

KNOWLEDGE

A study of complex learning theory and methodologies [AD-A086232] p0015 880-10792

KREBS CYCLE

Oxidation of pyruvate in mitochondria: Mathematical model - Regulation of the Kreb's cycle by adenine and pyridine nucleotides
The intracellular Na/+/ and K/+/ composition of...
LIQUID-GAS MIXTURES

NT AEROSOLS
LITTLE COMPOUNDS
NT LIQUID HYPNOIDES
LITHIUM HYPNOIDES

The factors influencing the formation of Li2CO3 from LiOH and CO2 [ASME PAPER 80-ENAS-45] p0199 A80-43219

LITOSPHERE
NT EARTH CRUST

LIVER

Role of mitochondria in glycogenogenesis of prokaryote and eukaryote [MS185-38781] p0215 A80-32854

Phosphoenolpyruvate synthesis and reactions of the respiratory chain of mitochondria in the liver of animals during physiological adaptive responses [MS185-38780] p0215 A80-32854

Suppression of the biosynthesis of sphingosyl ceramide under gamma irradiation and exposure to ubiquinone-9 [MS185-38779] p0215 A80-32854

The effects of cold acclimatization on the activity of acid peptidase-hydrolases in livers of rainbow trout [MS185-38778] p0215 A80-32854

Energy status and oxidation reduction status in liver at high altitude /3.8 km/ [NASA-TH-76161] p0025 H80-32057

Ultrastructural changes in canine hepatocytes during continuous chronic exposure to low doses of gamma radiation [NASA-TH-76160] p0025 H80-32057

Effect of graded physical load on the state of the liver from morphometric data and biochemical blood indices of rats at a background of hypokinesia [NASA-TH-75569] p0177 H80-19750

Effect of sodium oxalate on liver function in experimental hypokinesia [NASA-TH-75568] p0200 H80-21973

The ulterior effect of bile and bile acid stimulation in rats during immobilization stress [NASA-TH-75567] p0177 H80-19751

Content of total iron, copper and manganese in liver of animals during hypokinesia, muscle and activity and process of recovery [NASA-TH-75566] p0177 H80-19752

Activity of some hepatic enzymes and lipogenetic processes in rat spleen tissue after space flight effects of weightlessness [NASA-TH-75565] p0177 H80-19753

Effect of hypokinesia on changes in carbohydrate and lipid metabolism in the heart and liver [NASA-TH-75564] p0177 H80-19754

Effect of sodium oxalate on liver function in experimental hypokinesia [NASA-TH-75563] p0200 H80-21973

Effect of sodium oxalate on liver function in experimental hypokinesia [NASA-TH-75562] p0200 H80-21973
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Steady flow in a model of human central airways

Human lung ventilation, mechanics and morphology

LUNGS

Comparative analysis of lung models used to study the mechanics of breathing

Blunted hypoxic vasodilatation in lungs from short-term high-altitude rats

The effect of sustained +Gz acceleration on extravascular lung water content in domestic fowl

Changes in pulmonary PV characteristics of human subjects at an altitude of 5,366 m

The extended Kalman filter as pulmonary blood flow estimator

Modeling studies of the pressure-flow relationship of the central airways

Mass transfer studies of pulmonary function

A continuous model of protein transport across the endothelium in the lungs and in the body of humans

Studies on oxygen toxicity in the lungs

Theoretical analysis of the effect of state of pulmonary circulation on distribution of ventilation-perfusion relations and gas exchange in the lungs

Measurement of lung function using magnetometers. 1: Principles and mathematical modeling

Blood filling and flow in lungs during change in body position in space

Morphological changes in rat lungs after flight aboard the Cosmos-936 biosatellite

Human lung ventilation, mechanics and morphology

LIFEB

MT LYMNOCYTCS

Effect of hypoxia on the contractile activity of smooth muscle cells in the thoracic duct

A comparative evaluation of the coagulation properties of lymph and blood at high altitude

Tain trends in experimental morphological research in angiology and outlook for its development

Role of dynamic space flight factors in the pathogenesis of involution of lymphatic organs (experimental morphological study)

LYMPHOCYTES

Age-dependent dynamics of the succinate-dehydrogenase activity of lymphocytes in physically active and inactive persons

Variation of the enzymatic activity of blood lymphocytes at various stages of adaptation to physical loads

Effect of hypovolemia on human lymphocyte activation

Effects of 25 and 50 BeV protons on human peripheral blood lymphocyte chromosomes in vitro

MACHINES

MACHINE RECOGNITION

U ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

MACHINE STORAGE

U COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES

MACHINES

Whole-body vibration of heavy equipment operators

MACROPHAGES

Alveolar macrophages and pulmonary surfactant of altitude-raised rats

A-107
MEETINGS

U CONFERENCES

SUBJECT INDEX

Telecommunications in medicine. A bibliography
with abstracts
[NTIS/PS-70/7086/8] p0019 808-11769

MEETINGS

Blood oxygen concentrations and cardiovascular responses
[NTIS/PS-70/7086/8] p0053 807-10675

HEMISTRY

The abiotic photochemical synthesis of pigments
of melanin-melanoidin type in the C6H5CH = CH2
+ HNO3 aqueous system and their role in
prebiological evolution
p0265 A80-5137

HEMISTRY ANALOGY

Vibration of the basilar membrane in the mammalian
cochlea
p0127 A80-31480

A theoretical basis for microwave and RF field
effects on excitable cellular membranes
p0130 A80-32305

Upgrading efficacy of membrane techniques for
regenerating water from urine
p0213 A80-28035

Structure and function in photosynthetic membranes
and their components
[CPU-3162-51] p0273 A80-33078

HEMIRRAHA STRUCTURES

NT CHROMO MEMBRANES

NT CONJUNCTIVA

NT MEMBRANE STRUCTURES

Applications of the thermoelctrically integrated
membrane evaporator subsystem
[AD-80-15271] p0030 A80-15271

Spectral analysis of conduction fluctuations of
calcium channels in a nerve-cell membrane
p0103 A80-26424

Dialysis system using ion exchange resin
membranes permeable to urea molecules
[NASA-CASE-79-14101-1] p0055 A80-14687

MEMORY

Memory and adaptation -- Russian Book
p0026 A80-14098

Blockade of the different enzymatic steps in the
synthesis of brain salines and memory /CAM/ in
hypoxic hypoxic rats treated and untreated
with L. Dopa
p0073 A80-21562

Modality effects in scanning nonverbal
information: Evidence for multiple memory codes
[AD-80-10796] p0015 A80-10796

Information processing in humans, volume 3. A
bibliography with abstracts
[BNB-8009531] p0095 A80-17707

K-lines: A theory of memory
[AP-80-78116] p0137 A80-21030

Individual difference relations in psychosensory
and experimental cognitive tasks
[AD-AO806057] p0261 A80-32093

Effects of transmisional flights and highland
conditions on different forms of memory
p0278 A80-34068

MENSTRUATION

Disorders of the menstrual cycle in airline
stewardsesses
p0191 A80-41991

MENTAL HEALTH

Evaluation and forecasting of mental fitness of
flight personnel in the presence of neuromia
p0116 A80-19770

MENTAL PERFORMANCE

Behavioral measures of aircrew mental workload
p0002 A80-10304

Work-science research on maximum work capacity and
recovery time for informational-mental work
based on the channel- and man-machine model
along with superposed stress, using work in a
hot environment as an example
p0003 A80-10650

Choice reaction time to movement of eccentric
visual targets during concurrent rotary
acceleration
p0026 A80-19000

Effect of human exposure to a nitrogen-oxygen
environment at 5-12 kgf/m2 cm on certain indices
of the higher nervous activity
p0026 A80-19258

Plasma catecholamines and cardiovascular responses
to cold and mental activity
p0032 A80-16455

Analysis of mental load by applying polynomially
related measurement structures -- German thesis
p0180 A80-25677

Individual peculiarities of the space-time
organization of the bioelectric activity of the
brain in a probabilistic prediction situation
p0100 A80-25838

Possible approaches to the study of cosmonaut
perceptual-motor factors and their theoretical and
practical implications for in-flight errors
p0147 A80-32992

An attempted validation study of the
birthdate-based biorythm /BBB/ hypothesis
p0192 A80-82000

Mental variables in the study of age-dependent
intellectual-motor-perceptual factors and their
theoretical and practical implications for in-flight errors
p0267 A80-53479

Intellectual-sensory mental activity in pilots
over 60 years old
p0267 A80-53480

An aptitude-strategy interaction in linear
sylogistic reasoning
[AD-A080496] p0014 A80-10791

Modality effects in scanning nonverbal
information: Evidence for multiple memory codes
[AD-A072297] p0015 A80-10796

Human vigilance investigation analysis of the
pattern array test (further data analysis)
[OCML-13891-3] p0016 A80-10798

Intelligence as an information processing concept
[AD-A069953] p0020 A80-11775

Effect of peripherally presented visual signals on
pilot performance during flight simulation
[AD-A073604] p0058 A80-14703

Mental dynamics -- mathematical description
[IA-7966-MS] p0070 A80-15820

Multi-modal information processing for visual
workload relief
[NASA-CR-162720] p0066 A80-16737

K-lines: A theory of memory
[AD-A078116] p0137 A80-21030

Performance in tasks differing in memory load and
its relationship with habitual activity phase
and body temperature
p0157 A80-22970

The influence of visual-spatial ability and study
procedures on map learning skill
[AD-A087247] p0261 A80-32089

Individual difference relations in psychometric
and experimental cognitive tasks
p0261 A80-32093

MENTAL STRESS

U STRESS (PHYSIOLOGY)

ADVICE ROUTINES

Advanced flight design systems subsystem
performance models. User guide: Environmental
analysis routine library

HERMIT ISLAND (FL)

Response of selected plant and insect species to
simulated solid rocket exhaust mixtures and to
exhaust components from solid rocket fuels
[NASA-79-17402] p0225 A80-29014

METABOLIC RATES

DU HUMAN WASTES

DU KINES

Method and automated apparatus for detecting
coliform organisms
[NASA-CASE-MS-16777-1] p0201 A80-27067

METABOLISM

AD EDEERAL METABOLISM

AD CALCIUM METABOLISM

AD CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM

AD CATALYSIS

AD ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM

AD ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY

AD FERMENTATION

AD HORMONE METABOLISMS

AD LIPID METABOLISM

AD MINERAL METABOLISM

AD NITROGEN METABOLISM

AD OXGEN METABOLISM

AD PHOSPHOCHYDRATE METABOLISM

AD PROTEIN METABOLISM

Regulation of the energy metabolism and
physiological state of the organism -- Russian
book
p0001 A80-10326
Temporal organization of energy metabolism and the cellular clocks

Central circulation and metabolism of the healthy man during postural exposures and exercise in the head-down position

Simulated weightlessness - Effects on bioenergetic balance

Effects of fasting and refeeding on the metabolic response to a standard meal in man

Changes in body temperature and metabolic rate after injection of calcium into the caudal hypotalamus of the rabbit

Atmospheric constraints on the evolution of metabolism

The importance of ammonia in the metabolic effects of hydration

Analysis of metabolic energy utilization in the Skylab astronauts

Metabolism during hypodynamia

Effect of hyperbaric oxygenation on carbohydrate metabolism protein synthesis in the myocardium during sustained hypodynamia

Studies on oxygen toxicity in the lungs

The behavior of fatty acids in the blood plasma of monkeys following exposure to short term stresses

Caloric effect of adrenaline in rats under conditions of restricted motor activity

Changes of the body functions during long-term hypokinesia

RNA content in spinal cord motoneurons during hypokinesia

The dynamics of certain indicators of nucleic metabolism during hypokinesia in rats of different ages under the influence of sinusoidal modulated currents and measured physical load

Development of analytical techniques for toxicokinetic research

Effect of task variable interactions in lifting and lowering

METAL OXIDES

The role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polymerization of alanine and glycine in a cation-exchanged clay environment

The possible role of metal ions and clay in prebiotic chemistry

Molecular mechanisms of the epithelial transport of toxic metal ions, particularly mercury, cadmium, lead, arsenic, zinc, and copper

The thermal properties of a survival bag incorporating metallised plastic sheeting

METALS

Theoretical and applied aspects of the anabiosis of microorganisms

MICROBIOTIC COMPOSITION

The radioracemization of isovaline - Cosmochemical implications - gas mass effect on Burchison meteorite primordial composition

Amino acids in the Yamato carbonaceous chondrite from Antarctica

Quantification of monocarboxylic acids in the Burchison carbonaceous meteorite

Uracil in carbonaceous meteorites

MICROBIOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS

METRIC SPACE

The axiomatic introduction of a metric in binocular visual space. I, II

METROLOGY

Proposed national exposure limits for microwave and radiofrequency radiation

MILC

Review of cell aging in Drosophila and mouse

The 5-thio-d-glucose thermoregulatory effects in mice at various temperatures

Miscellaneous

Factors influencing specific growth rates and seasonal abundance of eutrophic lake phytoplankton

MICHIGAN

Theoretical and applied aspects of the anabiosis of microorganisms

MICROCALORIMETERS

MICROCALORIMETRIC INSTRUMENTS

MICROBIOLOGY

MT BACTEROLOGY

Study of fungal phenotypes after exposure to space flight parameters

Postflight studies on fungal phenotypes irradiated in space

Indirect microbial detection

NASA standard procedures for the microbiological examination of space hardware

Effect of scenedesmus acuminatus green algae extracts on the development of Candida lipolytica

Inactivation of enteroviruses by ozone

Polyfusin, a new antifungal antibiotic. 4: The use of thin layer chromatography for determining the qualitative composition of the polyfusin complex

Theoretical and applied aspects of the anabiosis of microorganisms
The influence of modulated sinusoidal current on the state of chromatin from neurons of the cerebral cortex of rats in hypokinesia

[196-76160] p0256 880-30258
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>MOTION SICKNESS DRUGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Binocular vision</strong></td>
<td>A new engineering approach to motion cueing technology — for flight simulation [AIAA PAPER 80-0047]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Grating induction — A new type of aftereffect</em></td>
<td>The dependence of thresholds of detection of moving single bands of light on their spectrum and speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Binocular disparity and head-up displays</strong></td>
<td>Effect of cursor characteristics on pilots' tracking performance on a cathode-ray tube in dynamic simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effect of field of view and monocular viewing on angular size judgements in an outdoor scene</strong></td>
<td>Illusory reversal of extrafoveally perceived displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cochlear anatomy related to cochlear micromechanics — A review</strong></td>
<td>Dynamic vision under vibration and changes with curvature of transparencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ultrastructural changes in canine hepatocytes during continuous chronic exposure to low doses of gamma radiation</strong></td>
<td>Static and dynamic factors in the perception of rotary motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The effect of clays on the oligomerization of HCW</strong></td>
<td>A test of Flitt's law with moving targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ground-referenced visual orientation with imaging displays — psychophysics</strong></td>
<td>Visually induced self-motion sensation adapts rapidly to left-right visual reversal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aviation training using video disk technology</strong></td>
<td>Multiple sensory and motor cues enhance the accuracy of pursuit eye movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body rhythms and what the aviator may do about them</strong></td>
<td>Equiperception maneuvers — aircraft motion perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State of the mitral valve in rabbits with hypokinetic conditions</strong></td>
<td>The sensing of retinal motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Histostructural correlations in the hypothalamus-hypophysis-kidneys system under hypnotic conditions</strong></td>
<td>Evoked cortical potentials and information processing [AD-A070789]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body rhythms and what the aviator may do about them</strong></td>
<td>MOTION SICKNESS AVIATION training using video disk technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model for measuring the health impact from changing levels of ambient air pollution: Morbidity study</strong></td>
<td>Motion sickness susceptibility during rotation at — 30 rpm in free-fall parabolic flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morbidity study</strong></td>
<td>Space motion sickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body rhythms and what the aviator may do about them</strong></td>
<td>A sudden-stop vestibulovisual test for rapid assessment of motion sickness manifestations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Histostructural correlations in the hypothalamus-hypophysis-kidneys system under hypnotic conditions</strong></td>
<td>Motion sickness, I — A theory. II — A clinical study based on surgery of posterior fossa tumors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Space motion sickness</strong></td>
<td>The psychological aspects of airsickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morbidity study</strong></td>
<td>Evaluation of the relationship between motion sickness symptomatology and blood pressure, heart rate, and body temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body rhythms and what the aviator may do about them</strong></td>
<td>Motion sickness in the squirrel monkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morbidity study</strong></td>
<td>Investigation of the predictive value of electroencephalograms /EEGs/ in professional-selection vestibulometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Space motion sickness</strong></td>
<td>MOTION SICKNESS DRUGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body rhythms and what the aviator may do about them</strong></td>
<td>Space motion sickness — Skylab revised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morbidity study</strong></td>
<td>Current conceptions on the genesis of vestibulovegetative disorders in weightlessness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Space motion sickness</strong></td>
<td>Reliability, validity and application of an improved scale for assessment of motion sickness severity [AD-A069130]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body rhythms and what the aviator may do about them</strong></td>
<td>Effect of sodium bicarbonate on reactivity and tropisms of vestibular analyzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morbidity study</strong></td>
<td>Human response to hypoxia-motion sickness syndrome as a predictor of the space sickness syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body rhythms and what the aviator may do about them</strong></td>
<td>Use of physical culture to increase resistance of sailors to motion sickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morbidity study</strong></td>
<td>MOTION SICKNESS DRUGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body rhythms and what the aviator may do about them</strong></td>
<td>Effect of transdermally administered scopoline in preventing motion sickness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

MULTIVARIATE ANA LYSIS

Use of the multivariate approach to enhance the diagnostic accuracy of the treadmill stress test

Discrete multivariate analysis on radiobiological results from the biostack 3 Bacillus subtilis experiment

Multivariate analysis of physiological response to environmental stress

MUSCLE RELAXANTS

Metabolism and activity of noszolase in white rats during forced immobilization with and without hyperthermia

MUSCLES

Hypodynamic and hypokinetic condition of skeletal muscles

MUSCULAR FATIGUE

Peripheral fatigue under local static work of varying intensity

Effect of temperature on the amplitude and frequency components of the ECG during brief and sustained isometric contractions

Fatigue in skeletal muscle

Effect of prolonged hypodynamia on certain physiological functions in dogs

MUSCULAR FUNCTION

Relationship between calcium and hydrogen ions in heart muscle

Effect of hypoxia on the contractile activity of smooth muscle cells in the thoracic duct

Contraction of smooth muscle in a microvessels field

A model for hypokinesia: Effects on muscle atrophy in the rat

Muscular work as thermal behavior in humans

The dependence of organism responses on physical load doses under conditions of restricted muscular activity — during and after space flights

Active muscle torques about long-bone axes of major human joints

Sensations of heaviness in man — Thesis

Changes in the neuromotor system during 45 days of experimental hypokinesia

Electrostimulation of muscles for the prevention of neuromuscular disorders during 45-day antistatic hypokinesia

Fatigue in skeletal muscle

Microvascular determinants of oxygen supply in resting and contracting striated muscle

Effect of hypokinesia on contractile function of cardiac muscle

Dynamics of stress reaction of rats during experimental hypokinesia varying in duration, and possibility of correction through transducer

Simultaneous muscle force and displacement transducer
The effects of acute and chronic low dose exposure to anticholinesterases
Therapy on nerve agent poisoning
Activity of cholinesterases of blood and heart in rats of different sex and age during muscular loads and hypokinesia
Study on the neuronal circuits implicated in postural tremor and hypokinesia
Effect of transverse accelerations on innervation of the guinea pig's crural skeletal muscles
Evaluation of efficacy of the set of preventive measures referable to the human neurovascular system under hypokinetic conditions
Therapeutic gymnastics - comprehensive treatment of patients with generalized myasthenia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEAR FIELDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irradiation of prolate spheroidal models of humans in the near field of a short electric dipole p0243 A80-49866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NECK (ANATOMY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical medical effects of head and neck response during biodynamic stress experiments p0234 A80-30005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGATIVE FEEDBACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to electrochemistry of nerve membranes p0163 A80-23971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIMULATORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New engineering approaches to noninvasive dis- Parkinson system recordings p0281 A80-34087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NERVOUS SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST APPARENT NERVOUS SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST BRAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST BRAIN STEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST CEREBELLUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST CEREBRAL CORTEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST CEREBRUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST EFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST HIPPOCAMPUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST NEUROGLIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST NEURONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST SPINAL CORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of human exposure to a nitrogen-oxygen environment at 5-12 kgf/sq cm on certain indices of the higher nervous activity p0026 A80-14258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microscopic characterization of neurophysiology of rats under experimental conditions p0053 A80-16671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to electrochemistry of nerve membranes [NASA-TM-78908] p0254 A80-31036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETWORK SYNTHESIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard man-machine procedure of optimal synthesis in computer-aided design systems. II p0218 A80-45078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETWORKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST COMPUTER NETWORKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/W-023X Levels and proportion of BHA and proteins in the system of the neuron: Vestibular nuclear neuroglia and cerebellum during hypokinesia p0011 A80-10764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHA content in motor and sensory neurons and surrounding neuroglia of mouse spinal cord under conditions of hypokinesia and following normalization - [NASA-TM-75997] p0053 A80-14672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHA content in motor and sensory neurons and surrounding neuroglia of mouse spinal cord under conditions of hypokinesia and following normalization - [NASA-TM-75983] p0053 A80-14672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHA content in motor and sensory neurons and surrounding neuroglia of mouse spinal cord under conditions of hypokinesia and following normalization - [NASA-TM-75997] p0090 A80-17670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUROLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delineating acute neuroendocrine responses in microwave-exposed rats p0170 A80-30451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A microcomputer-based instrument for neural pulse wave analysis p0250 A80-50322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychostimulants p0070 A80-15817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An implantable electrical device - [NASA-CAS-05C-12560-1] p0202 A80-22703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The neural control of the coronary circulation during behavioral stress in conscious dogs p0230 A80-29986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUROMUSCULAR TRANSMISSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The importance of continuous electrocardiograms recording in conduction disorders in flight crews p0031 A80-15635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUBJECT INDEX

Advances in microwave-induced neuroendocrine effects - The concept of stress p0050 A80-21025
Ecological physiology of the brain --- Russian book p0073 A80-21421
Neurophysiological mechanisms of filtering in the visual system p0098 A80-25827
Investigation of the functional state of the CNS under conditions of altitude decompression p0099 A80-25836
Some aspects of the organization of nocturnal sleep in normal and pathological conditions p0099 A80-25837
Spectral analysis of conduction fluctuations of calcium channels in a nerve-cell membrane p0103 A80-26424
The representation of colours in the cerebral cortex p0123 A80-29421
The ultrastructure of the brain during hypoxia --- Russian book p0167 A80-37100
Neurotransmitter mapping in central thermoregulation p0171 A80-39273
Study on the neuronal circuits implicated in postural tremor and hypokinesia [NASA-TK-76089] p0066 H80-15783
Sleep stage organization: Neuroendocrine relations p0069 H80-15809
Role of interoceptive afferentation in function of the cortex of the visual analyzer p0091 H80-17684
Effect of acute hypoxia on specific and nonspecific systems of the rabbit brain p0092 H80-17685
Study of bioelectric activity of neuro-muscular and sympathetic systems during exposure to a steady magnetic field p0092 H80-17686
Effect of connective cooling and immobilization on catecholamine metabolism in rat tissues [NASA-TM-75962] p0107 H80-18684
The effects of stimulation of the anterior cingulate gyrus in cats with freedom of movement [NASA-TK-76055] p0108 H80-18688
Reaction of chickens to graduated length of exposure [NASA-TK-76071] p0114 H80-19754
Effect of hypokinesia on cardiac contractile function and nervous regulation of the heart [NASA-TK-75970] p0117 H80-19783
Investigation of circadian rhythms on select psychomotor and neurological functions p0156 H80-22966
Vestibular recruitment [NASA-TK-76088] p0157 H80-22971
Coronary plexus in man and monkey p0163 H80-23971
Neural analysis of visual perception [NASA-CR-16318] p0179 H80-24992
Changes in the QR complex of the electrocardiogram during sleep and exercise [CSIR-ELK-167] p0226 H80-29022
Development of neurophysiological and behavioral metrics of human performance [AD-A087048] p0283 H80-34100
NEUROPSYCHIATRY
Student pilots referred to the neuropsychiatry branch, USAFAM 1968-78 Implications for selection p0005 A80-11640
Flight fitness of pilots over sixty years old - Clinical studies and medical and legal considerations p0267 A80-53482
NEUROSCIENCE
U NEUROLOGY
NEUROSES
Clinical and statistical study of neurosis precipitated by flying duties p0078 A80-23210
Considerations on Gemelli's theories of aviation psychology p0267 A80-53481
Evaluation and forecasting of mental fitness of flight personnel in the presence of neurosis p0267 A80-53482
W NITROGEN OXIDES
NEUROTROPISM
Experimental gastric ulcers induced by immobilization and electric shock of rats and their pharmacotherapy [NASA-TK-76157] p0205 H80-27981
Effect of central neurotropic substances on the hypophysial-adrenal cortex system during immobilization of animals [NASA-TK-76158] p0205 H80-27983
The content of catecholamines in the adrenal glands and sections of the brain under hypokinesia and injection of some neurotropic agents [NASA-TK-76010] p0214 H80-28044
NEUROENDOCRINE
Preliminary results of fast neutron treatments in carcinosa of the pancreas [ADA-TK-81516] p0177 H80-24983
NICOTINIC ACID
Absorption of thiamine and nicotinic acid in the rat intestine during fasting and immobilization stress [NASA-TK-76193] p0256 H80-32059
RIGHT FLIGHTS (AIRCRAFT)
Data analysis methodology for day/night inflight tactical navigation p0083 A80-24050
RIGHT VISION
The effect of age and vitamin provision of pilots on their night vision characteristics p0051 A80-21040
A comparison of accommodative responsiveness and contrast sensitivity for minualoid gratings p0104 A80-27075
A human performance/workload evaluation of the AB/VFS-5 bifical night vision gogles p0240 H80-48093
Use of the pupil to study the scotopic and chromatic mechanisms of vision in humans [NASA-TK-76088] p0173 H80-10777
Aviation night vision goggle [AD-A073296] p0041 H80-13773
Effects of fatigue from wearing the AB/VFS-5 night vision goggles on skills involved in helicopter operations [AD-A075426] p0096 H80-17714
NITRATES
 NT ARMONIUM NITRATES
 NT ARMONIA
 NT ARMONIUM "Acetonitrile" - A plausible source of amino acids on the primitive earth p0075 A80-21781
NITRO COMPOUNDS
 NT TRINITROTOLUENE
 NT TRINITROBENZENE
 NT TRINITROBENZOL
NITROGEN
 Effect of human exposure to a nitrogen-oxygen environment at 5-12 kgf/sq cm on certain indices of the higher nervous activity p0026 A80-14258
NITROGEN COMPOUNDS
 NT AMMONIA
 NT ARMONIUM NITRATES
 NT AZIDES (INORGANIC)
 NT HYDROGENAZIDE
 NT NITROGEN OXIDES
 NT OXIDES
 NT TRINITROTOLUENE
 NT UREAS
 NT UREA
NITROGEN METABOLISM - A study of metabolic balance in crewmembers of Skylab IV p0045 A80-20701
Effect of steady magnetic field on some aspects of energy and nitrogen metabolism in the rat cerebral hemispheres p0092 H80-17690
Variations in phytoplankton physiological parameters during transient nitrogen environments p0181 H80-26027
NITROGEN OXIDES
Effects of aerosols, oxides of nitrogen, and oxidants on human health [PB80-18458] p0261 H80-32088

A minimum excursion-time control system
[AO-1087774] p0275 880-33096

NUTATION
Residual nutational activity of the sunflower hypocotyl in simulated weightlessness
p0075 880-21984

NUTATIONAL OSCILLATION U NUTATION

NUTRITION
The effect of space flight factors on the characteristics of nutrient media for the bacterium Proteus vulgaris
p0221 880-46807

NUTRITION
Agriculture and food production
p0220 880-86393

Dietary supplements used to prevent some changes in the human body in the presence of nervous and emotional stress
p0010 880-10758

NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
BY CALORIC REQUIREMENTS
Food technology in space habitats
[ASME PAPER 79-ENAS-31] p0029 880-15255

Nutrition, diet and food processing in controlled environment life support systems
p0220 880-86392

Bunch nuts (Cyperus esculentus) as a source of vegetable oil in a closed life support system
p0012 880-10769

The question of using dehydrated foods during long-term space flights
p0212 880-20031

NUTS (FRUITS)
Bunch nuts (Cyperus esculentus) as a source of vegetable oil in a closed life support system
p0012 880-10769

NUTSAGS
BY VESTIBULAR NYSTAGMUS
Oxygenation and ambient air pressure influences on alcohol-induced nystagmus in rabbits
p0073 880-21543

On-line analysis of eye movements using a digital computer
p0192 880-41996

Generalized nystagmometric characteristics for diagnostic purposes
p0212 880-28034

OBESITY
Aerobic power and body fat of men and women during army basic training
p0191 880-41986

Altitude convulsion threshold and time to altitude convulsion in gold scissors obese mice
p0240 880-48089

OBSERVATIONS
BY SPACE OBSERVATIONS (FROM EARTH)

OBSERVATION
BY VISUAL OBSERVATION
OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT
BY 7-5 AIRCRAFT
BY MIKAGE AIRCRAFT

OCCULTION
Occlusion
p0260 880-32080

OCEAN MODELS
The influence of life on the evolution of the atmosphere
p0240 880-50061

Facilitated diffusion as a method for selective accumulation of materials from the primordial oceans by a lipid-vesicle protocol
p0251 880-50710

OCEANS
BY ARCTIC OCEAN
OCEANOPHILIC

OCEANOPHILES
Contact ring for registering the turning of the eyeball
p0100 880-25389

Performance, physiologic, and oculometer evaluation of VTO landing displays
[NASA-CR-3171] p0019 880-11771

Error analysis and corrections to pupil diameter measurements with Langley Research Center's oculometer
[NASA-TS-81806] p0202 880-27075

OCULOMOTOR HYPOTHESES
Characteristics of oculomotor responses and their memory components during simulation of low-altitude flights
p0026 880-14166

OFF-ON CONTROL
Application of LEO off-on control system to centrifuge acceleration load
p0019 880-11771

OLFACTORY PERCEPTION
Relationship among the 55 Hz bioelectric rhythm of the olfactory bulb, the bulb 5-rhythm, and respiration
p0045 880-20211

ONBOARD COMPUTERS
BY SPACEBORNE/SPACELAB COMPUTERS

ONBOARD EQUIPMENT
BY AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS
BY SPACE AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
BY FLIGHT DEJECTION SEATS

Environmental control of a pressurized equipment container for shuttle flights - The Spacelab Igloo
[HASI-CR-160463] p0095 880-17708

BManned remote work station development article, executive summary
[HASI-CR-160462] p0095 880-17708

BManned remote work station development article.
Volume 1, book 1: Flight article requirements. Appendix A: Mission requirements
[HASI-CR-160463] p0095 880-17709

BManned remote work station development article.
Volume 1, book 2, appendix B: Trade and design specification studies
[HASI-CR-160464] p0095 880-17710

BManned remote work station development article.
Volume 2: Simulation requirements. Appendix A: Open cherry picker development test article specification
[HASI-CR-160465] p0095 880-17711

BManned remote work station development article.
Volume 3: Development test plan. Appendix A: Manufacturing requirements/schedule
[HASI-CR-160466] p0095 880-17712

ORTHOGENESIS
BY OTOGENEY

ORTOCYCTE
The circadian rhythms of biological processes and their adaptive significance in vertebrate ontogeny --- Russian book
p0171 880-38705

OPERATIONAL HAZARDS
Airborne performance measurement assessment: Low altitude tactical formation is two operating environments
[AO-1087068] p0261 880-32090

OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
Work-science research on maximum work capacity and recovery time for information-motor-mental work based on the channel- and man-machine model along with superposed stress, using work in a hot environment as an example
p0003 880-10650

Ergonomical studies about the superposition of control activity and mechanical vibration
p0253 880-13272

Psychophysical studies of human-operator activity and instrumentation for these studies --- Russian book
p0033 880-16463

Error dynamics of operator recognition of visual images
p0033 880-16464

Autogenic training as a method of stimulating operator work capacity
p0033 880-16465

Pursuit-tracking simulator with adaptive pseudorandom program of marker trajectory
p0033 880-16466

Human operator eye-lid movement reaction during intense visual tasks involving the detection and tracking of visual signals
p0033 880-16470

Operator eye-movement reaction during tracking of discrete stimuli with random time and space distribution
p0034 880-16474

A nonparametric model of detection of signals, observed by a human operator on a CRT screen in the presence of noise
p0045 880-20211

A-126
The effects of antithrombotic stimuli on human operators studied using rheography data

Combined effects of broadband noise and complex waveforms vibration on cognitive performance

Psychophysiological monitoring of operator's emotional stress in aviation and astronautics

Development of Performance Evaluation Tests for Environmental Research /PEER/ - Complex counting test

Fluctuations in navigator performance during operational sorties

A method of determination of scale numbering taking into account the carrying capacity of an operator

Measurement of local indices of operator performance in the tracking mode

Accuracy of perception in the tracking of continuous signals

Dependence of the activity and behavior of individuals and groups on the characteristics of the individual cognitive styles

A variance method of objective evaluation of the training process and learning level of operators in flight vehicle control regimes

The psychophysiological characteristics of air traffic controller activity

New work force roles resulting from new technology

The Shuttle's remote manipulator system - Status and operation

Investigation of the operation of eye-telescope systems

Mathematical model for evaluating human operator activity in solving the problem of limiting controllability in an ergodic control and monitoring system

Changes in alpha activity during decreases in human operator work capacity

The effects of various regimes of work and rest following a 64–72 hour period of wakefulness on sleep dynamics

Man-machine interaction in aerospace control systems

The air traffic controller's thinking processes

Predicting the effects of vibration frequency and axis, and seating conditions on the reading of numeric displays

Remote operator performance comparing mono and stereo TV displays: The effects of visibility, learning and task factors

The automobile driving simulator for anthropogenic research

Process model of how the human operator tracks discontinuous inputs

Response time, operator productivity and job satisfaction

TV operator performance in real time air-to-ground reconnaissance missions under task-loading conditions

OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)

JT AIRCRAFT PILOTS

JT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)

Measurement of local indices of operator performance in the tracking mode

Construction of a model simulating human-operator activity in manual rendezvous control

Predictor operator in pursuit and compensatory tracking

Whole-body vibration of heavy equipment operators

Human operator interface with FLIR displays

OPTICAL TRACKING

Microsecond sensitivity of the human visual system to irregular flicker

OPTICAL ABSORPTION

U ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION

OPTICAL ACTIVITY

Experiments on the amplification of optical activity ---- molecular chirality in earth biosphere

OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING

U SCENE ANALYSIS

OPTICAL EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY

Time-resolved spectrometry of in vivo firefly bioluminescence emissions

OPTICAL EQUIPMENT

U ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES

U BINOCULARS

U ENDOSCOPES

U OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

OPTICAL ILLUSION

The importance of pattern information for the resolution of depth-ambiguous apparent motion

Linear summation of tilt illusion and tilt aftereffect

Illusory reversal of extrafoveally perceived displacement

The influence of colour and contour rivalry on the magnitude of the tilt illusion

Visually induced self-motion sensation adapts rapidly to left-right visual reversal

An information processing mechanism for systems with boundary contrast and some optical illusions

OPTICAL RASERS

U LASERS

OPTICAL MEASUREMENT

U PHOTOMETRY

U SPECTROPHOTOMETRY

UFP of the defocused optical system of the human eye for incoherent monochromatic light

OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

U OCULOMETERS

Calculation of the surface on which the corneal flash is located with application to the development of a system for recording eye movements

OPTICAL PROPERTIES

U ABSORPTIVITY

U BRIGHTESTNESS

U COLOR

OPTICAL SENSORS

U OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

OPTICAL SPECTRUM

U LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)

OPTICAL TRACKING

A modeling approach to the assessment of smooth pursuit eye movements

Human operator eye-lid movement reaction during intense visual tasks involving the detection and tracking of visual signals

Operator eye-movement reaction during tracking of discrete stimuli with random time and space distribution
Additivity of fusional vergence and pursuit eye movements p0076 A80-22970
Information used by the perceptual and oculomotor systems regarding the amplitude of saccadic and pursuit eye movements p0076 A80-22971
Accuracy of perception in the tracking of continuous signals p0194 A80-32843
Device for measuring the precision of eye-hand coordination while tracking changing size p0194 A80-42010
Single pilot scanning behavior in simulated instrument flight [NASA-TH-80178] p0037 800-12732
Effect of vestibular stimuli on visual tracking in a limited tracking area p0091 800-17683

OPTICS

OPTICAL CONTROL

Optical interdependence between the saccadic and the continuous eye movement control systems p0027 A80-16797
Optical estimator model for human spatial orientation p0083 A80-29265
Optical control model predictions of system performance and attention allocation and their experimental validation in a display design study p0185 A80-40899
Standard man-machine procedure of optimal synthesis in computer-aided design systems. II p0218 800-45078
On the optimization of spring elasticity, damping, and inertia effects on the spring loading of a control stick [FH-37] p0041 800-13776

OPTIMIZATION

OPTICAL GEOMETRICAL OPTICS

NT OPTIMAL CONTROl

NT TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION

OPTIMUM CONTROL

U OPTIMAL CONTROL

ORBITAL ASSEMBLY

EVA manipulation and assembly of space structure columns [NASA-CN-3265] p0165 800-23988

ORBITAL SIMULATORS

U SPACE SIMULATORS

NT LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY

NT ORBITAL WORKSHOPS

NT SALUT SPACE STATION

NT SKIATH 4

ORBITAL TRANSFERS

U TRANSFER ORBITS

ORBITAL WORKERS

The design of maneuvering units for cosmonauts in reference frames space and requirements for engineering psychology p0148 A80-33005
Men or machines to build in space p0266 800-51564
The terrestrial radiation environment and EVA's: Prediction requirements, model improvements, and warning systems – radiation hazards to orbital workers and spacecraft p0177 800-24865

ORBITAL WORKSHOPS

Astronauts keep gueuing up for Space Shuttle p0241 A80-48796

ORBITS

NT SATELLITE ORBITS

NT TRANSFER ORBITS

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

Thermal history, chemical composition and relationship of comets to the origin of life p0089 A80-24692
Physico-chemical investigation of some areas of fundamental significance to biophysics [NASA-TH-3010-T1] p0086 800-16721

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

NT ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE

NT AMINO ACIDS

NT AMINE ACIDS
Effects of whole-body vibrations on standing posture is man p0240 A80-48091
The effects of water-salt stresses on orthostatic test endurance under conditions of hypoxia p0247 A80-48651
Orthostatic tolerance testing - Comparison of LBF and HUT methods - Lower Body Negative Pressure Head-up Tilting p0250 A80-50629
Hypertension and orthostatic hypotension in applicants for flying training and aircrew - Aeromedical investigation, clinical assessment, and evaluation for flying duties p0260 A80-53496
Studies of prognostic significance of orthostatic position p0209 N80-28006
Pharmacological analysis of physiological mechanisms of orthostatic hemodynamic stability p0211 N80-28026
Bioelectric activity of the human brain during and after 182-day antithostatic hypokinesia p0212 N80-28027
The development of an elastic reverse gradient generator to be used as a countermeasure for cardiovascular deconditioning [NASA-CR-152379] p0274 N80-33086
Reactions to LBF test of the crew of the Salyut 5 orbital station p0277 N80-34061
Static endurance of rats after flight aboard the Cosmos 936 biosatellite p0278 N80-34063
Effect of antithostatic hypokinesia and space flight factors on change in leg volume p0279 N80-34072
Some of the physiological effects of 30 day bed rest with the body in different positions p0279 N80-34073
Circadian rhythm of human body temperature in antithostatic position p0279 N80-34074
OSCILLATIONS
Self-motion magnitude estimation during linear oscillation - Changes of head orientation and following fatigue p0004 A80-11629
OSCILLATORS
MT CATHODE RAY TUBES
OSCILLOGRAPHS
U OSCILLOGRAPHS
OSCILLOGRAHAM
Amplitude-phase discriminator with two-CRT oscillograph display p0033 A80-16471
OSMOSIS
MT REVERSE OSMOSIS
In the weight loss of hyperbaric habitation a disorder of osmoregulation p0189 A80-41888
Extremes of urine osmolality - Lack of effect on red blood cell survival p0220 A80-46196
Extracellular hyperosmolarity and body temperature during physical exercise in dogs p0271 A80-58076
Kinesic analysis of osmotic processes under non-equilibrium conditions p0053 N80-14669
OSMOTIC PRESSURE
U OSMOSIS
OSTEOPOROSIS
Bone remodeling in centrifuged rats - Histomorphometric study after an 18-day run p0047 A80-20450
Incorporation of glycine-2-C-14 in acid-insoluble proteins of rat bones and teeth during hypophosphatemia and administration of thyrocalcitonine [NASA-TB-75590] p0155 N80-22259
Changes in bone tissue under conditions of hypophosphatemia and in connection with age [NASA-TB-75610] p0257 N80-32064
OSTEOLOGY
OSTILITH ORGANS
Results of the investigation of the otolith function in manned space flights
PEPTIDES
N POLYPEPTIDES
Operational description of microsystems formation
in prebiological molecular evolution
Oligo-glycine synthesis in an aqueous solution of
glycine under oxidative conditions --- prebiotic
The effect of SQ-20881, an inhibitor of
carboxypeptidase /angiotensin / of transforming
enzyme on the peripheral blood circulation
during the early postresuscitation period
The effects of cold accentuation on
the activity of acid peptide-hydrolases in
lysozyme-enriched fractions of rat brain and
liver tissues
Synthesis of peptides from amino acids and ATP
with lysine-rich proteinoid
Hypothetical responses to neurotensin in vertebrates
Studies of the chemical basis of the origin of
peptide synthesis initiation and direction of
peptide growth

PERCEIVED
NT AUDITORY PERCEPTION
NT CONSCIOUSNESS
NT KINESIOSES
NT MOTION PERCEPTION
NT OLFACTORY PERCEPTION
NT PAIN
NT PAIN SENSITIVITY
NT PROPRIOCEPTION
NT SENSORY PERCEPTION
NT SPACE PERCEPTION
NT TASTE
NT TOUCH
NT VERTICAL PERCEPTION
NT VIBRATION PERCEPTION
NT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
NT VISUAL PERCEPTION

PERCEPTUAL TIME CONSTANT
Illusory reversal of extrafoveally perceived
displacement
Temporal brightness enhancement studied with a
large sample of observers - Evidence for
individual differences in brightness perception

PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
NT PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Prediction of the physical work capacity of
persons at mountain altitudes
Data analysis methodology for day/night inflight
tactical navigation
Optimal control model predictions of system
performance and attention allocation and their
experimental validation in a display design study
An attempted validation study of the
birthdate-based biorythms /BBB/ hypothesis
Predicting the effects of vibration frequency and
axis, and seating conditions on the reading of
numeric displays
Ability, involvement and climate as multiple and
interactive predictors of performance
Work performance as a function of the interaction
of ability, work values, and the perceived work
environment
A discriminant analysis of pilot performance
prediction and selection for air-to-air combat
Colour displays: Their availability, performance
and application to improved crew efficiency
Human performance in continuous operations.

PERFORMANCE TESTING
Investigation of operator work capacity under
conditions of continuous activity
Molecular sieve generation of aviator's oxygen -
Performance of a prototype system under
simulated flight conditions
Design concepts of survival suits for cold water
immersion and their thermal protection performance
A comparison of control simulators having force
inputs and displacement feedback. Applications
to the manual control of underwater vehicles
A review of USAFSAM studies employing
multiple-tasks performance devices
Project PIBES. Volume 4: Prototype protective
ensemble qualification test report, phase IB

PERIODIC VARIATIONS
NT ANNUAL VARIATIONS
NT DIURNAL VARIATIONS
Effect of induced cyclic changes of deep body
temperature on performance in a flight simulator

PERIODICITY
NT DIURNAL VARIATIONS

PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
The effect of SQ-20881, an inhibitor of
carboxypeptidase /angiotensin / of transforming
enzyme on the peripheral blood circulation
during the early postresuscitation period
Some hemodynamic parameters during respiration of
oxygen under excessive pressure

PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT (COMPUTERS)
NT COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES
NT INTEL 8080 MICROPROCESSORS
PERIPHERAL BLOOD SYSTEM
Microwaves induce peripheral vasodilation in
squirrel monkey

PERIPHERAL VISION
Peripheral vision and tracking performance under
stress
Brightness exponent as a function of retinal
eccentricity in the peripheral visual field -
Effects of dark and light adaptation
The application of echocardiography to the 
cardiological evaluation of flight personnel
Abdominal echotomography - Its place in the 
evaluation of flight personnel
Agricultural aviation medicine in the Soviet Union
Asymptomatic atherosclerotic occlusive vascular 
disease - Its significance in the evaluation of 
aircrew members
The responsibility of air force medical officers 
for judgments concerning flight fitness
The air force medical officer and the assessment 
of flight fitness in civil aviation - 
Responsibility, fulfillment of duties, and 
definition of role
Social-medical aspects of the selection of 
Miliftary pilots

PHYSICAL EXERCISE

T-waves in the exercise ECG - Their location and 
occurrence
Effects and post-effects of two-hour exhausting 
exercise on composition and gas transport 
functions of blood
Seasonal variation in work performance and heart 
rate response to exercise - A study of 1,835 
middle-aged men
Difference between end-tidal and arterial P/C02/ 
in exercise
Thermogenic control during exercise in a cold 
environment
Unreliability of exercise-induced R wave changes 
as indexes of coronary artery disease
Analysis of exercise-induced R wave amplitude 
changes in left bundle branch block
Quantitative study of free amino acids in human 
exercise sweat excreted from the forearms of 
healthy trained and untrained men during exercise
Body temperature and heart rate relationships 
during submaximal bicycle ergometer exercises
Exercise response to simulated weightlessness
Development of 'sports anemia' in physically fit 
men after daily sustained submaximal exercise
Training and acclimatization - Effects on 
responses to exercise in a desert environment
Central circulation and metabolism of the healthy 
man during postural exposures and arm exercise 
in the head-down position
Effects of exercise training on left ventricular 
function in normal subjects - A longitudinal 
study by radionuclide angiography
Ventilatory control during exercise with increased 
external dead space
Vital capacity, exercise performance, and blood 
gases at altitude as related to age
Exercise thermoregulation after 14 days of bed rest
Echocardiographic left ventricular masses in 
distance runners and weight lifters
Some aspects concerning the dynamic evaluation of 
oxegen consumption in exercise tests
Use of a cardiogear to monitor the heart rate of 
cosmonauts during physical exercises and under 
conditions of a low-pressure suit onboard Salyut 6
Vital capacity, exercise performance, and blood 
gases at altitude as related to age
Exercise thermoregulation after 14 days of bed rest
Echocardiographic left ventricular masses in 
distance runners and weight lifters
Some aspects concerning the dynamic evaluation of 
oxegen consumption in exercise tests
Use of a cardiogear to monitor the heart rate of 
cosmonauts during physical exercises and under 
conditions of a low-pressure suit onboard Salyut 6
The circadian rhythm of aerobic efficiency
Role of thermal and exercise factors in the 
mechanism of hyperventilation
Exercise training-induced hyperventilation - Role of 
plasma albumin, renin, and vasopressin
Control of skin blood flow during exercise by 
thermal reflexes and baroreflexes
Assessment of physical working capacity in clinic 
and athletics --- Russian book
Thermoregulation during rest and exercise in 
different postures in a hot humid environment
Chemical and nonchemical components of ventilation 
during hypercapnic exercise in man
The dependence of organ responses on physical 
load doses under conditions of restricted 
muscular activity --- during and after space 
flights
The role of dopamine in temperature regulation 
during exercise stress
Electrocardiographic exercise testing and 
ambulatory monitoring to identify patients with 
ischemic heart disease at high risk of sudden 
death
Na+ and Ca2+ ingestion - Plasma volume-electrolyte 
distribution at rest and exercise
Absolute and relative work capacity in women at 
758, 586, and 523 torr barometric pressure
Physiological effects of cold air inhalation 
during exercise
Maximal cardiac output during upright exercise 
- Approximate normal standards and variations with 
coronary heart disease
Plasma AVP, neurophysin, renin activity, and 
aldosterone during submaximal exercise performed 
until exhaustion in trained and untrained men
The influence of temperature on the amplitude and 
frequency components of the ECG during brief and 
sustained isometric contractions
Plasma testosterone during treadmill exercise
The influence of temperature on the amplitude and 
frequency components of the ECG during brief and 
sustained isometric contractions
Fluid-electrolyte shifts and thermoregulation - 
Heat and work in heat with head cooling
Hypothermia induced by 5-thio-D-glucose - Effects 
on treadmill performance in the heat
Effect of alcohol on man's response to mild 
physical activity in a cold environment
The structure of oxygen debt in humans following 
prolonged hypokinesis
Physiological aspects of automatic physical 
training control by biofeedback in weightlessness
Effects of apomorphine and pimozide on temperature 
regulation during exercise in the rat
Ventricular volume overload alters cardiac output 
distribution in rats during exercise
Pulmonary mechanics during exercise in normal males
Methods and techniques for evaluating 
physiological functions of sportswmen in the air 
force
Cardiopulmonary responses to arm exercise 
performed in various ways
Cardiac frequency during stepping exercise and 
during treadmill walking as guides to the 
Harvard Pack Index of physical fitness
PHYSICAL FITNESS

Extracellular hyperosmolality and body temperature during physical exercise in dogs p0271 A80-53941

Effect of a rapid 4 percent carbogen infusion on maximal treadmill exercise performance [PB-296627/3] p0271 A80-54076

Hypothermia induced by chlorpromazine or L-tryptophan effects on treadmill performance in the heat [AD-A069894] p0018 B80-11764

Cold air inhalation, esophageal temperature lung function in exercising humans [AD-A069510] p0019 B80-11765

Muscular force-velocity alterations consequent to slow and fast velocity power training p0109 B80-18696

Effect of graded physical load on the state of the liver from morphometric data and biochemical blood indices of rats against a background of hypokinesia [NASA-TM-79069] p0113 B80-19750

Dynamics of erythrocyte count, hemoglobin, and catalase activity in rat blood in hypokinesia, muscular activity and restoration [NASA-TM-76058] p0114 B80-19752


Hypertension in high altitude decompression sickness during falls in barometric pressure from 1 atm to a fraction thereof [NASA-TM-76015] p0140 B80-21977

Principles for classification of work load for vonen hazards of high altitude decompression sickness p0109 B80-18696

Physiological responses of physically fit men and women to acute altitude exposure and hyperventilation p0071 A80-53941

Biochemical changes in humans upon exposure to ozone and exercise [PB80-105554] p0158 B80-22992

Time for recovery from successive bouts of exercise as measured by changes in the anaerobic threshold: A comparison of recovery intervals of 24 and 48 hours p0163 B80-23970

Content of total iron, copper and manganese in liver of animals during hypokinesia, muscular activity and process of recovery [NASA-TM-76130] p0177 B80-24981


Hematological aspects of heat stress in trained and untrained men with special emphasis on erythrocyte volume, acid-base balance and fluid-electrolyte shifts [AD-A071757] p0179 B80-24997

Low-level carbon monoxide exposure and work capacity at 1600 meters [PB80-129083] p0180 B80-25001

The relationship of exercise performance to variations in blood acid-base status induced by changes in the inspired oxygen fraction p0182 B80-26030

Circulation is exercising crew members of the first main expedition aboard Salut-6 p0207 B80-27997

Evaluation of efficacy of the set of preventive measures referable to the human neuromuscular system under hypokinetic conditions p0209 B80-28007

Effects of ozone on exercising and sedentary adult men and women representative of the flight attendant population [AD-A080045] p0215 B80-28089

Changes in the QRS complex of the electrocardiogram during sleep and exercise [CSIB-ELEK-167] p0226 B80-29022


The effect of physical conditioning on GZ tolerance p0253 B80-31031


Physical exercises on a bicycle-ergometer and running track to prevent hypodynamia in workers of intellectual labor [NASA-TM-76306] p0257 B80-32067

Therapeutic gymnastics is comprehensive treatment of patients with generalized anemia [NASA-TM-76312] p0258 B80-32069

Use of physical culture to increase resistance of morons to motion sickness p0259 B80-32079

Cardiorespiratory system reactions of cosmonauts to exercise following long-term missions aboard the Salut 6 orbital station p0277 B80-34060

PHYSICAL FITNESS

Age-dependent dynamics of the succinate-dehydrogenase activity of lymphocytes in physically active and inactive persons p0001 A80-10333

Seasonal variation in work performance and heart rate response to exercise - A study of 1,935 middle-aged men p0023 A80-13274

Development of 'sports anemia' in physically fit men after daily sustained submaximal exercise p0047 B80-20448

Aerobic power and body fat of men and women during army basic training p0061 A80-18472

Prevalence of coronary heart disease risk factors in a young military population p0071 A80-13765

Methods for evaluating the physical and effort requirements of Navy tasks: Metabolic, psychological and the heat of intellectual labor p0099 A80-25011

Cardiac frequency during stepping exercise and during treadmill walking as guides to the Harvard Pack Index of physical fitness p0247 A80-16084

Reliability and information content of tests with cardioleader in cyclic types of sports p0109 B80-18696

Space flight research relevant to health, physical education, and recreation: With particular reference to Okhrab's life science experiments [NASA-E0-148] p0093 B80-17697

Muscular force-velocity alterations consequent to slow and fast velocity power training p0109 B80-18696

Reliability and information content of tests with cardioleader in cyclic types of sports p0140 B80-21975

Time for recovery from successive bouts of exercise as measured by changes in the anaerobic threshold: A comparison of recovery intervals of 24 and 48 hours p0163 B80-23970


The relation between tilt table and acceleration-tolerance and their dependence on stature and physical fitness [NASA-TM-75776] p0214 A80-28042


The effect of physical conditioning on GZ tolerance p0253 B80-31031

Static endurance of rats after flight aboard the Cosmos 936 biosatellite p0278 B80-34063

PHYSICAL WORK

Peripheral fatigue under local static work of varying intensity p0099 A80-25033

Functional stability of the trained organism under prolonged uniform loads in standard conditions p0099 A80-25033

SUBJECT INDEX
PHYSIOLOGIC EFFECTS COSTD

Cosmos-936 biosatellite --- physiological effects of weightlessness and artificial gravity
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0090 B80-17677]

Changes in the neuroregulatory system during 45 days of hypokinesia
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0091 B80-17681]

Electrostimulation of muscles for the prevention of neuromuscular disorders during 45-day antisthrotostatic hypokinesia
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0091 B80-17682]

Effect of acute hyperoxia on specific and nonspecific systems of the rabbit brain
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0092 B80-17685]

Study of bioelectric activity of neuro-muscular and sympathetic systems during exposure to a steady magnetic field
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0092 B80-17686]

Effects of strong infrared-frequency magnetic fields on bone marrow cell division
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0092 B80-17687]

Effect of steady magnetic field on some aspects of energy and nitrogen metabolism in the rat cerebral hemispheres
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0092 B80-17690]

Effect of rheoplyculia on blood clotting factors of the aorta, myocardium and venae cavae during hypokinesia
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0093 B80-17691]

Effects of accelerations on the early stage of radiation lesion in animals
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0093 B80-17692]

Test irradiation of chronically irradiated dogs for evaluation of hemopoietic system function
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0093 B80-17693]

Insoluble collagen content of dog tissues after exposure to low doses of chronic gamma radiation
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0093 B80-17694]

Arousal from sleep: The uniqueness of an individual's response and the problem of noise control
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0093 B80-17695]

Space flight research relevant to health, physical education, and recreation: With particular reference to Skylab's life science experiments
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0093 B80-17697]

The survival and protection of equipment in the event of accidental immersion in cold water: Physiological effects and cold acclimatization
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0094 B80-17702]

Effect of restricted motion in high temperature on enzymatic activity of the pancreas
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0107 B80-18683]

Effect of consecutive cooling and immobilization on catecholamine metabolism in rat tissues
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0107 B80-18684]

Features of cholinergic cardiac regulation under conditions of hypokinesia
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0108 B80-18687]

Muscular force-velocity alterations consequent to slow and fast velocity power training
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0109 B80-18696]

Hormone supply of the organism in prolonged emotional stress
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0111 B80-18706]

Physiologic reactions during five weeks of continuous residence in an artificial humid and hot climate
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0111 B80-18707]

Effects of gravitational stress, hypokinesia, and hypodynamics on the structure of the vascular bed of the spleen
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0111 B80-18711]

Effect of habituation on the susceptibility of the rat to restraint ulcers
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0113 B80-19708]

Effect of graded physical load on the state of the liver from morphometric data and biochemical blood indices of rats against a background of hypokinesia
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0113 B80-19750]

Effectiveness of using thyrocalcitonin for the prevention of calcium metabolic disorder in the mineralized tissues of rabbits with 30 days hypokinesia
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0113 B80-19751]

Dynamics of erythrocyte count, hemoglobin, and catalase activity in rat blood in hypokinesia, muscular activity and restoration
   [SUBJECT INDEX p0114 B80-19752]
Multivariate analysis of physiological response to environmental stress
[DASA-TB-75976] P0203 B80-27065

Dynamics of change of lipid and monoamine metabolisms and the blood coagulation system during experimental atherosclerosis caused by restriction of movement
[NASA-TM-76151] p0156 880-22964

State of the body in disorders of diurnal physiological rhythms and long-term hypokinesia

Noise effects. Effects of noise exposure on blood circulation and respiration of man. Part 1: Results of a two-month exposure on groups of younger and older people
[FG-TWO-R-373-P] p0158 880-22977

Effects of fright on human behavior and pain performance. Citations from the NTIS data base
[FB80-804263] p0158 880-22978

Behavior and physiological effects of noise, volume 3. Citations from the NTIS data base
[FB80-803986] p0158 880-22979

Bioclassical changes in humans upon exposure to ozone and exercise
[FB80-105554] p0158 880-22982

Influence of experimental hypokinesia on gastric secretory function

Procedure of practical exercise with students on the pathogenetic effect of accelerations on the organism

Growth and formation of the foreleg skeleton inbred mice and rats under conditions of hypocrystalline-microconvoluted pannus hyperactivity
[NASA-TM-76095] p0177 880-24978

Change in radio sensitivity of mice under effect of rotation
[NASA-TM-76026] p0177 880-24980

Content of total iron, copper and manganese in liver of animals during hypokinesia, muscle activity and process of recovery
[NASA-TM-76130] p0177 880-24981

Studies on oxygen toxicity in the lung
[AB-AR08256] p0178 880-24984

Free amino acids of the blood and some organs in hypokinesia

Hypodynamic and hypokinetic condition of skeletal muscles
[NASA-TM-76009] p0178 880-24999

Physiological responses of men and women to humid and dry heat
[AD-1079753] p0179 880-24995

Neurometabolic aspects of heat stress in trained and untrained men with special emphasis on erythrocyte volume, acid-base balance and fluid-electrolyte shifts
[AD-1077757] p0179 880-24997

Low-level carbon monoxide exposure and work capacity at 1600 meters
[FB80-129083] p0180 880-25001

Various techniques for evaluating cardiodynamic function using chronically instrumented canine models
[AD-1071268] p0182 880-26035

Change in radiosensitivity of rats during hypokinesia stress
[NASA-TM-75068] p0201 880-27068

Effect of sharply lowered muscular activity on the thyroid gland of the white rat
[NASA-TM-76114] p0201 880-27070

The effect produced by pheobarbital, sex hormone and by castration on the development of gastric mucosa destruction due to electrolized immobilization
[NASA-TM-76156] p0201 880-27071

Changes in leucocyte stability in hypokinesia

The behavior of fatty acids in the blood plasma of monkeys following exposure to short term stresses

Experimental gastric ulcers induced by immobilization and electric shock of rats and their pharmacotherapy

Effect of central neurotropic substances on the hypothalamic limbic cortex system during immobilization of animals

Oxygen consumption of animals under conditions of hypokinesia

Mechanisms of water-salt metabolism disturbances in dogs subjected to six month hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-76167] p0205 880-27083

Effect of immobilization on the FEG of the baboon. Comparison with teletetry results from unrestrained animals
[NASA-TM-76167] p0206 880-27084

Calorigenic effect of adrenaline in rats under conditions of restricted motor activity
[NASA-TM-76170] p0206 880-27087

Displacement of plasma protein and conduction velocity in rats under action of acceleration forces and hypokinesia

Experimental coronary sclerosis induced by immobilization of rabbits: A new model of arteriosclerosis
[NASA-TM-76196] p0207 880-27090

Effects of immobilization on spermiogenesis
[NASA-TM-76282] p0207 880-27093

USSR Report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, volume 14, no. 3, 1980
[JPBS-75956] p0208 880-27094

USSR Report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, volume 14, no. 2, 1980
[JPBS-75964] p0208 880-27095

Principal results of physiological experiments with rats exposed to ozone and exercise
[HASA-TB-76191] p0208 880-27096

Effect of hypokinesia on invetrate activity of the mucous of the small intestine
[HASA-TB-76197] p0213 880-27097

Changes of the body functions during long-term hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-76166] p0213 880-27098

The content of catecholamines in the adrenal glands and sections of the brain under hypokinesia and injection of some neurotropic agents
[NASA-TM-76010] p0214 880-27099

Characteristics of easyasik induction provoked by calodane
[NASA-TM-76194] p0214 880-27099

Cardiovascular and respiratory physiopathological aspects of hypokinesia

Effects of ozone on exercising and sedentary adult men and women representative of the flight attendant population
[AD-A004095] p0215 880-27099

Altitude hypoxia. Citations from the NTIS data base
[FB80-807696] p0215 880-27099

Electroencephalographic changes in albino rats subjected to stress

The effect of hypokinesia on the structure of the intracerebral blood vessels and the capacity of the blood atrium in the diaphragm of white rats
[NASA-TM-76140] p0225 880-29012

Effect of certain psychopharmacological preparations on adaptation under stress conditions
[NASA-TM-76185] p0226 880-29016

Tetragenic effects of long-term exposure to diesel exhaust emissions (data)
[FB80-159985] p0226 880-29018

Teratogenic effects of long-term exposure to diesel exhaust emission (rabbits)
[FB80-168559] p0226 880-29019

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 1, part 1, records 1-1580
[OBBI/EIS-163/T1-P2] p0228 H80-29030

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 1, part 2, records 1-1580
[DOE/TIC-V1176] p0228 N80-29034

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 14, no. 2, 1980
[AD-A080045] p0215 B80-28049

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 1, part 1, records 1-1580
[OBBL/BIS-163/V1-P1] p0228 H80-29031

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 14, no. 3, 1980
[HASA-TB-76196] p0229 B80-29037

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 1, part 2, records 1-1580
[HASA-TB-76192] p0229 B80-29038

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 14, no. 3, 1980
[HASA-TB-76193] p0229 B80-29039

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 14, no. 2, 1980
[HASA-TB-76194] p0229 B80-29040

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 1, part 1, records 1-1580
[HASA-TB-76196] p0229 B80-29041

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 1, part 2, records 1-1580
[HASA-TB-76192] p0229 B80-29042
Individual peculiarities of the space-tissue organization of the bioelectric activity of the brain in a probabilistic prediction situation

Effects of centrifugation stress on pituitary-gonadal function in male rats

Fluid shifts and endocrine responses during chair rest and water immersion in man

Cardiac output at high altitude - Russian book

A physical study of vibratory stress - Physiological interpretation - Importance in aircraft accidents

The influence of intermittent aircraft noise on sleep II

Preliminary results of microwave effects on the central nervous system of a primate /Macaca mulatta/

The effects of cold acclimatization on the activity of acid peptide-hydrolases in lysosome-enriched fractions of rat brain and liver tissues

The ultrastructure of the brain during hypoxia --- Russian book

Effects of sustained exposure to hypoxic environment on temporal discrimination behaviour in rats

Delineating acute neuroendocrine responses in microwave-exposed rats

Muscular work as thermal behavior in humans

Instrumented animal systems for toxic assessment of materials

Arctic medical research in the Nordic countries

Cardiovascular responses of man exposed to plus Gz accelerations in a centrifuge

Interactions between surface cooling and LBNP-induced central hypovolemia --- Lower Body Negative Pressure

Retinal changes in rats flown on Cosmos 936 - A cosmic ray experiment

Physiological responses of men and women to humid and dry heat

Long-term biological effects of very intense 60 Hz electric field on mice

The effect of the temperatures of different skin layers on the activity of cold thermoreceptors

Characterisation of renal response to prolonged immersion in normal man

Cerebrovascular permeability to sucrose in the rat exposed to 2,450-MHz microwaves

Plasma testosterone during treadmill exercise

Physiological responses of physically fit men and women to acclimation to humid heat

On human response to prolonged repeated whole-body vibration

Physiological reactions during acute adaptation to reduced gravity

Physiological adjustments of women to prolonged work during acute hypoxia

Methods and techniques for evaluating physiological functions of sportsmen in the air force

Circadian rhythms in air operations

Effects of long-term space flights on reactions of adrenal cortex and medulla

Effect of prolonged hypodynamia on certain physiological functions in dogs

Monitoring vital signs in the diver (AB-A071250)

Circadian rhythms. Citations from the International Aerospace Abstracts data base

Analysis of human auditory brainstem responses for complex stimuli

PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY

PHYSIOLOGICAL TELEMETRY
Investigation of the self-regulation of activity of cholinesterases of blood and heart in methods for evaluating the physical and effort performance, and perceived effort correlation with heart rate changes during the use of digital computerized and visual feedback devices.

Parallel visual pathways - A review

Methods for evaluating the physical and effort requirements of Navy tasks: Metabolic, performance, and physical ability correlates of perceived effort

Activity of cholinesterases of blood and heart in rats of different sex and age during muscular loads and hypertension

Ideas of I.M. Sechenov in aviation and space medicine

Characteristics of oculomotor responses and their sensory components during simulation of low-altitude flights

Determination of psychophysiological reaction norms of a pilot during work

Method for generalizing operator performance factor evaluation in multidimensional tracking problems

Proficiency maintenance and assessment in an instrument flight simulator

Psychophysiological monitoring of operator's emotional stress in aviation and astronautics

Heat stress exposure of aerial spray pilots

The effect of age and vitamin provision of pilots on their night vision characteristics

An investigation of landing accidents in relation to fatigue

An experimental study of mental fatigue

Effect of pretraining criterion on flight simulator and secondary cognitive task performance

Development and application of a task taxonomy for tactical flying

Validation of an inflight performance measurement methodology - F-4 ground attack training evaluation

Air combat maneuvering performance measurement

The development of objective inflight performance assessment procedures

Operator visual workload shifts as a function of vehicle stability

Evaluation of a pilot workload metric for simulated VIGL landing tasks

The use of color-coded symbols in a highly dense situation display

Optimal estimator model for human spatial orientation

A dual task investigation of pilots' skill level

Effect of cursor characteristics on pilots' tracking performance on a cathode-ray tube in dynamic simulation

Aeromedical and physiologic aspects of fighter pilot selection and performance - Theoretical considerations
The place of the psychological factor among the causes of aircraft accidents in general aviation
Possibilities and limitations of the application of psychological tests --- for flight safety improvement
Residual effects of alcohol on aircrew performance
Pilot reactions to communicating with a talking computer
Statistical studies on blood pressure of JASDF pilots - Comparison with Japanese adult males
The qualifications of flight personnel, a safety factor in air transport
The council and commissions for disciplining pilots - Infractions and sanctions
Analysis of eighty-four commercial aviation accidents - Implications for a resource management approach to crew training
An analytical evaluation method of manual control system utilizing human pilot model
Predicting the effects of vertical vibration frequency, combinations of frequencies and viewing distance on the reading of numeric displays
Performance effects of alcohol intoxication and hangover at ground level and at simulated altitude
Effect of induced cyclic changes of body temperature on performance in a flight simulator
Pickup of visual information by the pilot during a ground control approach in a fighter aircraft simulator
The effect of psychic self-regulation/autogenous training on the maintenance of the professional skill of pilots
Mathematical model for evaluating human operator activity in solving the problem of limiting controllability in an ergatic control and monitoring system
Symposium on human factors in civil aviation. II
A human performance/ workload evaluation of the AN/PVS-5 bifocal night vision goggle
Response time effects of alerting tone and semantic content for synthesized voice cockpit warnings
Investigation of life change as a contributing factor in aircraft accidents - A prospectus
Physical standards for high-performance fighter aircraft pilots
Equiperception maneuvers -- aircraft motion perception
Pilot study on the value of a beta-blocking drug in initial helicopter training
Intellectual-perceptual mental activity in pilots over 60 years old
Flight fitness of pilots over sixty years old - Clinical studies and medical and legal considerations
Approaches to human performance improvement --- for commercial aviation safety
Age-related distinctions of changes in psychophysiological functions of pilots in the civil aviation under the influence of vibration

The scope, limits, and training implications of three models of aircraft pilot emergency response behavior
Single pilot scanning behavior in simulated instrument flight
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cardiovascular system in psycho-emotional stress
[NASA-TM-76035] p0214 880-28045
Characteristics of enzymatic induction provoked by
chloride
[NASA-TM-76194] p0214 880-28047
Cardiovascular and respiratory physiopathological
aspects of hypokinesia
Electrophysiological changes in albino rats
subjected to stress
The effect of hypokinesia on the structure of the
intracellular blood vessels and the capacity of the
blood stream in the diaphragm of white rats
[NASA-TM-76140] p0225 880-29012
Effect of certain psychopharmacological
preparations on adaptation under stress conditions
[NASA-TM-76185] p0226 880-29016
The neural control of the coronary circulation
during behavioral stress in conscious dogs
p0230 880-29986
A method for studying human biodynamic responses
to whole-body 5-axis
p0233 880-29999
Clinical medical effects of head and neck response
during biodynamic stress experiments
p0234 880-30005
Acceleration and Performance Modeling
[AD-A083700] p0236 880-30032
Cold weather stress on humans. Citations from the
NEXIS data base
[pB80-81099] p0254 880-31035
The influence of modulated sinusoidal current on
the state of chromatin from neurons of the
cerebral cortex of rats in hypokinesia
[NASA-TM-76160] p0256 880-32056
The dynamics of certain indicators of nuclear
metabolism during hypokinesia in rats of
different ages under the influence of sinusoidal
modulated currents and measured physical load
[NASA-TM-76162] p0256 880-32058
Absorption of thalamic and nicotinic acid in the
rat intestine during fasting and immobilization
stress
Effects of biculins-induced activation of
nonenzymatic fibrinolysis during immobilization
stress
[NASA-TM-76189] p0257 880-32065
Differences in certain physiological,
biochemical, and subjective measures of work
effect between males and females with backpacking
p0281 880-34089
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY)
Psychophysiological monitoring of operator’s
emotional stress in aviation and aeronautics
p0047 880-20449
The effect of certain external factors on the
human auditory function
p0051 880-21038
An evaluation of heart rate during sport and
high psychological and physiological stress ---
German thesis
p0075 880-21851
Aircrew stress in wartime operations --- Book
p0078 880-23208
The historical background to wartime research in
psychology in the Royal Air Force
p0078 880-23209
Fluctuations in navigator performance during
operational mortises
p0078 880-23212
Some measures of the effect of operational stress
on bomber crews
p0079 880-23213
Peripheral vision and tracking performance under
stress
p0082 880-24046
The possibility of distinguishing between
emotional stress levels according to speech
indicators in aerospace activities
p0116 880-32998
Psychological training of an astronaut operator
under the conditions of emotional stress
p0120 880-32999
Air traffic control stress and its effects — An
investigation at Manchester airport
p0195 880-40978
Astronaut stress in Shuttle/Spacelab work
environment
[ASA 79-316] p0266 A80-52282
 Dietary supplements used to prevent some changes
in the human body in the presence of nervous and
emotional stress
p0010 880-10758
Life stress, self-preoccupation, and social supports
[AD-A068624] p0014 880-10789
Concepts of workload — study of work capacity
and pilot performance in terms of physiological
and psychological stress
p0063 880-14780
Concepts of fatigue — survey of studies on pilot
performance and flight fatigue discussed in
terms of psychological and physiological stress
p0063 880-14781
Concepts of stress
p0063 880-14782
Handling qualities, workload and heart rate
p0064 880-14750
Papillometric methods of workload evaluation:
Present status and future possibilities —
pilot workload
p0065 880-14752
Speech patterns and aircrew workload
p0065 880-14754
An exploratory study of psychophysiological
measurements as indicators of air traffic
time control sector workload
p0065 880-14755
Individual and system performance indices for the
air traffic control system
Submerged bodies

STRESS RELAXATION

- Workload and stress in air traffic controllers
- Assessment correlates of workload and performance
- Hormone supply of the organism in prolonged
  emotional stress
- Evaluation and forecasting of mental fitness of
  flight personal in the presence of nervous
- The effect of restraining on the heart rate in
  guinea pigs

SUBSEA SYSTEMS

- Development of an automated stress/duress
  detection system, phase 1 and phase 2

SUBSTANTIAL BODIES

- The behavior of fatty acids in the blood plasma of
  monkeys following exposure to short term stresses
- Control of stress on stress on humans. Citations from the
  NTIS database

STRESS WAVES

- Interaction of electromagnetic energy with
  absorptive material by thermally inducing
  elastic stress waves

STRESSES

- VT TENSILE STRESS
- VT THERMAL STRESSES
- VT VIBRATIONAL STRESSES

SUBJECT INDEX

- Human engineering design criteria for modern
  control/display components and standard parts
- On the structural and kinematic synthesis of
  open-loop manipulators. I - Basic structural and
  kinematic procedures
- Structural members
- Structural vibration
- Vibration transmission through different
  helicopter seat cushions
- STS
- US space transportation system
- Studies
- US investigation
- Subarctic regions
- Arctic medical research in the Nordic countries

SUBGRAVITY

- US reduced gravity

SUBHARVEST

- A potassium superoxide /KO2/ li.'a support system
  for Deep Quest

SUBMARINES

- A history of the Naval Research Laboratory
  contributions to submarine life support systems
- Atmospheric monitoring in submarines
- Carbon dioxide effects on submarines
- Atmospheric monitoring for submarine applications
- A monitor for atmospheric composition and
  contaminants in closed environments
- A comparison of control simulators having force
  inputs and displacement feedback. Applications to
  the manual control of underwater vehicles
- Studies on the removal of carbon monoxide from the
  atmosphere at ambient temperature --- submarine
  atmospheres

SUBMERGED BODIES

- US DIVING (UNDERSWATER)
  Characterization of renal response to prolonged
  immersion in normal man

SUBMERGING

- Fluid shifts and endocrine responses during chair
  rest and water immersion in man

SUBMERGING

- Influence of longitudinal accelerations on
  fluid-electrolyte metabolism and renal function
  under conditions of immersion

SUBMERGING

- Functional state of the cardiovascular system
  following a three-day immersion and prophylactic
  rotations in a small-radius centrifuge

SUBMERGING

- Design concepts of survival suits for cold water
  immersion and their thermal protection performance

SUBMERGING

- Use of short-arm centrifuge to prevent
  deconditioning when immersed in water (according
to K-reflexes)

SUBMERGING

- A minimum excursion-time control system

SUBMERGING

- NT concorde aircraft
- SUGARS
- NT glucose
- NT sucrose
- SUITS
- NT pressure suits
- NT SPACE SUITS
- Liquid conditioned suit and its use in alleviating
  heat stress in military flying

SUBMERGING

- Evaluation of heat flow components from heater to
  skin in an electric thermal suit

SUBMERGING

- Thermal insulation materials for diver's underwear
  garment

SUBMERGING

- Antiquity and evolutionary status of bacterial
  sulfate reduction - Sulfur isotope evidence
- Microbial sulfate reduction measured by an
  automated electrical impedance technique

SUBMERGING

- NT sulfurous isotopes
- NT sulfur compounds
- NT sulfates
- NT SULFUR ISOTOPES
- NT sulfa.
- NT ISOTOPES
- NT sulfate reduction - Sulfur isotope evidence
- Sulphur isotope ratios in late and early
  precambrian sediments and their implications
  regarding early environments and early life

SUBMERGING

- NT abstracts
- NT superoxides
- NT iron oxide peroxides
- NT superoxide anion
- NT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
- NT F-4 AIRCRAFT
- NT F-5 AIRCRAFT
- NT F-15 AIRCRAFT
- NT F-106 AIRCRAFT
- NT F-111 AIRCRAFT
- NT JAGUAR AIRCRAFT
- NT Mirage AIRCRAFT
- NT T-38 AIRCRAFT
- NT SUPERSONIC FLIGHT

- Supersonic aerial transport: Medical and
  physiological aspects --- Concorde aircraft

A-178
T-2 AIRCRAFT
Behavioral scientific study on T-2 flight simulator. II - Comparison of pilot workload between aircraft and simulator p0004 A80-11522

T-38 AIRCRAFT

TACAN
Data analysis methodology for day/night inflight tactical navigation p0083 A80-24050

TACHICARDIA
Coincident loss of consciousness and ventricular tachycardia during Gz stress. p0241 A80-88096

TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION
U TACAN
TACTILE SENSATION
U TOUCH
TAILLESS AIRCRAFT
CT F-106 AIRCRAFT
TALKING
Pilot reactions to communicating with a talking computer p0169 A80-37698

TALON AIRCRAFT
U F-38 AIRCRAFT
TABLE (DATA REDUCTION)
U DATA REDUCTION
TARGET ACQUISITION
A test of Fitts' law with moving targets p0170 A80-38466

TARGET RECOGNITION

TARGETS
Target position and velocity - The stimulus for smooth pursuit eye movements p0187 B80-41646

TASK COMPLETION

TASKS
TO VISUAL TASKS
Development and application of a task taxonomy for tactical flying p0081 A80-24035 A dual task investigation of pilots' skill level p0105 B80-28554 Effect of task variable interactions in lifting and lowering p0281 B80-34090

TASTE
Electrogustometric studies in orbital flight p0126 A80-30516

TAXONOMY
Development and application of a task taxonomy for tactical flying p0081 A80-24035 Two important directions of development of Soviet biometry p0017 B80-10997 A tentative taxonomy of human interactive factors in aircraft simulators [AD-A068442] p0275 B80-33099

TCP PROGRAM
U TERMINAL CONFIGURED VEHICLE PROGRAM

TRAINING
U EDUCATION
U TRAINS
Team training applications of voice processing technology [AD-A085999] p0261 B80-32092

TECHNIQUES
U METROLOGY
U TECHNOLOGY FORECASTING

TECHNOLOGIES
U BIOTECHNOLOGIES
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Applications of the thermoelectrically integrated membrane evaporator subsystem
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Velocity specificity of the flicker to pattern sensitivity ratio in human vision

Pneumal and peripheral displacement thresholds as a function of stimulus luminance, line length and duration of movement

Derivation of prepsychosis and Noise Induced Permanent Threshold Shift (NIPS) to be used for the basis of a standard on the effects of noise on hearing

An investigation of cardiac threshold variability relative to stimulus shape and respiratory cycle

Towards a better understanding of temporary threshold shift of hearing

Visual scene perception. Frequency domain data and model parameter estimation procedure

Development and application of a brain stem audiometer

A study of human throat-wall and vocal tract from input/output measurements

Effects of hirudin-induced activation of nonenzymatic fibrinolysis during immobilization

Effects of hypodynamia on the hemocoagulative properties of the vascular wall and myocardium

Effect of intrahippocampal TEH on body temperature

Effects of hypodynamia on the heparocoagulative disturbances in the vater-salt and mineral metabolism during a 30-day hypokinesia

Factors affecting the regulation of biological oxidation processes in tissue specimens

General characteristics of the rheological properties of the soft tissues of the human body using local cycling loading measurements and a simple phenomenological model of these properties

RF-field interactions with biological systems - Electrical properties and biophysical mechanisms

Frequency and power windowing in tissue interactions with weak electromagnetic fields

Induction of calcium-ion efflux from brain tissue by radio-frequency radiation - Effects of modulation frequency and field strength

Significance of blood flow in calculations of temperature in laser irradiated tissue

Determination of oxygen tension in the subcutaneous tissue of cosmonauts during the Salyut-6 mission

Excursion of vibrating microelectrodes in tissue

Temperature and frequency dependence of ultrasonic attenuation in selected tissues

General characterization of the rheological properties of human soft tissues based on measurements made by the local cyclic loading method and a simple phenomenological model of these properties

Quantifying the hazard of field–man interaction in electrically shielded enclosures

Temperature distribution in simulated living tissues irradiated electromagnetically

The architecture of the avian retina following exposure to chronic 2 G

Late degeneration in rabbit tissues after irradiation by heavy ions

Tissue analysis for thiazide diuretics

The growth dynamics of gas bubbles in biological tissues under decomposition /mathematical modeling/

Effect of space flight conditions on deoxyribonucleoprotein and nucleic acid content of rat tissues

Apparatus for measurement of tissue compliance

Effect of prolonged hypokinesia on tissue blood flow

Mechanism of disorder of plastic processes in tissue during prolonged hypokinesia

Sat plasma and tissue lipids after a long-term flight

Mechanism of disorder of plastic processes in tissue during prolonged hypokinesia

Distribution of oxygen tension in the subcutaneous tissue of cosmonauts during the Salyut-6 mission

Excursion of vibrating microelectrodes in tissue
Changes of gas metabolism, gas homeostasis and tissue respiration in rats during prolonged hypokinesia

Changes in bone tissue under conditions of hypokinesia

Measurement of the mechanical impedance of human soft tissue in vivo

The effect of hypodynamia on mineral and protein metabolism in calcified tissues of the mastodontal system (experimental radiocarbo study)

Isolation and gas chromatographic demonstration of volatile organic substances in thin-layer biological samples

State of human bone tissue protein fraction after space flights

Radiofrequency radiation and living tissue: Theoretical studies

Changes in bone tissue under conditions of hypokinesia and in connection with age

Morphological changes in rat lungs after flight aboard the Cosmos-936 biosatellite

Tentative activity of chromatin DNA and the adenylate cyclase system of rat tissues aboard the Cosmos-936 biosatellite

The role of temperature in experiments on biological objects under extreme conditions

Distribution of benzene in tissues of hypokinetic animals

Radiofrequency radiation and living tissue: Theoretical studies

Changes in bone tissue under conditions of hypokinesia and in connection with age

Morphological changes in rat lungs after flight aboard the Cosmos-936 biosatellite

The importance of ammonia in the metabolic effects of hydrazine

Toxic effects of chemicals in the altered gas environment of pressurized chambers

Maintenance of air operations while under attack with chemical agents --- protective clothing

Philosophy of protection of US aircrews against chemical warfare agents

Characteristics of enzymatic induction provoked by chloroanilide

Parasemium tetraradiatum: Prescreen for hazardous agents

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 1, part 1, records 1-1580

Chemicals identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 1, part 2, records 1-1580

Development and validation of methods for sampling and analysis of workplace toxic substances

Toxic effects of chemicals in the altered gas environment of pressurized chambers

Maintenance of air operations while under attack with chemical agents --- protective clothing

Parasemium tetraradiatum: Prescreen for hazardous agents

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 1, part 1, records 1-1580

Chemicals identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 1, part 2, records 1-1580

Development and validation of methods for sampling and analysis of workplace toxic substances
U.S.S.R.

Soviet and Eastern European research on biological effects of microwave radiation

Two important directions of development of Soviet bioetry

Automated system for diagnosing cranioencephrinal injury

Ideas of I. M. Sechenov in aviation and space medicine

U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM

Scientific biomedical studies during the flight of the first Bulgarian cosmonaut

Results of the investigation of the otolith function in manned space flights

USSR Report: Space Biology and Aerospace Medicine, volume 14, no. 4, 1980

UH-1 HELICOPTER

Rotary wing proficiency-based Aviator Selection System (PASS)

[ADO-AB9838]

ULCERS

Gastric ulcers affecting pilots of the Peruvian air force

Effect of the enzymatic inhibitor of kunitz on the gastric lesions from reserpine, from phenylbutazone, from pyloric ligation and by restraint in the rat

Influence of ambient temperatures on the production of restraint ulcers in the rat

Restraint ulcers in the rat: 1. Influence on ulcer frequency of fasting and of environmental temperature associated with immobilization of varying durations

Effect of habituation on the susceptibility of the rat to restraint ulcers

Reduction of the duration of restraint for the production of experimental ulcers in rats: Application to the study of protective substances

Effects of audio-visual stimulation on the incidence of restraint ulcers on the Wistar rat

The ulcerogenic effect of bile and bile acid in rats during immobilization stress

The effect produced by phenobarbital, ser hormone and by castration on the development of gastric mucosa destruction due to electrization of immobilized rats

Experimental gastric ulcers induced by immobilization and electric shock of rats and their pharmacotherapy

Effect of psychotropic drugs on gastric ulcers induced by immobilization: Increased protective effect of antipretamine caused by chlorpromazine

Electrocelephalographic changes in albo rats subjected to stress
VECTOR ANALYSIS

Vector model for normal and dichromatic color vision p0083 A80-24135

VECTORCARDIOGRAPHY

The normal values of spatial velocity in the second part of QRS /A cooperative study of 229 healthy individuals/ p0002 A80-10422

Confidence regions of planar cardiac vectors p0044 A80-19850

Frank orthogonal vectorcardiograms in humans during and after exposure to +Gz acceleration stress p0193 A80-42006

VEGETABLES


VEGETATION GROWTH

BT CROP GROWTH


VEHIS

In vivo investigation of the elastohysteresis properties of the aorta and its branches p0035 A80-17288

VELOCITY

BT FLOW VELOCITY

BT HIGH SPEED

Target position and velocity - The stimuli for smooth pursuit eye movements p0187 A80-41646

VENESAT SATELLITES

New studies of Venus --> vansera satellites 11 and 12 explorations; pioneer venus 2 entry probes p0009 N80-17666

VENTILATION

Theoretical analysis of the effect of state of pulmonary circulation on distribution of ventilatory-perfusion relations and gas exchange in the lungs p0209 N80-28011

VENUS (PLANET)

New studies of Venus --> vansera satellites 11 and 12 explorations; pioneer venus 2 entry probes [NASA-TR-75931] p0010 A80-17666

VENUS ATMOSPHERE

New studies of Venus --> vansera satellites 11 and 12 explorations; pioneer venus 2 entry probes [NASA-TR-75931] p0009 N80-17666

VENUS PROBES

BT VENUS SATELLITES

Verbal Communication

The feasibility and psychological aspects of verbal interaction of man and automatic systems p0148 A80-33007

Pilot reactions to communicating with a talking computer p0169 A80-37698

VERTICAL COLUMN

The physiology of vertebral pain in helicopter pilots p0030 A80-15633

The classification of spinal column deformities resulting from aircraft ejection forces [ASEE PAPER 80-EMAS-44] p0199 A80-43218

Vertebral pain in helicopter pilots [NASA-TR-75792] p0214 N80-28043

VERTEBRATES

BT BIRDS

BT DOGS

BT FISHES

BT HUMAN BRINGS

BT MICE

BT MONKEYS

BT RATS

- The circadian rhythms of biological processes and their adaptive significance in vertebrate ontogenesis --- Russian book

- Hypothetical responses to neurotransin in vertebrates p0171 A80-38705

p0172 A80-39277

Temporal precision in circadian systems - A reliable neuronal clock from unreliable components p0242 A80-49849

VERTICAL MOTION

Vertical stabilization of a quadruped walking machine p035 A80-17262

Investigation of transitional characteristics of the equilibria preservation system --- human vertical posture response during acceleration p0125 A80-29909

Predicting the effects of vertical vibration frequency, combinations of frequencies and viewing distance on the reading of numeric displays p0187 A80-41690

VERTICAL ORIENTATION

Placetas and fish orientation during parabolic aircraft flight p0192 A80-41997

VERTICAL PERCEPTION


Vestibular reactions in patients during occlusion form of chorioependymitis [NASA-TH-76356] p0260 N80-32080

VERTICAL TAKEDOFF AIRCRAFT

Evaluation of a pilot workload metric for simulated VTOL landing tasks p0082 A80-24042

Performance, physiological, and oculometric evaluation of VTOL landing displays [NASA-CBP-3171] p0019 N80-11771

VERTIGO


Vestibular reactions in patients during occlusion form of chorioependymitis [NASA-TH-76356] p0260 N80-32080

VERY LONG BASE INTERFEROMETER

A very long baseline interferometry sky survey p0225 N80-28812

VERY LOW FREQUENCIES

Low frequency acoustic detection in support of human detection range prediction (A-400579) p0157 N80-22973

VESTIBULAR HYPOTHESIS

Investigation of the predictive value of electromyogramograms /EMG/ in professional-selection vestibulometry p0130 A80-32235

Influence of mobility restriction on habituation of the vestibular apparatus [NASA-TR-75995] p0089 N80-17669

Vestibular compensation in the rat: A model for motor learning p0230 A80-29986

Technique of electrical stimulation of the vestibular analyzer under clinical conditions [NASA-TR-76367] p0259 N80-32075

Vestibular reactions in patients during occlusion form of chorioependymitis [NASA-TR-76356] p0260 N80-32080

VESTIBULAR TESTS

A sudden-stop vestibulovisual test for rapid assessment of motion sickness manifestations p0046 A80-20444

Responses of the primary vestibular afferents of the frog to direct vibratory stimulation of the semicircular canal p0102 A80-26030

Investigation of the predictive value of electromyogramograms /EMG/ in professional-selection vestibulometry p0130 A80-32235

Noise-induced hearing loss and vestibular dysfunction p0240 A80-48095

A preliminary study of vestibular equilibrium in primates under space flight conditions p0245 A80-50071

Effect of vestibular stimuli on visual tracking in a limited tracking area p0091 N80-17668

Effect of sodium bicarbonate on reactivity and tropisms of vestibular analyzer p0116 N80-19769

Glycerol test in diagnosing increased intralabyrinth pressure
VISUAL PERCEPTION

visual targets during concurrent rotary acceleration p0026 A80-14000
Error dynamics of operator recognition of visual images p0033 A80-16464
Human operator eye-lid movement reaction during intense visual tasks involving the detection and tracking of visual signals p0033 A80-16470
Theoretical problems in modeling color grating detection --- in human vision p0049 A80-20861
Perturbation of induced rotation as an index of pattern structure --- for visual stimuli p0083 A80-24047
Concerning some mechanisms of visual recognition p0096 A80-25826
Neurophysiological mechanisms of filtering in the visual system p0098 A80-25827
Spatial summation of monochromatic light in the visual system p0099 A80-25828
The dependence of thresholds of detection of moving single bands of light on their spectrum and speed p0099 A80-25830
Visual search through color displays - Effects of target-background similarity and background uniformity p0104 A80-28101
Visual learning and interhemispherical interaction p0125 A80-30055
Some characteristics of binocular fixation in the discrimination and recognition of objects p0171 A80-39143
Human vigilance investigation analysis of the pattern array test (further data analysis) [HSL-13891-1] p0016 H80-10798
Helmet-mounted displays: An experimental investigation of display luminance and contrast [AD-A072059] p0021 H80-11783
Helmet-mounted sight/display program: Compass 310 flight test [AD-A072058] p0022 H80-11786
Detection of different target types in realistic terrain --- visual 'air to ground recognition' [AD-A072097] p0037 H80-12733
A facilitation effect in orientation discrimination [AD-A072726] p0060 H80-14713
Size and luminance discrimination in the peripheral visual field [HRL-R-760] p0110 H80-18703
Human color discriminative function with muscular tension during exposure to vestibular stimuli p0208 H80-28004

VISUAL DISPLAUS

U DISPLAY DEVICES
Peripheral vision and tracking performance under stress p0082 A80-24046
Central field of vision and electroluminescence in moderate hypoxia p0132 A80-32588
Brightness exponent as a function of retinal eccentricity in the peripheral visual field - Effects of dark and light adaptation p0186 A80-41139
Size and luminance discrimination in the peripheral visual field [HRL-R-760] p0110 H80-18703
The role of helmet mounted displays in high-speed low-level flight p023a H80-30011

VISUAL FLIGHT
When day is done and shadows fall, we miss the airport most of all --- visual accommodation and aircraft flight safety p004a A80-19024

VISUAL OBSERVATION
Engineering-psychological aspects of optimizing human visual work capacity in space flight p0148 A80-33005
Investigation of the operation of eye-telescope systems p0195 A80-42341

Accuracy of visual estimate of the remoteness of an object in a space having no optical reference p0218 A80-65273
Visual search performance in simulated remotely piloted vehicle utilization as a function of auxiliary task loading on the observer [AD-A072402] p0017 H80-10804

VISUAL PERCEPTION
NT SPACE PERCEPTION
NT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
Microsecond sensitivity of the human visual system to irregular flicker p0003 A80-11371
Some influences of vision on susceptibility to motion sickness p0004 A80-11630
Humans deprived of normal binocular vision have binocular interactions tuned to size and orientation p0025 A80-13864
The importance of pattern information for the resolution of depth-ambiguous apparent motion p0026 A80-13999
Visual information and vision of robots --- Russian book p0026 A80-14099
Processing of direction and magnitude by the saccadic eye-movement system p0035 A80-17060
Spatial filtering and mechanisms of perception --- in human vision p0046 A80-20858
Linear summation of tilt illusion and tilt aftereffect p0076 A80-22958
Information used by the perceptual and oculomotor systems regarding the amplitude of saccadic and pursuit eye movements p0076 A80-22971
Thresholds of recognition of various features of color stimuli p0099 A80-25829
Interaction of pre- and postsaccadic patterns having the same coordinates in space p0104 A80-27074
A comparison of accommodative responsiveness and contrast sensitivity for sinusoidal gratings p0104 A80-27075
The influence of colour and contour rivalry on the magnitude of the tilt illusion p0106 A80-28787
Visual learning and interhemispherical interaction p0125 A80-30055
Plicker-induced asymmetries in border enhancement and the distinction between brightness and darkness systems p0127 A80-30674
Suprathreshold processing of complex visual stimuli - Evidence for linearity in contrast perception p0130 A80-32013
Study of pilot's sight direction on Mercury flight simulator p0132 A80-32590
Accuracy of perception in the tracking of continuous signals p0144 A80-32843
Static and dynamic factors in the perception of rotary motion p0145 A80-32974
Grating induction - A new type of aftereffect p0151 A80-35779
Effects of aircraft noise on an intelligibility task p0170 A80-34864
Pickup of visual information by the pilot during a ground control approach in a fighter aircraft simulator p0190 A80-41981
Two-dimensional spatial frequency content and confusions among dot matrix characters p0196 A80-42847
Velocity specificity of the flicker to pattern sensitivity ratio in human vision p0241 A80-48518
Wavelength difference limit for binocular color fusion p0241 A80-48519
Multiple sensory and motor cues enhance the accuracy of pursuit eye movements p0241 A80-48519

A-193
VISUAL SIGNS

The sensing of retinal motion
use of the pupil to study the scotopic and
chromatic mechanisms of vision in humans
remote operator performance comparing mono and
stereo TV displays: the effects of visibility, learning and task factors
remote cortical potentials and information
processing
spatio-temporal integration in the visual system
helmet-mounted displays: a computer-assisted
analysis of day-night visual requirements
the role of the upper field of view in selected
HVS/D visual tasks
the field of view simulator equipped for perspective
transformation on a television raster
special session on vision
role of intersensory differentiation in function of
cortex of the visual analyzer
the visual scene perception process involved in
manual approach landing
spatial filtering and mechanisms of perception
the influence of eye movements on the visual search and color coding
facilitation effect in orientation discrimination
foveal and peripheral displacement thresholds as a
function of stimulus luminance, line length and
sensitivity ratio in human vision
the influence of the flight altitude and the
limitation of the field of view on the
visual tracking in moving targets on the ground and the
maximal visibility flight altitude
a computer implementation of a theory of human
stereo vision
effects of aircraft vibration on vision
detection of moving targets in peripheral vision
the influence of visual-spatial ability and study
procedures on map learning skill
air-to-air target acquisition factors and means of
improvement
visual scene perception. Frequency domain data and
desal parameter estimation procedure
psychophysical criteria for visual simulation
systems. Phase 2: experimental investigations of
display joints and scene inserts
aids for improving vision in white-out
effects of magnification and visual accommodation
on the perception of simulated image
development of physiological and behavioral
metrics of human performance
energy uptake in the first step of visual excitation
error dynamics of operator recognition of visual images

VISUAL STIMULI

choice reaction time to movement of eccentric
visual targets during concurrent rotary
acceleration
operator eye-movement reaction during tracking of
discrete stimuli with random time and space
distribution
visual cortical neurons - are bars or gratings the
optimal stimuli
a sudden-stop vestibular visual test for rapid
assessment of motion sickness manifestations
additivity of fusional vergence and pursuit eye
movements
perturbation of induced rotation as an index of
motion pattern structure - visual stimuli
concerning some mechanisms of visual recognition
thresholds of recognition of various color stimuli
interaction of pre- and postauricular patterns
having the same coordinates in space
suprathreshold processing of complex visual
stimuli - evidence for linearity in contrast
perception
target position and velocity - the stimuli for
smooth pursuit eye movements
visual search performance during simulated radar
observation with and without a sweepline
device for measuring the precision of eye-hand
coordination while tracking changing size
velocity specificity of the -flicker to pattern
sensitivity ratio in human vision
perveal and peripheral displacement thresholds as a
function of stimulus luminance, line length and
duration of movement
a facilitation effect in orientation discrimination
a function of stimulus luminance, line length and
duration of movement
visual tasks
effects of pseudoephephrinium and tripolidine on
visual performance
skilled visual-motor performance by monkeys in a
1.2 GHz microwave field
the effect of image quality on search for static
and dynamic targets - MPA-performance
operator visual workload shifts as a function of
vehicle stability
a review of literature relating to visual fatigue
visual search and color coding
the use of color-coded symbols in a highly dense
situation display
visual search performance during simulated radar
observation with and without a sweepline
an information processing mechanism for systems
with boundary contrast and some optical illusions
hypnotics and the management of disturbed sleep
WASTE UTILIZATION

[ NASA-CR-162492 ] p0038 A80-12739
Aerobic biological treatment of liquid wastes
from pyrolysis processes

WASTES
NT HUMAN WASTES
NT INDUSTRIAL WASTES
NT LIQUID WASTES
NT METABOLIC WASTES
NT URINE
NT WASTE WATER
WATER
NT COLD WATER
NT POTABLE WATER
NT SEA WATER
NT WASTE WATER
Limits to life at low temperatures and at reduced
water contents and water activities
p0175 A80-40362
WATER BALANCE
Plasma AVP, neurophysin, renin activity, and
aldosterone during submaximal exercise performed
until exhaustion in trained and untrained men
p032 A80-45574
The effects of water-heat stressors on orthostatic
test endurance under conditions of hypoxia
p031 A80-48611
Analysis of metabolic energy utilization in the
Skylab astronauts
Skylab water balance error analysis
WATER CONSUMPTION
Space vitualling
p107 A80-41750
Extents of urine osmolality - Lack of effect on
red blood cell survival
p022 A80-46196
WATER COOLING
U LIQUID COOLING
WATER INTAKES
Effects of long-term repetitive exposure to
centrifugation of 2G on developing rat
p0024 A80-13373
WATER LANDING
NT DITCHING (LANDING)
WATER LOSS
Theoretical and applied aspects of the anabiosis of
microorganisms
[ NBL-DES-12350 ] p0277 A80-38055
WATER POLLUTION
Backsloate oxidability as a criterion of
quantitative levels of organic impurities in
reclaimed water
p061 A80-10766
Method and automated apparatus for detecting
coliform organisms
[ NASA-CASL-MSC-16777-1 ] p0201 A80-27067
WATER PRESSURE
Fluid shifts and endocrine responses during chair
rest and water immersion in man
p010 A80-25990
WATER PURESIFICATION
U WATER TREATMENT
WATER QUALITY
Testing evaluation of the electrochemical organic
content analyzer
[ NASA-CR-160569 ] p0141 A80-21991
WATER RECLAMATION
Applications of the thermoelctrically integrated
membrane evaporator subsystem
[ ASME PAPER 79-EMAS-48 ] p0030 A80-15271
Water recovery by catalytic treatment of urine vapor
[ ASME PAPER 80-EMAS-15 ] p0197 A80-43192
Development of a preprototype thermoelctric
integrated membrane evaporation subsystem for
water recovery
p0199 A80-43220
Extended duration orbiter study: CO2 removal and
water recovery
Preprototype vapor compression distillation
subsystem - recovering potable water from
wastewater
Upgrading efficacy of membrane techniques for
regenerating water from urine
p0213 A80-28035
Design, fabrication and testing of a catalyst
ammonia removal system for a urine VCD unit
WATER RECOVERY
U WATER RECLAMATION
WATER TEMPERATURES
Effects of ingestion of cold and hot water on the
course of thermal changes in the stomach and
intestine
[ NASA-TR-75515 ] p0087 A80-16728
WATER TREATMENT
Preprototype vapor compression distillation
subsystem - recovering potable water from
wastewater
Development of a preprototype vapor compression
distillation water recovery subsystem
Advanced microbial check valve development
[ NASA-CR-163577 ] p0275 A80-33094
WATER VEHICLES
NT SUBMARINES
NT UNDERWATER VEHICLES
WATERMARKERS
Development of a method for the traceable
calibration of defibrillator energy meters
[ NPL-DES-55 ] p0203 A80-27085
WAVE ATTENUATION
NT ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
WAVE RADIATION
U ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
WAVE SCATTERING
NT RAMAN SPECTRA
WATERGUNS
A microprocessor-based instrument for neural pulse
wave analysis
p0250 A80-50322
WAVEGUIDES
Circularly polarized 2450-MHz waveguide system for
chronic exposure of small animals to microwaves
p0077 A80-22990
WEAPON SYSTEMS
Operational roles, aircrew systems and human
factors in future high performance aircraft
[ AAGP-CP-266 ] p0235 A80-30019
Weapons systems of the Mirage 2000: Man machine
interface
p0235 A80-30023
WEAPONS DELIVERY
Validation of an in-flight performance measurement
methodology - F-4 ground attack training
evaluation
p0081 A80-24036
Information transfer for improved pilot performance
p0235 A80-30025
WEATHER
NT COLD WEATHER
NT HOT WEATHER
WEBS (HUMAN)_U REGRABES
WEIGHT (MASS)
NT BIOSAESS
NT BODY WEIGHT
Sensations of heaviness in man --- Thesis
p0250 A80-50353
WEIGHT FACTORS
U WEIGIHT (MASS)
WEIGHT MEASUREMENT
mass measurement under conditions of weightlessness
--- for astronaut body weight determination
p0239 A80-47932
Device for mass measurement under zero-gravity
conditions
p0252 A80-51000
WEIGHT REDUCTION
Lightweight pilot helmets: The issue of weight
versus protection
[ AD-8176325 ] p0121 A80-19806
A-196
WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION

Cardiorespiratory system reactions of cosmonauts to exercising following long-term missions aboard the Salut 6 orbital station p0277 880-34060

Reactions to LBNP test of the crew of the Salut 5 orbital station p0277 880-34061

Static endurance of rats after flight aboard the Cosmos 936 biosatellite p0278 880-34063

Comparative study of effects of weightlessness and artificial gravity on density, ash, calcium and phosphorous content of calcified tissues p0278 880-34064

Morphological study of rat kidneys after flight aboard the Cosmos-936 biosatellite p0278 880-34065

Template activity of chromatin DNA and the adenylate cyclase system of rat tissues following flight aboard the Cosmos-936 biosatellite p0278 880-34067

Effect of periodic exposure to head-palp accelerations on a short-arm centrifuge on responses of the human cardiovascular system p0279 880-34071

WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION

Physiological characteristics of psychic models of hypo- and hyper-gravity p0033 880-16467

Exercise response to simulated weightlessness p0045 880-20019

A mathematical and experimental simulation of the hematological response to weightlessness p0045 880-20020

Effect of hypogravity on human lymphocyte activation p0046 880-20446

Simulation of walking under conditions of weightlessness p0073 880-21094

Simulated weightlessness - Effects on biomassic energy balance p0073 880-21544

Residual nutritional activity of the sunflower hypocotyl in simulated weightlessness p0075 880-21984

Effect of simulated weightlessness on the immune system in rats p100 880-25894

Initiation of locomotion under conditions of weightlessness p101 880-25894

The effects of simulated weightlessness on the reproductive capacity of the great duckweed in the mora and under irradiation p0222 880-46812

Functional state of the cardiovascular system under the combined effect of 28 day immersion, rotation on a short-arm centrifuge and exercise on a bicycle ergometer p0211 880-28025

WELDING MACHINES

Adaptive control of technological industrial robots for welding p0219 880-45693

WEST GERMANY

U GERMANY

WEIR

U ROTATION

WHIRLING

U ROTATION

WHITE BLOOD CELLS


WHITEOUT

Aids for improving vision in white-out [AD-A088726] p0282 880-34094

WIDER FILTERING

Interpreting nonlinear systems - The third order kernel of the eye movement control system p0048 880-20860

WILDLIFE

WT BIRDS

WIND EFFECTS

Influence of air velocity and heat acclimation on human skin wetness and sweating efficiency p0032 880-16454

WIND SHEAR


SUBJECT INDEX

WINDSCREENS

U WINDSHIELDS

WINDSHIELDS

Dynamic vision under vibration and changes with curvature of transparencies p0128 880-31589

WINGS

Biological and aerodynamic problems with the flight of animals [NASA-TM-75337] p0206 880-27985

WOMEN

U FEMALES

WORK

BT PHYSICAL WORK

Work performance as a function of the interaction of ability, work values, and the perceived work environment [AD-A068893] p0059 880-14707

Concepts of workload --- study of work capacity and pilot performance in terms of physiological and psychological stress p0063 880-14740

WORK CAPACITY

Seasonal variation in work performance and heart rate response to exercise - A study of 1,635 middle-aged men p0023 880-13274

Prediction of the physical work capacity of persons at mountain altitudes p0026 880-14165

Maximal work capacity of women during acute hypoxia p0032 880-14656

Autogenic training as a method of stimulating operator work capacity p0023 880-16465

Procedures and facilities for studying the capacity for work of cosmonauts p0126 880-30514

The circadian rhythm of aerobic efficiency p0129 880-32231

Assessment of physical working capacity in clinic and athletics --- Russian book p0146 880-32846

Assurance of stable work capacity during prolonged space flight p0147 880-32989

Investigation of operator work capacity under conditions of continuous activity p0147 880-32990

The preservation capacity of spacecraft control skills during extended flights p0147 880-32994

Engineering-psychological aspects of optimizing human visual work capacity in space flight p0148 880-33006

Absolute and relative work capacity to oxygen at 750, 586, and 523 torr barometric pressure p0189 880-41977

Work capacity during 3-wk sojourns at 4,300 m - Effects of relative polyoxygenation p0223 880-47025

Changes in alpha activity during decreases in human operator work capacity p0223 880-48612

The effect of mountain conditions on work capacity and acclimatization times p0242 880-49020

Concepts of workload --- study of work capacity and pilot performance in terms of physiological and psychological stress p0063 880-14740

Effects of unusual schedules of daily activity and acclimatization times p0063 880-14740

Effects of unusual schedules of daily activity and acclimatization times p0063 880-14740

Low-level carbon monoxide exposure and work capacity at 1,600 meters [PB80-129083] p0063 880-14740

Physiological influences upon the work performance of men and women [AD-A080197] p0027 880-30805

WINDSHIELD CAPACITY

Autogenic training as a method of stimulating operator work capacity p0033 880-16465

The effects of various regimes of work and rest following a 64-72 hour period of wakefulness on
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The role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polyamorphism of clams in a cation-exchanged clay environment.

Analysis of eighty-four commercial aviation accidents - Implications for a resource management approach to crew training.

Physical chemistry and evolution of salt tolerance in halophiles.

The intracellular Na+/K+ and K+/K+ composition of the moderately halophilic bacterium, Paracoccus halodinitrificus.

Na+ and Ca2+ injection Plasma volume-electrolyte distribution at rest and exercise.

Retinal changes in rats flown on Cosmos 936 - A cosmic ray experiment.

Thresholds for detection of constant rotary acceleration during vibratory rotary acceleration.

Water recovery by catalytic treatment of urine vapor.


[ASAE PAPER 80-ENAS-38] Evidence of urine osmolality - Lack of effect on red blood cell survival.

Fluid-electrolyte shifts and thermoregulation - Rest and work in heat with head cooling.

The possible role of metal ions and clays in prebiotic chemistry.

A microprocessor-based instrument for neural pulse wave analysis.

Extracellular hyperosmolality and body temperature during physical exercise in dogs.

Some human factors issues in the development and evaluation of cockpit alerting and warning systems.

The carbon isotope biogeochemistry of the individual hydrocarbons in bat guano and the ecology of insectivorous bats in the region of Carlsbad, New Mexico.

Induction powered biological radiomagnet [NASA-CASE-ABC-11120-1].

Objective measurement of human tolerance to +g sub z acceleration stress.

Effect of field of view and monocular viewing on angular size judgment in an outdoor scene.

Theory of the decision-problem state.

Problem-solving and decisionmaking: An integration.

Clarification process: Resolution of decision-problem conditions.

Decision-problem state analysis methodology.

Head-up transition behavior of pilots during simulated low-visibility approaches.

Flight-deck automation: Promises and problems.

Pressure suit joint analyzer.

Physiological reactions of a passenger to transportation conditions.

Pocket ECG electrode.

Hematological response to weightlessness.

Human nutrition and acclimatization to heat: A compendium of research, 1956-1978.

Vehicle acceleration stress.

An implantable electrical device.

The terrestrial radiation environment and EVA's: Prediction requirements, model improvements, and warning systems.

An overview of flight-deck automation: Promises and problems.

Effect of field of view and monocular viewing on decision-problem conditions.

Integration of small target detection on simulated landings with real and virtual image displays.

An overview of the vascular and baroreceptors in man.

An overview of space motion sickness.

An overview of altitude hypoxia.

An overview of an implantable electrical device.

An overview of the role of fluid shifts and endocrine responses during chair rest and water ingestion in man.

An overview of the role of Na+ and Ca2+ in transport processes of bacterial membranes.

An overview of the role of Na+/K+ and K+/K+ composition of the moderately halophilic bacterium, Paracoccus halodinitrificus.

An overview of Na+ and Ca2+ injection Plasma volume-electrolyte distribution at rest and exercise.

An overview of the role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polyamorphism of clams in a cation-exchanged clay environment.

An overview of the role of thermal and exercise factors in the mechanism of hypervolemia.

An overview of the intracellular Na+/K+ and K+/K+ composition of the moderately halophilic bacterium, Paracoccus halodinitrificus.

An overview of Na+ and Ca2+ injection Plasma volume-electrolyte distribution at rest and exercise.

An overview of the function of fluid shifts and endocrine responses during chair rest and water ingestion in man.

An overview of the role of Na+ and Ca2+ in transport processes of bacterial membranes.

An overview of the role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polyamorphism of clams in a cation-exchanged clay environment.

An overview of the role of thermal and exercise factors in the mechanism of hypervolemia.

An overview of the intracellular Na+/K+ and K+/K+ composition of the moderately halophilic bacterium, Paracoccus halodinitrificus.

An overview of Na+ and Ca2+ injection Plasma volume-electrolyte distribution at rest and exercise.

An overview of the role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polyamorphism of clams in a cation-exchanged clay environment.

An overview of the role of thermal and exercise factors in the mechanism of hypervolemia.

An overview of the intracellular Na+/K+ and K+/K+ composition of the moderately halophilic bacterium, Paracoccus halodinitrificus.

An overview of Na+ and Ca2+ injection Plasma volume-electrolyte distribution at rest and exercise.

An overview of the role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polyamorphism of clams in a cation-exchanged clay environment.

An overview of the role of thermal and exercise factors in the mechanism of hypervolemia.

An overview of the intracellular Na+/K+ and K+/K+ composition of the moderately halophilic bacterium, Paracoccus halodinitrificus.

An overview of Na+ and Ca2+ injection Plasma volume-electrolyte distribution at rest and exercise.

An overview of the role of metal ions in chemical evolution - Polyamorphism of clams in a cation-exchanged clay environment.

An overview of the role of thermal and exercise factors in the mechanism of hypervolemia.
The factors influencing the formation of Li2CO3 from LiOH and CO2

[ASME PAPER 80-ENAS-45] p0199 A80-43219

Development of a preprototype thermoelectric integrated membrane evaporation subsystem for water recovery

[ASME PAPER 80-ENAS-46] p0199 A80-43220

Portable breathing system

[NASA-CASE-MSC-16260-1] p0016 N80-10729

Physiological factors in space operations. Emphasis on space shuttle

p0054 N80-14662

The physiological basis for spacecraft environmental limits

p0067 N80-15788

Atmosphere

p0067 N80-15789

Physical forces generating acceleration, vibration, and impact

p0067 N80-15792

Sound and noise

p0067 N80-15793

Radiofrequency radiation

p0067 N80-15794

Method and apparatus for eliminating luminol interference material

[NASA-CASE-MSC-16260-1] p0085 N80-16714

Manual maneuvering unit latch mechanism

[NASA-TP-79009-0] p0225 N80-29043

Environmental control and life support system: Analysis of STS-1

[NASA-TP-80132] p0229 N80-29043

Assessment of the effects of the zero gravity environment on the health and safety of space workers

[NASA-TP-81122] p0237 N80-30038

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA. Response of selected plant and insect species to simulated solid rocket exhaust mixtures and to exhaust components from solid rocket fuels

[NASA-TP-74109] p0225 N80-29043

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA. Development of a multi-media crew-training program for the terminal configured vehicle mission simulator

p0217 A80-43401

A design tool for estimating passenger ride discomfort within complex ride environments

p0242 A80-48949

Indirect microbial detection

[NASA-CASE-LAR-12520-1] p0017 N80-11756

Single pilot scanning behavior in simulated instrument flight

[NASA-TP-80178] p0037 N80-12732

Effect of noise spectra and a listening task upon passenger annoyance in a helicopter interior noise environment

[NASA-TP-81090] p0040 N80-13769

Investigation of effects of temperature, salinity, and electrode design on the performance of an electrochemical collior detector

[NASA-TP-80130] p0054 N80-14676

Preliminary investigations of pilot scanning techniques of dial pointing instruments

[NASA-TP-80079] p0057 N80-14697

Error analysis and corrections to pupil diameter measurements with Langley Research Center's oculometer

[NASA-TP-81065] p0202 N80-27075

Passenger comfort technology for system decision making

[NASA-TP-81085] p0282 N80-24096

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. Intra-ocular pressure normalization technique and equipment

[NASA-CASE-LW-12955-1] p0055 N80-14684

Intra-ocular pressure normalization technique and equipment


Preliminary results of fast neutron treatments in carcinomas of the pancreas

p0377 N80-24983

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala. Design and development of a trace contaminant removal canister for Spacelab

[NASA PAPER 79-ENAS-16] p0028 A80-15241

Bosch - An alternate CO2 reduction technology


Electrophoretic cell separation by means of microscopes

p0150 A80-34229

Method for separating biological cells

p0085 N80-16715

Prosthetic device for correction of urinary incontinence

[NASA-TP-78255] p0088 N80-16739

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. Pasadena Office, Calif. Dialysis system

[NASA-CASE-NDO-14101-1] p0055 N80-14687

Apparatus for endoscopic examination

[NASA-CASE-NDO-14092-1] p0086 N80-16725

Simultaneous muscle force and displacement transducer

[NASA-CASE-NDO-14212-1] p0201 N80-27072

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS LAB., AMSTERDAM (HOLLAND). The visual scene perception process involved in manual approach landing

[HUM-TR-78130-U] p0096 N80-17715

Visual scene perception. Frequency domain data and model parameter estimation procedure

p0262 N80-32097

NATIONAL ASTHMA CENTER, DENVER, COLO. Low-level carbon monoxide exposure and work capacity at 1600 meters

[P880-129083] p0180 N80-25001

NATIONAL AVIATION FACILITIES EXPERIMENTAL CENTER, ATLANTIC CIT. R. J. An exploratory study of psychophysiological measurements as indicators of air traffic control sector workload

p065 N80-14755

Individual and system performance indices for the air traffic control system

p065 N80-14756

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, WASHINGTON, D.C. A mathematical model for use in evaluating and developing impact test methods for protective headgear

[p880-164957] p0215 N80-28055

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH INST.. PRETORIA (SOUTH AFRICA). Changes in the QRS complex of the electrocardiogram during sleep and exercise

[CSIR-ELK-167] p0226 N80-29022

NATIONAL INST. FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH, CINCINNATI, OHIO. Whole-body vibration of heavy equipment operators


NATIONAL INST. OF POLAR RESEARCH, TOKYO (JAPAN). Amino acid in the Yatsuo carbonaceous chondrite from Antarctica

p0025 A80-13548

NATIONAL INST. ON AGING, BALTIMORE, MD. Review of cell aging in Drosophila and mouse

p0043 A80-17741

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH, BETHESDA, MD. Introduction to electrochemistry of nerve membranes

[P880-176908] p0254 N80-31036

NATIONAL PHYSICAL LAB., Teddington (ENGLAND). Development of a method for the traceable calibration of defibrillator energy meters

[HIP-DS5-55] p0203 N80-27085

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA, OTTAWA (ONTARIO). Dynamics of multi-body systems

[A0-10043] p0181 N80-25007

NATIONAL RESEARCH INST. FOR MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES, PRETORIA (SOUTH AFRICA). Identification of controls in neuro-musculo-skeletal control system models

[CSIR-TRW-52] p0018 N80-11761

NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE, SPRINGFIELD, VA. Telecommunications in medicine. A bibliography with abstracts

C-19
Motion sickness susceptibility during rotation parabolic flight - Loss of sense of orientation

**NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., NEW ORLEANS, LA.**

A method for studying human biodynamic responses to whole-body Z-axis Clinical medical effects of head and neck response during biodynamic stress experiments Crew station assessment using the Bioan modeling system

**NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., PENSACOLA, FLA.**

Some influences of vision on susceptibility to motion sickness Parabolic flight - Loss of sense of orientation motion sickness susceptibility during rotation at 30 rpm in free-fall parabolic flight A sudden-stop vestibular test for rapid assessment of motion sickness manifestations Evaluation of the relationship between motion sickness symptoms and blood pressure, heart rate, and body temperature Visual and postural motion aftereffects following parabolic flight Space motion sickness - Skylab revisited The Thousand Aviator study: 1969 - 1971 follow-up program with distributions and intercorrelations of selected variables A review of dynamic visual acuity

**NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER, WARBURST, PA.**

Thermal conducction effects in human skin. Phase 2: Experimental validation and application of data in selection of materials Life subject ejection tower testing to determine human tolerance to an increased onset rate of acceleration The role of helmet mounted displays in high-speed low-level flight Crew station assessment using the Bioan modeling system Plane testing of two samples of exposure suit material Research for visual enhancement for high speed low level flight sponsored by the Naval Air Systems Command

**NAVAL HEALTH RESEARCH CENTER, SAN DIEGO, CALIF.**

Sleep disturbances in humans Sleep disturbance and performance Remote operator performance comparing mono and stereo TV displays: The effects of visibility, learning and task factors Aids for improving vision in white-out conditions

**NAVAL MEDICAL RESEARCH INST., BETHESDA, MD.**

Measurement of lung function using magnetometers. 1: Principles and mathematical modeling

**NAVAL OCEAN SYSTEMS CENTER, SAN DIEGO, CA.**

Remote operator performance comparing mono and stereo TV displays: The effects of visibility, learning and task factors

**NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTEREY, CALIF.**

A consideration of factors contributing to strength differences in men and women A simulator evaluation of pilot response to an aircraft cockpit spin indicator system The advantage of the color-code modality versus stereo TV displays: The effects of visibility, learning and task factors

**NAVAL SUBMARINE MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., GROTON, CONN.**

Emergency medicine and the airline passenger A review of dynamic visual acuity

**AIDS FOR IMPROVING VISION IN WHITE-OUT CONDITIONS**

**NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER, CHINA LAKE, CALIF.**

Studies on the removal of carbon monoxide from the atmosphere at ambient temperature

**NAVY CLOTHING AND TEXTILE RESEARCH FACILITY, NITKIE, MASS.**

Thermal insulation materials for diver's underwear garments

**NAVY EXPERIMENTAL DIVING UNIT, PONCE CITY, FLA.**

Is the weight loss of hyperbaric habitation a disorder of osmoregulation

**NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., LAS CRUCES.**

When day is done and shadows fall, we miss the airline passenger airmail of all

**NEW MEXICO UNIV., ALBUQUERQUE.**

Heterogeneous phase reactions of Martian volatiles with putative regolith minerals

**CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX**


Response time, operator productivity and job satisfaction p0215 880-28053


Personal difference relations in psychometric and experimental cognitive tasks [AD-A086057] p0261 880-32023

Norwegian Defence Research Establishment, Kjeller. The effect of locally applied organophosphates on amines and acetylcholinesterase adaptation to chronic treatment p0062 880-14731

Oceanic National Lab., Tenn. Types of aquatic microcosms and their research applications [ADC-JF-781101-I] p0009 880-10747

National library of medicine toxicology data base management system [ONRL/CSD/V-80] p0014 880-10785

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 1, part 1, records 1-1580 [ONRL/ETC-165595-PT] p0028 880-29029

Chemical identified in human biological media: A data base, volume 1, part 2, records 1-1580 [ONRL/ETC-165595-PT] p0028 880-29030

Health effects of low level radiation [DOE/VSC-11176] p0028 880-29034

Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA. Brain waves and the enhancement of pilot performance p0064 880-14751

Ohio State Univ., Columbus. Hypogravity and estrogen effects on avian anterior pituitary growth hormone and prostatic levels p0047 880-20497

The architecture of the avian retina following exposure to chronic 2 G p0194 880-62013

Measurement of resistive torques in major human joints [AD-A0717170] p0056 880-14695

Process model of how the human operator tracks discontinuous inputs [AD-A065001] p0059 880-14712

Planar biped dynamics and control p0088 880-16736

Multi-modal information processing for visual workload relief [NASA-CR-162720] p0088 880-16737


Ohio Univ., Athens. Human muscle fiber types in power lifters, distance runners and untrained subjects: A histochemical and ultrastructural study p0037 880-12727


Old Dominion Univ., Norfolk, VA. Physiological influences upon the work performance of men and women [AD-A081947] p0237 880-30035

Oregon State Univ., Corvallis. Absorption characteristics of prolactin spheroidal model of man and animals at and near resonance frequency p0137 880-21020

Variations in pyrophosphatase physiological parameters during transient nitrogen environments p0181 880-26027

Oregon Univ., Eugene. Preparative cost and dual-task performance: Further evidence against a general time-sharing factor [AD-A086057] p0165 880-23986


Parvilia Aircraft G.m.b.H., Munich (West Germany). Human factors aspects in high speed low level flight p0235 880-30026

Paris VI Univ. (France). Review of cell aging in Drosophila and mouse p0043 880-17741

Payne, Inc., Annapolis, MD. Preliminary analysis of wind tunnel test of a 1/2 scale model of an ejecting crewman and ejection seat [AD-A069229] p0159 880-22990

Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park. Plasma volume changes in fit men and women during a humid heat stress before and after an acclimation p0013 880-10781

Kidney cell electrophoresis p0013 880-10782

Kidney cell electrophoresis p0117 880-19782

Plasma cortisol levels and auditory functioning in humans exposed to short and prolonged durations of noise p0135 880-21010

Relationship between urinary 3-methylhistidine excretion and components of body composition in man p0163 880-23972

Pennsylvania Univ., Philadelphia. Residual mutational activity of the sunflower hypocotyl in situ and weightlessness p0075 880-21984


A concept for developing human performance specifications [AD-A084617] p0215 880-28054

Petersburg Regional Hospital, Boston, Mass. Cold air inhalation, esophageal temperature lung function in exercising humans [AD-A069510] p0019 880-11765


Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw. Extracellular hyperosmolality and body temperature during physical exercise in dogs p0271 880-54076

Porona Coll., Claremont, Calif. Heterogeneous phase reactions of Martian volatiles with putative regolith minerals p0151 880-36062

Professional Staff Association of the Rancho Los Arigos Hospital, Inc., Downey, Calif. Effects of amonoha, oxides of nitrogen, and oxidants on human health [P880-184583] p0261 880-32088

Corporation Source Index

Professional Staff Association of the Rancho

Olsala Space Observatory (Sweden). Thermal history, chemical composition and relationship of comets to the origin of life p0084 880-24942

Oregon State Univ., Corvallis. Absorption characteristics of prolactin spheroidal model of man and animals at and near resonance frequency p0137 880-21020

Variations in pyrophosphatase physiological parameters during transient nitrogen environments p0181 880-26027


Parvilia Aircraft G.m.b.H., Munich (West Germany). Human factors aspects in high speed low level flight p0235 880-30026

Paris VI Univ. (France). Review of cell aging in Drosophila and mouse p0043 880-17741

Payne, Inc., Annapolis, MD. Preliminary analysis of wind tunnel test of a 1/2 scale model of an ejecting crewman and ejection seat [AD-A069229] p0159 880-22990

Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park. Plasma volume changes in fit men and women during a humid heat stress before and after an acclimation p0013 880-10781

Kidney cell electrophoresis p0013 880-10782

Kidney cell electrophoresis p0117 880-19782

Plasma cortisol levels and auditory functioning in humans exposed to short and prolonged durations of noise p0135 880-21010

Relationship between urinary 3-methylhistidine excretion and components of body composition in man p0163 880-23972

Pennsylvania Univ., Philadelphia. Residual mutational activity of the sunflower hypocotyl in situ and weightlessness p0075 880-21984


A concept for developing human performance specifications [AD-A084617] p0215 880-28054

Petersburg Regional Hospital, Boston, Mass. Cold air inhalation, esophageal temperature lung function in exercising humans [AD-A069510] p0019 880-11765


Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw. Extracellular hyperosmolality and body temperature during physical exercise in dogs p0271 880-54076

Porona Coll., Claremont, Calif. Heterogeneous phase reactions of Martian volatiles with putative regolith minerals p0151 880-36062

Professional Staff Association of the Rancho Los Arigos Hospital, Inc., Downey, Calif. Effects of amonoha, oxides of nitrogen, and oxidants on human health [P880-184583] p0261 880-32088
TECHNISCHE HOEGSCHOOL, EINDHOVEN (NETHERLANDS).
Trend prediction as a basis for optimal therapy.
A survey report [NASA-AD-A082006]
p0180 N80-30499
TECHNISCHE HOGESCHOOL TWENTE, ESCHENBROICH (NETHERLANDS).
Application of mutual amount of information for time delay estimation [NASA-CR-40720]
p0112 N80-40174
TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAT, HAMBURG (WEST GERMANY).
Heat rate variability, pilot workload, task difficulty, tracking [DFVLR-PR-79-33]
p0203 N80-27086
TECHNOLOGY, INC., HOUSTON, TEL.
A microprocessor-based cardiotachometer [NASA-CR-160607]
p0273 N80-33082
p0273 N80-33083
Cardiopulmonary data acquisition system. Volume 2.0, Volume 2: Detailed software/hardware documentation [NASA-CR-160609]
p0273 N80-33084
TECHNOLOGY, INC., SAN ANTONIO, TEL.
p0238 N80-33004
THEWESSEE UNIV., KNOXVILLE.
The relationship of exercise performance to variations in blood acid-base status induced by changes in the inspired oxygen fraction [NASA-CR-163591]
p0182 N80-26030
Changes in erythropoietin levels during space flight or space flight simulation [NASA-CR-163592]
p0273 N80-33085
TEXAS A&M UNIV., COLLEGE STATION.
A preliminary research plan for development of a photosynthetic link in a closed ecological life support system [NASA-CR-160399]
p0039 N80-13758
The effect of variety and maturity on the quality of freeze-dried carrots. The effect of microwave blanching on the nutritional and textural quality of freeze-dried spinach [NASA-CR-160567]
p0161 N80-21982
TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL UNIV., LUBBOCK.
Effect of task variable interactions in lifting and lowering [NASA-CR-163590]
p0281 N80-30409
TEXAS UNIV., DALLAS.
Schoecardiographic left ventricular masses in distance runners and weight lifters [NASA-CR-163591]
p0102 N80-25591
TEXAS UNIV., GALVESTON.
A study of occupational heat stress by analysis of environmental and human factors [NASA-CR-163592]
p0068 N80-16735
TEXAS UNIV. AT ARLINGTON.
Differences in certain physiological, biochemical, and subjective measures of work effect between males and females while backpacking [NASA-CR-163593]
p0281 N80-30409
TEXAS UNIV. AT AUSTIN.
South American river morphology and hydrology [NASA-CR-163594]
p0069 N80-10574
TEXAS HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER, SAN ANTONIO.
Effects of inspired oxygen on the metabolism of pulmonary surfactant [AD-A082909]
p0233 N80-30036
TORONTO UNIV., DONNEHILL (ONTARIO).
Linear state feedback control of rigid-link manipulators [OTIAS-TH-214]
p0021 N80-11779
TORONTO UNIV. (ONTARIO).
The effect of a predictitive wind shear chart on pilot landing performance [OTIAS-TH-220]
p0229 N80-29039
TRW DEFENSE AND SPACE SYSTEMS GROUP, REDWOOD SHORES, CALIF.
Advanced flight design systems subssysytem performance models. Executive summary [NASA-CR-160768]
p0255 N80-31044
Advanced flight design systems subsystem performance models. Environmental analysis routine library [NASA-CR-160769]
p0255 N80-31045

Advanced flight design systems subsystem performance models. Sample model: Environmental analysis routine library [NASA-CR-406770]
p0255 N80-31046
TULANE UNIV., NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Mathematical simulation of the transport of oxygen and important metabolites in the human brain [NASA-CR-163597]
p0282 N80-30409

UNION PACIFIC RESEARCH CO., WEBB CITY, OK.
Advanced microbial check valve development [NASA-CR-163577]
p0275 N80-33094
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, WEST DES MOINES, IA.
Monitoring vital signs in the diver [AD-A079192]
p0179 N80-24996
UNIVERSITAT VLAARDINGEN (NETHERLANDS).
Effect of hydrogen chloride on the morphology of Bacillus subtilis spores [NASA-CR-163593]
p0162 N80-23967
Sterilization by means of hydrogen chloride: Influence of process parameters on the biocidal activity [NASA-CR-163594]
p0162 N80-23968
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP., EAST HARTFORD, CONN.
Portable breathing system [AD-A049542]
p0016 N80-10799
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO, GREELEY.
Time for recovery from successive bouts of exercise as measured by changes in the anaerobic threshold: A comparison of recovery intervals of 24 and 48 hours [NASA-CR-163595]
p0163 N80-23970
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES.
Excursion of vibrating microelectrodes in tissue and backpaking [NASA-CR-160768]
p0064 N80-10574
Temperature and frequency dependence of ultrasonic attenuation in selected tissues [NASA-CR-163596]
p0140 N80-32751
The possible role of metal ions and clays in prebiotic chemistry [NASA-CR-163597]
p0284 N80-50060
Validation and error in multiplicative utility functions [AD-A073365]
p0057 N80-14698
A criterion validation of multiattribute utility analysis and of a group communication strategy [AD-A073364]
p0057 N80-14699
Importance weight assessment for additive, riskless preference functions: A review [AD-A073363]
p0057 N80-14700
Are important weights sensitive to the range of alternatives in multiattribute utility measurement [AD-A073362]
p0057 N80-14701
SUBJECTIVE versus statistical importance weights. A criterion validation [NASA-CR-163598]
p0180 N80-24996
UTAH STATE UNIV., LOGAN.
Waste stabilization lagoon microorganism removal efficiency and effluent disinfection with chlorine [NASA-CR-163599]
p0066 N80-15786
UTAH UNIV., SALT LAKE CITY.
Part-body and multibody effects on absorption of radio-frequency electromagnetic energy by animals and by models of man [NASA-CR-163599]
p0076 N80-22987
Statistical representation of electrocardiographic body surface maps for feature identification data compression and classification [NASA-CR-163599]
p0037 N80-12728

V

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INST. AND STATE UNIV., BLACKSBURG.
Spatio-temporal integration in the visual system [NASA-AD-A069558]
p0421 N80-11780
Aircrew workload assessment techniques [AD-A079190]
p0157 N80-21035
Research on new electronic display technologies [NASA-CR-160568]
p0140 N80-21972
Air-to-air target acquisition factors and means of improvement  
[AD-A087848]  p0262  N80-32095

VIRGINIA UNIV., CHARLOTTESVILLE.  
Modeling studies of the pressure-flow relationship of the central airways  
[AD-A087848]  p0039  N80-13763

Microvascular determinants of oxygen supply in resting and contracting striated muscle  
[AD-A087848]  p0109  N80-18694

Human comfort response to random motions with combined yawing and rolling motions  

Human comfort response to dominant random motions in longitudinal modes of aircraft motion  
[NASA-CR-159186]  p0137  N80-21033

Human comfort response to random motions with a dominant pitching motion  

WASHINGTON UNIV., SEATTLE.  
Life stress, self-preoccupation, and social supports  
[AD-A086624]  p0014  N80-10789

Intelligence as an information processing concept  
[AD-A086953]  p0020  N80-11775

Phytoplankton primary production below Arctic Ocean pack ice: An ecosystem analysis  
[AD-A086624]  p0181  N80-26028

WASHINGTON UNIV., ST. LOUIS, MO.  
A study of human throat-wall and vocal tract from input/output measurements  
[AD-A086624]  p0282  N80-34091

WAYNE STATE UNIV., DETROIT, MICH.  
A model for auditory evoked potentials  
[AD-A086857]  p0013  N80-10780

Coronary plexus in man and monkey  
[AD-A086857]  p0163  N80-23971

A technique for establishing true levels of muscle strength exertion  
[AD-A086857]  p0227  N80-29028

WBB ASSOCIATES, YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO.  
The development of an elastic reverse gradient garment to be used as a countermeasure for cardiovascular deconditioning  
[NASA-CR-152379]  p0274  N80-33086

WIL RESEARCH LABS., INC., CINCINNATI, OHIO.  
Teratologic effects of long-term exposure to diesel exhaust emissions (rats)  
[PH60-159965]  p0226  N80-29018

Teratologic effects of long-term exposure to diesel exhaust emission (rabbits)  
[PH60-1568529]  p0226  N80-29019

WISCONSIN UNIV. - MADISON.  
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